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            Nashville, Tennessee, is home to nearly fifteen thousand ethnic Kurds.  They have 
come in four distinct groups over the course of two decades to escape the hardship and 
horror of brutal central government policies, some directed toward their extinction.  
Many of that number are young people who were infants or toddlers when they were 
whisked away to the safety of temporary way stations prior to their arrival in the United 
States.  What that means is that these youth have spent the majority of their formative 
years within the context of the American culture.  This thesis is a study of how they view 
their place within and/or apart from that culture and the one into which they were born, 
the Kurdish one.  My contention is that they all live a double life. 
           Over the course of a seven-month period in 2013, I conducted recorded interviews 
with eleven Kurds in Nashville, ages 16-26.  Most were young women but all represented 
a healthy cross-section of experience as third-culture kids.  What I discovered is 
presented in three chapters dealing with the issues of emigration/immigration, gender, 
and identity.  That is prefaced by a brief history of the Kurdish nation and of their 
movement out of Kurdistan, as well as a discussion of my fieldwork procedures and 
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products. My interviewees present their perspectives on each of these issues through 
select transcript portions provided in each chapter.    
            My thesis was direct: young Kurds in Nashville live a duality in which neither 
part, American or Kurdish, is equally valued or shared at all times.  They live in two 
worlds but are not and, perhaps, cannot be fully invested in either.  That is what their 
words spoke to me.  But just as clearly, there was an unrivaled individuality in the way 
that every one of the eleven related to each community of which they were a part.  Some 
were closer to one than the other while others attempted a seemingly uncomfortable 
straddle.  Either way, they managed the hand they were dealt as they deemed proper and 





1 Baggy Jeans and Briyani !!!
It came with the cold winds.  Not that it could not have come at other times, I 
suppose, but this was a winter arrival.  The crowd had burgeoned inside the smallish 
room rented for the occasion, and by the time I arrived it was time for movement.  Two or 
three soon turned into ten, twelve, twenty, hand in hand, side by side, moving as one to 
the recorded sounds of saz and zirna.  There were onlookers aplenty, restrained by age or 
indifference, some too deep in conversation to bother.  This cultural oddity (a label many 
in this southern town would freely apply) played well in my opinion, even here in Music 
City, U.S.A. (aka Nashville, Tennessee).  It was a scene with which I was very familiar 
and, in fact, very fond.  On this night, in this place and time, to the degree that any 
outsider could feel it, I felt at home.  
Without warning, the doors to the “other” world swung open, bringing a blast of 
winter reality.  Those winds blew in a handful of young men, in their teens/early twenties, 
who did not look the part.  Their clothes were not traditional garb, at least not their 
parents’ tradition, but instead baggy jeans, t-shirts and “bling,” a nod to the hip-hop 
culture which had taken over much of the world and, by all appearances, their own.  I 
“followed” them with an odd mixture of curiosity, humor and sadness, watching as they 
exchanged pleasantries but stood aloof, joined the dance but rarely in step, lost it seemed 
among those who should have been most familiar.  It was then and there it came; an 
awful appreciation for the struggles of Nashville’s young Kurds who are caught between 
what was and what is, the accepted and the expected.  I knew from my earliest days 
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among this refugee group that the kids often played the part of cultural broker for their 
elders, mediating as best they could with caseworkers, health officials and educators.  But 
this was a revelation of a newer, deeper sort that would spur me to pursue relationship 
with this demographic as passionately as I had with their fathers and uncles before them. 
This work, then, is the product of that night and its subsequent pursuit.  It is the 
aggregate of identity markers, communicated in narrative by young Nashville Kurds who 
vary in age, education, country of origin and fealty to the ancestral homeland.  Ray 
Cashman, in his preface to Storytelling on the Northern Irish Border, said that he 
considers “stories that people tell each other to be eloquent of culture, a window into the 
shared beliefs, values, and worldview of a given group...” (Cashman 2008: ix), that 
stories “enable people to do important, recurring things with language--entertain, 
persuade, evaluate one’s self and one’s social environment, establish and revise identity, 
imagine and enact community” (Cashman 2008: ix).  Cashman’s fieldwork in homes and 
at community events did in fact validate the place of story in revealing what was 
important or true or accepted or deeply held by the group, a window into what was 
“shared.”  My own fieldwork, however, discussed at length in Chapter 2, was intended to 
give voice to the singular, the individual.   
!
Background 
I had been interested in the Kurds since my college days (1985-1990), several 
years of which coincided with the worst of the atrocities committed by Saddam Hussein 
against Iraqi Kurds.  In 1995, I began work with a Nashville, Tennessee-based non-profit 
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organization which had come alongside local resettlement agencies during the greatest 
period of Kurdish immigration to Nashville (1991-1992).  In the process, I met dozens of 
individuals and families who had experienced a depth of suffering wholly unknown to me 
in my homogenous, suburban, middle-class world.  It would, indeed, be a windfall for 
compassion and cultural relativism in my life.  Those families, my “accidental 
instructors,” would wrestle with an issue in subsequent years, however, which rivaled the 
long, hurried treks through snowy mountain passes and years of cramped quarters in 
refugee camps and all, surprisingly, within the “land of the free and the home of the 
brave.”  What would become of their children? 
Some families had arrived in the U.S. with children in tow, while others birthed 
them later.  I watched this growth from a distance, as the focus of our organizational work 
shifted more fully to Turkey and Iraq and I endured a year of cancer treatments.   
Periodically, news of the common variety (i.e., this person went to Kurdistan, that person 
had a baby, etc.) would pass my way but, by and large, family dynamics among those 
Kurds I had known the longest escaped me.  It was not that I was indifferent; I just had 
irons in another fire.  That would change in dramatic fashion several years later when 
news of a community tragedy would become teleprompter material for local anchors.  
Several young Kurdish men, members of a local ethnic gang, would face attempted 
murder charges related to a drug deal gone bad.  The aftermath of such public shaming 
was stark and unequivocal: a new standard by which parents measured their own 
children’s humanity and Kurdayeti (Kurdishness) was established.   
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Surely the fear which bubbled to the surface following those terrible times had 
been there all along, gnawing at the minds of mothers and fathers.  It was true their 
children were now safe, living in a nation ruled by law rather than fiat, the burdens of a 
brutal overlord removed from their shoulders.  But it was also true that most came from 
conservative Muslim and Christian villages in the mountains of northern Iraq, 
communities with strict oversight of growing, inquisitive youth.  Immediate and extended 
family members monitored work and play carefully, especially that of daughters.  Now 
these same daughters, as well as their brothers, were spending six to eight hours a day in 
the care of strangers and in the company of the opposite sex. Even more terrifying were 
the reshekan (blacks), a population virtually non-existent in their world, except for the 
occasional film which showed them stealing cars or brutalizing women.   
Language, of course, was also an issue.  As fathers left for long hours in factories, 
restaurants and hotels with other refugees/immigrants and mothers cared for small 
children at home, taught by the likes of Barney and the Rugrats, school-age children 
traveled everyday to a place that was otherworldly.  In it, the culture, history, language 
and values of Kurdish life were displaced by that of their kind benefactor, the United 
States, and its attendant permissive culture.  Children outpaced adults in assimilation.  
The result for many was a great divide. 
I saw this for myself one afternoon in Nashville at a local market.  This Middle 
Eastern grocery was typical of many in the city; the greens and yellows and purples of the 
fruit and vegetable stand, the amazing aroma of freshly baked breads and the hollow stare 
of a sheep’s head behind the meat counter.  This Iraqi market was co-owned by an Arab 
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from the south and a Kurd from the north.  The latter was a longtime friend of mine.  He 
and his family had fled Iraqi Kurdistan to escape the very real possibility of death at the 
hands of Saddam Hussein, who had vowed to kill any and all Kurds with American 
affiliations, including those working for U.S. non-profit or for-profit organizations 
following the first Gulf War. After spending several months on the island of Guam with 
hundreds of other escapees, this family of three arrived in Music City. The year was 
1997.  It was the custom of the non-profit organization with which I worked to welcome 
such families with a basket of essentials and an offer to address other needs.  This family 
received both.  
 In the fifteen years since that time, we continued to stay in touch though, as 
previously mentioned, not to any great degree.  We greeted each other at the occasional 
community gathering (i.e. New Year’s celebration, cultural festivals, weddings, etc.) and 
caught up on the latest dengubas (news), yet the vast majority of our individual lives 
moved along on separate tracks.  My time at his shop one day was one of those rare 
moments of intersection, a way to connect with his world.   
I exchanged greetings in Kurdish with my friend and asked about his family.  
And, as always, we talked about Kurdistan.  That day his teenage son happened to be 
helping at the register and, so, I decided to include him in the conversation.  His words 
were both alarming and wonderfully interesting, spoken not in Kurdish but English. “I 
don’t want to go to Kurdistan. I never want to go to Kurdistan, even to visit” (my 
paraphrase).  That was painful for his father to hear, I could tell.  So why would he say it? 
More importantly, why did he feel it?  The father spoke affectionately of the place from 
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which they had come, his eyes brightening with each word; the son, strangely, used his 
perfect, accent-free English to announce his seeming disdain for the very same.  How was 
such a chasm possible after such a relatively short amount of time?  
It was not naiveté which drove me to such wonder.  I had worked among Kurds 
for many years by this time and had, at the very least, a foundational understanding of 
their worldview and its concomitant behaviors.  As an American I had been conditioned 
to expect a divergence between parent and adolescent, one that at times and in some 
families revealed itself in the most painful of ways.  But the Kurds come from a world of 
acute tribal and familial attachment, where the desires of the individual are subsumed by 
those of the group.  Beyond that, my expectation concerning this historically 
marginalized people would be, at the very least, a feigned fealty to the brotherhood of 
those who had suffered and survived, a modicum of gratitude.  To put it in layman’s 
terms, young Kurds should pay homage to parents who had sacrificed and to a culture 
(Kurdish) which had abided.  The words of my friend’s son seemed to be devoid of such 
sentiment and brought into question the strength of or, indeed, the very existence of cords 
binding him to a rich yet alien past.  Who then is he? 
Mary Pipher has written that “identity is formed by art, writing, dance, music, and 
other forms of self expression” (Pipher 2002: 319).  In other words, identity is formed by 
folklore (just as it informs it).  This thesis explores the folkloric means by which Kurds in 
Nashville, especially those in the fifteen- to twenty-five year-old age range, express 
themselves as hyphenated citizens, as Kurds and as Americans.  From years spent with 
this community, I have observed readily apparent expressions of ethnic identity.  Some 
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organize cultural and historical events to educate the American public about Kurdish 
heritage.  Others attend community events in national costume or participate in national 
dance groups.  Still others create rap music to extol the virtues of the homeland, get 
ethnic tattoos or, more nefariously, congregate around what is in Kurdish-community 
speak, a gangster lifestyle (albeit with a Kurdish twist).  Then there are those, like the son 
of my friend, who seem entirely content to walk away from the world of their beloved 
families.  
This is exactly where the other element of my research surfaces and that element 
is causality. Why is there such a disparity between young people who share both the same 
past and the same present?  Part of the answer is clear.  Regardless of how these young 
Kurdish-Americans express their essence, they have not come to their present state be 
tenya (alone).  The gauntlet through which their families had passed included the horrific 
(i.e., chemical weapons, hasty escapes, and barbed-wire enclosures), as well as the nearly 
unbearable (i.e., the “other” of language and culture, hard work for little pay and 
separation from the communal life they had always known). There is also the issue of 
education.  Some parents were doctors, engineers, lawyers or teachers in Kurdistan; 
others were “merely” drivers or guards. Each group, accordingly, adapted to life in 
America in different ways and at different paces.  
All of these things constructed the lens through which these young Kurds now 
view themselves and others.  And how do they view themselves?  What is their true felt 
identity?  That identity will be revealed through narrative, the stories of third-culture 
experience every one of these young Kurds shares.  I gathered these stories to learn two 
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things: how they express (or hide) their ethnic identity and, more profoundly, why.  What 
elements, both experiential and familial, have been part of creating this inimitable person 
they have become?  I contend that the answers to these questions betray a constant 
movement and a highly-individualized hybridity on their part.  My research will show 
that young Kurds in Nashville live a duality in which neither part, American or Kurdish, 
is equally valued or shared at all times.  They are, in fact, neither (fully) here nor there. 
!
Methodology 
The means by which I gathered the aforementioned narratives was recorded 
interviews, both individual and group.  I met with a total of eleven people over the course 
of a seven-month period, from January-July 2013.  Complete details of the background 
and conduction of these interviews, including obstacles, interviewee bios, and a 
discussion of resultant themes, can be found in Chapter 3. 
!
Literature Review 
Virtually every subject worthy of scholarly inquiry is unique or, at the very least, 
contains elements which are.  That is no less true for my own subject, that being the 
cultural expressions of Kurdish youth in Nashville, Tennessee.  The Kurds are an ancient 
people, a predominantly mountain people, an Indo-European people, both oppressed and 
oppressor, religious and secular, businessmen and artists, refugees and asylees.  They sing 
and dance and draw and sculpt.  They raise sheep, harvest wheat and pick apricots 
aplenty.  They love their children.  
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In these varied aspects, they are not unlike many around the world.  One thing is 
certain, however; there is no other group who shares the aggregate of experiences, values 
and vision that the Kurds do.  That is true across the panoply of Kurds and, in microcosm, 
the Kurds with which this thesis is concerned.  The importance of this is how it affects 
the approach to research. Should I consider all the disparate elements which inform the 
cultural expressions of Nashville’s Kurdish youth or choose but a few?  Should I focus 
only on those sources that speak to their uniqueness or also on those which link them to 
the global village?  
In some respects, the lack of relevant scholarship helped.  Through my experience 
working among Kurds, I was aware that most writings on this group came from 
historians, political scientists, anthropologists, missionaries and travelers focused 
primarily on things non-folkloric, and that, in the homeland.  A search through the 
Journal of American Folklore, Western Folklore, Journal of Folklore Research and other 
academic folklore sources confirmed my suspicions.  Additionally, the information 
concerning refugees/immigrants also dealt primarily with political issues related to 
resettlement and, that too, outside the United States.  If the sources did concern those 
within our borders and speak to cultural issues, they did not deal with Kurds specifically, 
except for one.  This was Karen O’Connor’s A Kurdish Family: Journey Between Two 
Worlds, in which she chronicles the transition of one family in San Diego, California 
following their exodus from Iraq.  
Other sources looked at non-Kurdish refugee/immigrant groups.  For example, 
Jon Holtzman dealt with those from east Africa in Nuer Journeys, Nuer Lives: Sudanese 
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Refugees in Minnesota.  There are many points of departure between the past and present 
lives of Nuer and Kurdish teens in their respective U.S. cities.  Family connections, living 
conditions, level of suffering, etc. are but a few.  The same can be said for Marcelo 
Suarez-Arozco’s study of Central American students, Central American Refugees and 
U.S. High Schools: A Psychosocial Study of Motivation and Achievement, in which he 
looks at how these students assimilate into U.S. life. Granted, all of these cultures 
(Kurdish, Sudanese, Latin American) are different in many ways but one key element is 
held in common and can be instructive for this thesis: the way(s) in which these young 
people interrelate with Americans in formal (i.e. school, work) and informal (outside of 
school/work) settings.  
In looking at the big picture of what is available and germane to the subject, I 
have found sources which fall into five broad categories: Kurdish emigration/
immigration, identity, third-culture status, narrative, and gender.  All of these have had a 
direct effect on how Kurdish youth in Nashville express themselves as Kurds.  Diane 
King, a cultural anthropologist from the University of Kentucky, has spent years 
researching the Kurdish people, particularly in Iraqi Kurdistan and with respect to gender, 
migration, kinship, and the state.  Two of her articles are of particular interest to me vis a 
vis emigration/immigration.  
The first, “Asylum Seekers/Patron Seekers: Interpreting Iraqi Kurdish Migration,” 
looks at how Iraqi Kurds arriving in the U.S. between 1991 and 2003 brought with them 
unrealistic expectations of their new host (i.e., America).  They assumed complete care 
would greet them at the airport and walk with them every day thereafter.  King contends 
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that this attitude was innate, born by the patronage they had experienced from tribal 
leaders long before they ever considered migrating west.  It raises a question for me as to 
whether the disappointment felt by parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles of the Kurdish 
youth of Nashville, a corollary to the effects of patronage, might have led some youth to 
accentuate their ethnic heritage in “graphic” ways.  
The second article, “‘Back from the ‘Outside’: Returnees and Diasporic 
Imagining in Iraqi Kurdistan” is pertinent for other reasons.  King is looking at Iraqi 
Kurds returning to Kurdistan from the West and what their return creates within the 
resident community, something she calls a “diasporic imaginary,” a place in which the 
outside world is brought inside the homes of those having never left.  This comes through 
narrative.  Though the direction of travel is entirely different, I believe the idea of 
intimate connection between those inside Kurdistan and those without (to include 
Nashville) is consistent.  Young Kurds in Nashville are able to maintain strong ties with 
their ethnic homeland through technology and through travel, at least potentially 
contributing to a greater appropriation of who they are as Kurds.  This is evidenced in 
their folklore or, in some cases, the lack thereof.  
Identity is, undoubtedly, the major focus of my research.  Keith Basso’s “Wisdom 
Sits in Places: Landscape and Language among the Western Apache,” serves as an 
ancillary source for discussing identity.  Its importance is two-fold.  The first is that it 
deals with the importance of place in defining identity, in this case for the Apache.  But 
this is also true for young Kurds; the land of their fathers (Kurdistan) and that to which 
they themselves belong (America) wields incredible power for good and for evil.  Basso 
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argues that the land is actually used by Apache elders to guide their youth to the right 
path, even if it means “shooting them with an arrow.”  Kurdish elders in Nashville can 
appeal to family histories lived out in the homeland to do the same with their youth.  The 
results thus far are mixed.  
Three other articles related to identity have also proven useful. Richard Handler 
and Jocelyn Linnekin’s “Tradition: Genuine or Spurious” makes the claim that tradition is 
not an objective reality but rather a social construct.  If true, that means there is not a 
singular way of expressing identity, for a group or an individual.  Some Kurds gravitate 
toward more overt self expression, such as organizing cultural festivals or soliciting 
money for earthquake victims in the homeland. Others choose to participate in ethnic or 
religious holidays, adorned in Kurdish costume.  Still others use violence (i.e., Kurdish 
Pride gang) to defend the group or position themselves outside it altogether.  Regardless 
of the proximity to the ethnic core, however, these are all Kurds.  Ellen Badone, in 
“Ethnicity, Folklore and Local Identity in Rural Brittany” shows that in northern France, 
identity is resident in local affiliations much more strongly than in regional or national 
ones.  This is mirrored in Kurdish culture, both in the tribal loyalties in Kurdistan and the 
political and clan loyalties in Nashville.  Badone is quick to point out the conflicts created 
by such associations (which is reflected in each group’s folklore).  Nashville Kurds have 
certainly had their fair share of internecine struggles.  
Another “identity” article that resonates actually involves Kurds or, at least, a 
group some would claim as Kurds.  These people come from the Dersim region of Turkey 
but now live in Berlin, Germany.  Mustafa Akcinar in “Re-invention of Identity: The 
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Case of Dersim Community Association in Berlin” deals with many aspects of life in 
Germany for these immigrants, most of whom came for employment, but his thesis seems 
to be this: through membership in the Dersim Community Association, the Dersimis are 
staking a claim to membership in the greater German community and not the highly 
volatile Kurdish one.  This recoiling is common among many Kurds in Nashville as well.  
Weary of the constant posturing of local political proxies, they choose to distance 
themselves from their own people and move instead toward a non-Kurdish identity.  
Sadly, this is the choice of a growing number of young Kurds in Nashville. 
I also thought it helpful to consider some of the broader issues related to identity 
which are raised by folklorists such as Roger Abrahams (2003). He too would say that 
identity is created, emerging “from the stories one tells on oneself or one’s 
community” (Abrahams 2003: 201).  But even more compelling is his assertion that 
identity has the potential for great harm, used to stoke nationalistic/racist fires that result 
in the kinds of suffering experienced by Nashville Kurds.  In other words, it can be used 
to divide rather than simply highlight, a concern of many with Romantic nationalists of 
the past.  It can perpetuate “victim status,” as well, another propensity of the Kurdish 
nation.  
Elliot Oring, in his article concerning identity and the study of folklore (1994b), 
believes that this concept, identity, has always been at the core of the discipline, though 
the term itself was “largely absent.”  Retorts from other folklorists arose but the key point 
I take from Oring’s article is that, though identity itself is elusive, we can approach it 
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through “its expressions.”  So then, looking at what young Kurds do can help to explain 
who young Kurds are.    
It is important to look at the issue of third-culture status, as well.  David C. 
Pollock and Ruth E. Van Reken have written a wonderful book on the positive and 
negative aspects of growing up between cultures, Third Culture Kids.  These could be the 
children of missionaries, diplomats, businessmen or simply those who have relocated to a 
new country as a refugee or immigrant. The young Kurds of Nashville fall into the latter 
category.  Since the majority of them have lived in the U.S. most, if not all, of their lives 
they are “thoroughly” Americanized.  And herein lies the struggle. Does their allegiance 
belong to the first land, the second, or to the virtual no-man’s land that lies betwixt and 
between?  This tearing, I believe, is a major contributor to their self-perception and their 
self-expression.  
Amy Shuman in Other People’s Stories and Mary Hufford in Chaseworld deal 
with something else, narrative.  Shuman’s focus on the ability and/or the right to tell 
another’s story has immediate application to the situation in Nashville.  For many of 
these young Kurds, who were very young children when they fled Kurdistan, the fullest 
experience they have of the homeland is the stories of others.  The question then 
becomes, do they appropriate them intact or is there some “massaging” taking place?  
How do they decide what should be part of their own repertoire?  Mary Hufford’s 
discussion of the world of the fox hunters in the Pine Barrens is intriguing as well.  The 
chase world can be “conjured” either by being physically involved or through stories. As 
just mentioned, many young Kurds have walked very little on Kurdish soil; their fullest 
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experience is by proxy.  How do they create their own Kurdworld?  Or do they create one 
at all?  These are intriguing questions. 
Lastly, the issue of gender is a germane subject for a discussion of Kurdish 
identity and, particularly so, because of the makeup of my interviewee pool (the majority 
were women). Works such as Feminist Messages: Coding in Women’s Culture (Radner), 
Women Escaping Violence: Empowerment through Narrative (Lawless), Feminist Theory 
and the Study of Folklore (Hollis, Pershing and Young), and Cajun Women: Reading the 
Rules Backward (Ware), were all very helpful in providing a framework to discuss silent 
v. direct speech, tradition, creativity and inequity via the narratives of my interviewees. 
!
Outline 
Chapter One introduces my thesis, including the background and methodology. 
Chapter Two is focused on the Kurds and includes several brief histories.  The 
first is that of the Kurdish nation itself, to include the land which they claim as their own, 
Kurdistan, and especially the mountains which crisscross the region.  There is also a look 
at political events which led to the final exodus of many Kurds from Iraq and Iran, 
beginning in the mid-1970’s and ending in the late-1990’s.  I discuss the four “waves” of 
Kurds who made their way to Nashville, Tennessee. during this period and compare them 
in their abilities to assimilate.  Tribalism, cultural/ethnic distinctives and origin legends 
are discussed as well. 
Chapter Three revolves exclusively around my fieldwork, consisting of recorded 
interviews with students in restaurants and homes.  My purpose in this chapter is twofold: 
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to create a historical and cultural backdrop for the expressions of Kurdish identity among 
the youth and then to reveal those expressions themselves.  In other words, I allow the 
narrative of their journeys to be their own.  It will become evident through these stories 
that, even among Kurdish youth of the same age and/or gender, there is a wonderful 
diversity in how they express who they are as bifurcated folk.   
Chapter Four is the point at which I begin analyzing the data collected from 
surveys and fieldwork according to a three-fold grid; emigration/immigration, gender, 
and identity.  This chapter deals with emigration/immigration.  Concerning the former, 
consideration is given to the ways leaving home and entering a strange land has affected 
what these young Kurds have become, though not in any empirical sense. I am not 
looking at how many have been successful students or model employees.  I am not 
interested in an etic perspective at all but, rather, that of the youth themselves.  With 
what/whom do they most identify?  At the same time, the parental narrative is essential 
for the very reason that many of these kids never fully experienced the “leaving” in the 
first place, because of their age.  Consequently, I look at what effect these “other” 
narratives have had on their attachment to all things Kurdish.  Third-culture status is 
considered comparatively; how is each individual youth positioned on a prospective 
continuum from fully Kurdish to fully American?  Obviously, such a line is tenuous at 
best and might very well be deemed worthless by my interviewees.  But, there is a valid 
point to be made that third-culture kids do find themselves in a very different place than 
those having never left the familiar and have very similar ways of expressing it.  I explore 
what that looks like in this community of young people.  
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Chapter Five concerns gender.  Entering fieldwork, I had looked for a balanced 
pool of interviewee voices (equal number of women and men) but it just so happened 
that, for whatever reason, the women were more willing and available to talk.  
Consequently, I developed questions to elicit their unique perspective; what I discovered 
was surprising and telling.  I discuss the issue of silent speech, as well as cause and effect 
with regard to how and when women subvert the status quo.  The majority of my 
interviewees, both male and female, spoke candidly about gender and its place in their 
daily lives and traditional community culture. 
Chapter Six focuses on identity.  As has been mentioned, that includes a 
consideration of several haunting questions.  Is it, first of all, objectively “real?”  Is it 
related to one’s history or to one’s present life?  Can it be conferred by those outside the 
group or is it only self-assigned?  Is it useful in the hands of the one possessing or 
conferring it and, if so, to what end(s)?  What are the dangers of such labeling?  All of 
these questions are very valid when contemplating the Kurdish nation and, for my 
purposes here, the Kurdish youth of Nashville.   




Several, more pedestrian, items concerning vocabulary need to be addressed 
before delving into our topic.  I use the term “Kurdistan” freely to describe the 
geographical area from which the Kurdish people hail.  As you will learn, it does not exist 
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in the rolls of recognized nation-states at the United Nations.  Though I have strongly-
held beliefs as to why this is so or whether it will or should ever change, I will use this 
term in the simplest of senses; to delineate a piece of land to which Kurds stake claim.   
From time to time other Kurdish vocabulary will appear as well.  I do this 
sparingly because I find it particularly distracting in my own reading if I am not familiar 
with or interested in the language under discussion.  There are instances, however, when 
the foreign word perhaps conveys a meaning or an idea that is either beyond translation 
or more vivid than the English.  It is then when Kurdish will come into play.  The word(s) 
will be italicized with the meaning in parentheses afterwards. 
My interviewees will be identified by first name only, so as to bring some 
measure of anonymity.  The identity of one, however, will be even more deeply 
embedded.  That is S.K., my lone adult interviewee, who will appear in Chapter Two.  As 
mentioned in Chapter Three, any attempt at caution was necessary in order to exercise 
respect for the wider culture and the families of those who graciously allowed me into 
their lives for this study. 
      
Final Note 
It is rare, I believe, for a reader to be as passionate about a piece of writing as the 
one having penned it.  The author has invested inordinate amounts of time with the 
mundane and the dramatic to proffer a novelty, something in its entirety which is unlike 
any other.  This may be embraced by the reader, to be sure, but because the level of 
investment is unequal so will the level of emotion be.  My suspicion is that it will be no 
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different for those who take time to read this work on Kurdish youth in Nashville.  Some 
may be drawn by the Kurds themselves, a pertinent subject considering the present 
conflict in Syria.  Others will be interested in what may be said about refugees or urban 
demographics or narrative.  I have written this thesis expressly to give voice to a 
previously unheard demographic, one for whom I have great respect and affection.  I 
have no expectation that it will be read from a similar sentiment. 
I would, however, offer two “substitute” motivations, surprise and benefit, both of 
which come from Keith Basso’s work, Wisdom Sits in Places: Stalking with Stories.  His 
primary discussion concerns the instructive use of land by the Western Apache but, on a 
personal note, Basso tells about his professor and how he often taught best.  “...some of 
his most provocative thoughts came in the form of brief asides delivered casually and 
without apology at unexpected moments” (Basso 1996: 37).  Basso was surprised, both 
by what he learned and when he learned it.  The same was certainly true for me as I 
conducted fieldwork among teens and twenty-somethings navigating perilous waters.  I 
hope the reader will enter their world expecting the same. 
There is also the who of the learning process.  Basso, like his mentor at Harvard, 
believed that “attending carefully to claims that people make about themselves” (Basso 
1996: 37), though exhausting, reaps the greatest rewards.  That is, “understanding...who 
the people involved take themselves to be...can be richly informative and highly 
worthwhile” (Basso 1996: 37-38).  His point is that fieldworkers themselves can and 
should learn from those they study and present.  One way to do that is to defer.  It is 
inevitable and proper that the ethnographer would lend his/her voice to the discussion at 
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hand but that voice must not muffle the sounds of those who might not otherwise be 
heard.  If we heed this warning, they will be honored and we enriched.  My hope, then, is 
that in the pages to follow the reader will find surprises that benefit, unforeseen treasures 
that provide travel through and beyond the struggles of Nashville’s young Kurds to a new 
and wonderful place, a place where they find...themselves. 
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2 Waves of Sorrow, Waves of Hope !!!
Admittedly, there is more than one way to paint a picture, more than one vantage 
point from which to view beauty and/or horror.  Indeed, what is glorious to one is 
repulsive to another.  But who gets to decide and how?  This real-world aesthetic 
dilemma is fraught with possibilities and with dangers.  It could provide an informed 
appreciation for individual or group affinities outside of one’s own or, conversely, 
provide ammunition with which to destroy any semblance of affection for the same.  This 
is, of course, amplified exponentially when attaching “approval labels” to other human 
beings and, in reality, can only come from two sources.  The first is from the subject 
himself/herself.  That is, a person can self-assign, showcasing qualities he/she alone 
deems worthy of representing who he/she really is.  This is an instructive and valuable 
portrayal and that which I have aggressively sought in this presentation of Kurdish youth. 
In fact, the last question asked of each of my interviewees was this; “If there is one thing 
that you could say to a non-Kurd about who you are and who the Kurds are, what would 
that be?”  It was important for me to get to the core of Kurdishness as they saw it. 
But as we all know, there is another source from which valuations of merit flow.  
That is the outsider.  Two weeks prior to this writing, a new friend sat down beside me at 
a Kurdish wedding, and amidst the jubilant clamor asked this out-of-the-blue, totally 
nebulous question. “What do you think about Kurds?”  As a Kurd, he could have extolled 
the virtues of his people as he knew them (an exercise to which I had been subjected 
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countless times), but chose, instead, to solicit the opinion of one outside the group.  I 
gave him several of the qualities, positive and negative, that stood out to me; hospitable, 
prone to quarrel, strong ties to family and tribe.  Others, who also traversed Kurdish lands 
and tasted Kurdish life, have offered as much.  Journalist Jonathan Randall described the 
Kurds as  “eternal outsiders,” “prize losers” and “poor boys” (Randall 1997: 4) among 
the peoples of the Middle East, each painful moniker laced with more than a few 
elements of truth.  Some labor to marry expectations with realities, as in this passage 
from Christiane Bird’s book, A Thousand Sighs, A Thousand Revolts: Journeys in 
Kurdistan.  
!
From the moment I arrived in Kurdistan, I felt as if I had fallen 
through the back door of the world and into a tragic magic 
kingdom-- the kind of place where tyrants’ castles reigned over 
mist-filled valleys, beautiful damsels ran away with doomed 
princes, and ten-foot-tall heroes battled scaly green dragons as 
good clashed sword with evil.  In reality, there was no kingdom-- 
at least not the type found in fairy tales--but I did find evil, as well 
as good, and castles and valleys, damsels and princes, magic and 
tragedy (Bird 2005: 7-8). !
So, who are the Kurds?  The answer reflects what Fatema Mernissi has called “the most 
striking feature of the Middle East: complexity” (Bird 2005: ii).  It is certainly beyond the 
scope of this chapter to elucidate the entire history of the Kurdish people, a point at 
which even David McDowall’s voluminous work, A Modern History of the Kurds, fails 
(by his own admission it should be pointed out).  However, a brief outline of major points 
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of time and place will be given, followed by events which created the Kurdish-American 
diaspora and the acculturation arc(s) on which these refugees have traveled. 
Any discussion of the Kurds must begin with land.  Theirs, as they see it, has 
been “in the family” for thousands of years.  It is called Kurdistan. Mehrdad Izady has 
likened its shape to an “inverted letter V, with the joint pointing in the direction of the 
Caucasus and the arms toward the Mediterranean Sea and the Persian Gulf” (Izady 1992: 
1).  It is large, covering 200,000 square miles, and reaching across the borders of Iraq, 
Iran, Turkey, and Syria.  In an area so vast, it is understandable that there be variation, 
sometimes extreme variation, in topography, climate, wildlife, fauna, etc.  Kurdistan does 
have its arid plains and treeless hills, heat soaked elements of the land which support the 
stereotype of the Middle East as a wasteland.  Yet there is one feature which stands above 
them all, literally.  These are the mountains.    
It is impossible to hyperbolize with respect to the Kurds and their mountains, the 
Zagros, Taurus, Pontus and Alburz ranges which crisscross the geography of Kurdistan.  
They are spectacular and have worked their magic on many a traveler.   
!
Such a view as stretches out before the two great windows in my 
room, it seems to me, cannot be surpassed by any in the world.  
The descent from our mountain home, the plain so green and 
beautiful, with here and there a high, pointed mountain, looking 
strange and alone, as though it had wandered away from its 
fellows.  The blue lake beyond, bounded by the lofty ridge of 
snow-capped mountains on the other wise.  I am never weary 
feasting my eyes on this sight (Speer 2009: 32). !
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So wrote Deborah Cochran in 1868, twenty years after she and her husband, Joseph G. 
Cochran, had arrived in western Iran (eastern Kurdistan to its modern inhabitants) to 
work among Assyrian Christians.  It was said of their son, Joseph Plumb Cochran, who 
served the entirety of his adult life as a “physician...diplomatist,... counselor,...public 
character, [and]… missionary leader” (Speer 2009: 8) in his father’s stead, that “he was 
seldom happier than when able to look from some commanding position as far as his 
vision could carry” (i.e., the mountains) (Speer 2009: 174).  It was a respite from the 
demands of his exhausting, beautiful life.  It was the same for my friend, Jeremiah, who 
served as a teacher in an English-speaking high school in Suleymania, Iraq, The Classical 
School of the Medes, until his death there in 2012.  Throughout his six years in 
Kurdistan, Jeremiah would explore the mountains surrounding his adopted city for many 
of the same reasons as Dr. Cochran: fresh air, adventure, and extended times of reflection.   
A curious aspect to Jeremiah’s jaunts to the hills, though one befitting his natural 
gifts as a teacher, is that he ignited a passion within his students for going there as well.  
That is curious for the very reason that Kurds are, at their core, a mountain people.  In 
fact, it has been famously said of them, though no one seems to know by whom, that 
“they have no friends but the mountains.”  This is a reference to past treacheries but, that 
aside, these peaks remain an escape for the population at large, for weddings, for holidays 
and for picnics.  Jeremiah’s students had undoubtedly been there on many occasions.  
They should have had no need for a foreigner to prod them, to help them see those peaks 
as more than an occasional destination.  But as is the proclivity of us all, they failed and 
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they forgot.  They failed to recognize the stunning beauty an attentive eye could never 
miss, the greens and yellows and purples and whites of each season’s choni (hello). And 
they forgot the red, the bloodstains of untold ancestors who walked the crags and crevices 
of Kurdistan, driven by fury or fear to safeguard the only world they had ever known, left 
at last to expire.  
They forgot the account of the Karduchoi, perhaps the first mention of Kurds in 
the annals of history, in Xenophon’s Anabasis.  In 401 B.C., ten thousand Greek soldiers 
on their way to the sea via the mountains north of Mesopotamia encountered stiff 
resistance from the natives.  In “the country of the Karduchoi...” there was “fighting all 
the time” (Randal 1997: 21) between these two parties, far worse it was said than what 
these battle-hardened Greeks had suffered at the hands of the Persian army they were 
escaping.  War, seemingly, was the lot of those living in lands betwixt and between, 
Europe to the west and Asia to the east.  “The Kurds’ fate often depended on their success 
in fending off forces-- starting with Assyrian kings Shalmaneser III and Sargon II in the 
ninth and eighth centuries B.C., respectively-- who mounted punitive expeditions across 
Kurdistan” (Randal 1997: 21).  The Greeks, the Romans, the Persians,  the Mongols, and 
the Arabs were all foes which would not be deterred.  The land of the Kurds has been a 
playground of the powerful for millennia. 
To be fair and completely honest, I must say that this lapse of memory to which I 
refer is metaphorical for most young Kurds.  In Iraqi Kurdistan, Kurdish history is now 
being taught in the schools, both private and public.  Likewise, expatriate communities in 
Europe, the U.S. and elsewhere are making attempts to pass on cultural knowledge to a 
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new generation through programming at Kurdish centers and mosques and impromptu 
conversations in homes.  Two summers ago in Nashville, I led a Kurdish history class 
(aptly named in its relation to the essence of this thesis), “Who Am I?” for this very 
reason.  The point is that while factual competency with regard to heritage remains an 
issue for many young Kurds, as evidenced by some of my own interviewees, the greater 
concern is that all too often even those possessing the knowledge move ahead as if they 
did not. In the end, it has little to no bearing on their day-to-day attitudes or activities.  
That has been my experience, at least, among Kurdish communities in the homeland and 
hinterland and that which is foremost in my mind when discussing forgetfulness. One of 
my own interviewees affirmed the indictment; “...this is the thing...with the kids now and 
the people now it’s like they forgot about Kurdistan.  It’s like they forgot about 
Kurdistan.”  
But who are they, these long-suffering legions of mountain folk, these rugged 
resistors of mighty nation-states?  And from where did they originate?  As has already 
been noted, that answer is immensely complex, requiring much more time and space than 
the present study will allow.  I would refer the reader to such works as Mehrdad Izady’s 
The Kurds: A Concise Handbook and David McDowall’s A Modern History of the Kurds 
for a more complete picture.  Our cursory glance, however, reveals a few of the major 
points of emphasis.  Paradoxically, the Kurds are both distinct and indistinct.  They are 
not Arab or Turkic, as most would assume, but more closely akin to Persians (though not 
purely so, as Wadie Jwaideh notes).   
!
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Successive waves of conquerors, imperial armies, and savage 
hordes swept across these lands, and each left behind a trace, 
however faint, on the racial, linguistic, and cultural character of the 
inhabitants (Jwaideh 2006: 11). !
 As Americans, living in a so-called “melting pot,” we understand the bevy of racial and 
cultural combinations which have produced the families of our nation, regardless of 
personal proclivities.  Most of us do not realize, however, that others, including the 
Kurds, mirror that mixing. 
Yet, they are also set apart from those other cultures, sometimes fiercely so.  
Journalist Jonathan Randal contends that “the Kurds over the centuries have not harbored 
existential doubts about their identity” (Randal 1997: 19), though Kurdish scholars, 
particularly those concerned with nationalism and geopolitics, might beg to differ.  
Regardless of where that line of identity recognition lies, the truth remains that Kurds 
consider themselves unlike those who contain them.  This separation begins with the 
beginning, with their origin narratives, of which there are several.  The first involves 
King Solomon.  He desired to add to the number of his harem and so sent jinn (spirits) 
out to find the most beautiful in his kingdom (numbers range from one hundred to five 
hundred). The jinn completed their task and returned to their king, only to find him dead.  
In response, they flew to the mountains with maidens in tow, begetting children 
throughout the ensuing years.  These offspring are the Kurds (from whence comes the 
often pejoratively used moniker “children of the jinn”).  Another story claims that 
Abraham’s wife, Sarah, was a Kurd from Harran.  
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It is the third, however, which seems to offer the most impressive display of 
Kurdish otherness.  This one “would have them descended from young men and women 
who escaped the murderous clutches of a usurper King of Persia, a giant mythological 
tyrant named Zohhak.  Snakes growing out of his shoulders required a daily meal of 
young men’s brains.  Ingenious ministers, determined to save the race, substituted calves‘ 
brains, and the few surviving boys and girls were smuggled to the mountains, where they 
begat the Kurds” (Randal 1997: 19-20).  In this account, as in those I have heard from 
several Kurdish friends, the enemy is Persian (as it remains to this day).  There is a 
glaring omission however, at least concerning the manner in which the king was 
overcome.  In this retelling it is done through cunning; in another it is done through sheer 
power, at the hands of a lowly blacksmith named Kawa.  This champion, as you might 
imagine, was Kurdish.  It is an undeniable fact that the Kurds are inextricably linked to 
Persians, Turks, and Arabs, the paucity of mutually beneficial relationships 
notwithstanding.  “These different accretions,” as Wadie Jwaideh calls them, this 
intermixing of culture and language that resulted from invasions and migrations, 
produced a hybrid race (Jwaideh 2006: 11).  What else could account for so much shared 
vocabulary or, even more conspicuous, blue eyes and red hair among a Middle-Eastern 
ethnic group? 
And yet, there remains a remarkable, abiding remnant of uniqueness to the Kurds 
which is just as irrefutable.  “Although Kurdish society is multilingual, multiracial, and 
multireligious, Kurds nonetheless share a long common historical experience and 
collective aspirations” (Randal 1997: 14).  In short, as Jonathan Randal has so aptly 
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stated, “Kurds certainly do know who they are” (Randal 1997: 13).  On more than one 
occasion a well-worn narrative has emerged in conversations with friends in Nashville; 
Iraqi Kurds traveling through Turkey are given a tongue-lashing by airport officials.  It is 
not what you think.  It does not concern drugs or weapons, threats against the flight crew 
or even the Kemalist government itself.  Their rebuke concerns a simple stamp, a 
passport stamp.  Those leaving the airports of the Kurdish Autonomous Region and 
everyone along the route are given black and white reminders that the Kurds of this 
locale consider themselves apart, perhaps above, their so-called national “brothers.”  It is 
true, they might live within the national boundaries of the state of Iraq but they are not 
Iraqis; they are Kurds. Their passports reflect this proud resistance and it irks the 
hegemon.  The stamp reads “Kurdistan.”  
The final element of the Kurdish character which is important for one to consider 
is social structure, particularly tribalism.  An outsider arriving in Arbil or Diyarbakir or 
Sanandaj, all major cities in the Kurdish constellation, would be hard-pressed to look 
through starry eyes and beyond high-rise buildings and Western-style amenities to 
something deeper; but it is there.  All scholars agree that Kurdistan is similar to the vast 
majority in the Middle East in this respect, that loyalties lie much closer to home than 
some would suspect or prefer.  In fact, it is to this abiding feature of Kurdish culture 
which many attribute the perpetual failure of Kurdish nationalism.  The Kurds are the 
largest people group in the world without a state of their own and tribalism is to blame.  
One of their most-beloved leaders and the jailed head of the Kurdistan Worker’s Party, 
Abdullah Ocalan, said as much in a conversation with a National Geographic reporter. 
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“We are a feudal society...and our leaders have been chieftains who betray us.  Our 
cultural and political level is low” (Hitchens 1992: 53). 
Evidence of this “betrayal” of higher goals is not hard to find, globally or locally.  
Sheikh Mahmoud Barzinji is one fine example. Barzinji was appointed by the British as 
governor of Suleymania in 1918, with a view to controlling the former Ottoman territory 
by proxy, “with a light but efficient hand” (McDowall 1996: 154).  The sheikh had other 
ideas and, in time, threw off the British yoke, declaring himself “King of Kurdistan” and 
garnering support for an independent state. It was not to be, as two unlikely allies faced 
him down, both seeking a maintenance, if not strengthening, of their power base.  The 
first was the British, the second other Kurdish tribes. 
!
All around Sulaymania, the Shaykh had his opponents, among the 
Jaf and Bajalan tribes and notably among the shaykhs-- the 
Talabani shaykhs of Kirkuk, who were his Qadiri rivals, and the 
Nashqshbandi shaykhs of Biyari and Tawila (McDowall 1996: 
156). !
There certainly seemed to be an overbearing colonial spirit among some of Britain’s 
senior political officers within Kurdistan at war’s end (WWI), an entrenchment of the 
lord/subject ideal.  This was sad but expected.  But what of this opposition to an 
independent Kurdish state based purely on dislike for one of its chief proponents?   
Indeed, it seems unfathomable that Kurdish opposition should arise to Kurdish 
freedom but it is, as some contend, an oft-repeated refrain.  It happened during the 
hopeful days of the Paris Peace Conference (1919) and the resultant Treaty of Sevres 
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(1920), which guaranteed Kurds the right to self-determination.  Kemalist Turkey, 
perhaps, played the largest role in reversing these fortunes, through military action and a 
replacement treaty (Lausanne in 1923).  But the conduct of Kurdish leaders, both those in 
the Paris delegation and those in the homeland whose fate would be determined by 
conference pronouncements, served only to reinforce the thinking of those dividing war 
spoils that a tribal mentality was not sufficient to govern a new nation.   
In the decades to follow, and especially in the last few of the 20th century, this 
mentality would make strange bedfellows (Iraqi Kurds and Iran against Saddam Hussein, 
Iranian Kurds and Saddam against Iran, etc.) and, almost always, guarantee that one 
Kurdish group would be violently opposed to the goals of the other.  This was to escalate 
into full-scale civil war in 1994, as rival political parties vied for power in free Kurdistan, 
claiming thousands of lives and poisoning relations for years to come.  Even in Nashville, 
Tennessee in 2013 the animosity was palpable.  Historical and cultural events are 
boycotted simply because they are hosted by an opposing group, a sad state for a people 
desperately needing to present a unified front.  Perhaps it will change with a younger 
generation more accustomed to multilateralism; it cannot come soon enough.  
We now turn to the issue of waves, for that is how the Kurds arrived in Nashville.  
But why did they come and when and what process did they endure?  The answer to the 
first question is almost embarrassingly obvious for anyone even vaguely familiar with 
Kurdish history, with this “often-overlooked society that has been rocked and at times 
devastated by some of the most catastrophic events and tragic political policies of the last 
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eighty years” (Bird 2005: xxii).  An email from an Iraqi Kurd during the buildup to the 
American invasion of 2003 conveys the raw emotion of their daily experience. 
!
About me, I’m also preparing with my family to escape; you don’t 
need to be so smart to know that there will be a bloody conflict.  
And it will be like a hell...In the middle of the turmoil I will cross 
the border out of Iraq.  I’m not going to wait till the war to end, 
there will be no end to it (Bird 2005: xix). !
In short, there was the need to escape an unbearable situation, a deadly situation.  And if 
that meant leaving behind all that was familiar and lovely, so be it.  That first major 
“leaving” would take place during American preparations for celebrating its own break 
from tyranny.  The year?  1976. 
The backdrop to this story is a complicated one, involving oil and borders and one 
fraught with political intrigue and broken promises.  For years, the Kurds of Iraq had 
been at odds with the Iraqi government, seeking some measure of autonomy; the early 
1970s offered hope that this dream might soon be realized. The Shah of Iran, Mohammad 
Reza Pahlavi, and U.S. President Richard Nixon had agreed to arm the Kurds, to 
“generally heat things up so as to sap the Iraqi resources and distract them from 
Iran” (Blum 2004: 242), a reference to a border dispute between Iraq and Iran in play 
during Nixon’s trip to the latter in 1972.  Implicit in their collusion was an understanding 
that the goal was not victory for the Kurds but, rather, for the two partners.  What would 
that victory look like?  Stalemate.  The Pike Report details this no-win attitude.  “Neither 
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Iran nor ourselves (i.e. the U.S.) wish to see the matter resolved one way or 
another” (Blum 2004: 243).   
The Kurds were clearly pawns in a game of superpowers and once the game 
ended, so did any chance for success.  In March of 1975, following an agreement 
between Iraq and Iran to end hostilities, support for the Kurds was removed by their 
former patrons, Iran and the U.S.  This was eerily reminiscent of Soviet withdrawals from 
Iranian Kurdistan three decades previous, a move which sealed the fate of a fledgling 
Kurdish republic in Mahabad.  Iraqi Kurds were similarly crushed by the refocused Iraqi 
army and no aid was forthcoming.  In fact, their suffering was met with stony silence by 
the U.S. government.  “Our movement and our people are being destroyed in an 
unbelievable way...” and “we feel...that the United States has a moral and political 
responsibility towards our people who have committed themselves to your country’s 
policy” (Blum 2004: 244); such was the desperate cry of Kurdish leaders.  That cry was 
ignored and within a month the cause was lost, hundreds of their leaders executed and 
thousands of their people on the run.  The callousness of U.S. officials toward the 
decimation which, among other things, drove as many as two hundred thousand refugees 
into makeshift camps inside Iran, was immortalized by Henry Kissinger’s remark to the 
staff of the Pike Committee.  Asked what role the U.S. played in the tragedy, he replied 
tartly, “Covert action should not be confused with missionary work” (Blum 2004: 244). 
A long-time friend (“S.K.”) I interviewed for this paper lived in one of those 
Iranian camps.  Moreover, he was responsible for the disposal of goods and property used 
during the struggle with the Iraqi government and for the subsequent distribution of 
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proceeds to the many thousands of other refugees.  What’s interesting, however, is that 
S.K.’s venom was reserved for the Iranians, even though he was well aware of American 
complicity.  “I hate the Shah of Iran because he was, he caused us all these damages, he 
stopped the war” (S.K. in discussion with the author, September 2013).  He told of how 
his movements from city to city, camp to camp in service of his people were tightly 
controlled by Iran’s intelligence agency, SAVAK, a stricture which only served to 
intensify his feelings.  “That made me hate Iran and the people of Iran and the Shah of 
Iran” (S.K. in discussion with the author, September 2013).  In late spring of 1976, after 
completing his work for the then defunct rebellion, he was able to divest himself of this 
form of slavery, arriving in New York with a hundred others, surely relieved, surely 
traumatized.   
Most of the new arrivals, I was told, were sent on to San Diego, others to Virginia, 
Texas and the Dakotas, where they were met by American sponsors (more than likely 
families recruited by resettlement agencies such as Catholic Charities).  My friend chose 
Nashville over San Diego, despite warnings from New York officials about going to “a 
country state” (S.K. in discussion with the author, September 2013) which offered no 
sponsors, expressly because he had contacts there.  These were Kurds who had followed 
the same route but had arrived some months previous.  Hard numbers are difficult to 
come by (Catholic Charities had no records from that era and most of those Kurds are 
gone) but it seems there were two hundred or so who arrived in the U.S. during 1976, 
perhaps a dozen who made Nashville home (per the author’s conversation with “S.K.”).            
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Two qualities were prominent in this first wave of Kurds, qualities that were so 
interrelated as to be nearly inseparable.  Take, for example, independence.  S.K. spoke 
glowingly of his group’s eagerness to work and learn, to take advantage of newfound 
freedoms, to be self-sufficient.  Yet because of the lack of technology and the ever-
watchful eye of the Iraqi government, they were cut off from their beloved Kurdistan and 
those they cared for within it, an independence of a darker sort.  There was also 
education.  A large part of the impetus for pushing my friend to San Diego was his 
college degree, a common possession for those arriving in 1976.  This was a learned 
group who, despite their recent travails and desperate escape, brought with them many of 
the tools necessary to assimilate in a timely and proper way.  As we will see, the third 
wave would not be so lucky.  
What of the second wave, which arrived in 1979?  Was its genesis also in terror?  
It absolutely was, though at the hands of a religious (Ayatollah Khomeini) rather than a 
secular leader (Mohammad Reza Pahlavi).  In fact, this contrast could not be more stark; 
a megalomaniac friend of the West and an exiled cleric who championed absolute 
theocracy, strict adherence to Islamic teaching.  The Kurds of Iran welcomed the end of 
the monarchy, indeed “had acted to throw out the hated old regime” (McDowall 1996: 
261), but they had no desire “to usher in an Islamic republic” (McDowall 1996: 261).  
They wanted freedom but not of that ilk.  The Ayatollah Khomeini would countenance no 
dissent however, his aspiration being to rule a united Muslim populace in which 
minorities were non-existent.  The table was set for further conflict between Kurdistan 
and Tehran. Many thousands would die, in battle and at the hands of executioners, and 
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many more emigrate.  That is how a new group of Kurds arrived in the U.S. in 1979.  I 
found no one in Nashville with knowledge of this group (despite a large number of 
Iranian Kurds in the city) but some external sources speculate that most of them could be 
counted among the five hundred thousand or so Iranians who entered during this period 
and settled in southern California (“Southern California Kurds”).  Interestingly, those 
same sources say that perhaps as many as fifty thousand of that number were Kurds, 
though that seems unlikely. Suffice it to say, this group remains enigmatic at best. 
The third and fourth waves came again from Iraq, a land of increasing horrors 
following the full ascendancy of its leader, Saddam Hussein.  Since the 1968 coup which 
ushered in the rule of the Ba’ath Party, Hussein had worked tirelessly to subsume every 
aspect of Iraqi life and all of its inhabitants.  This included, of course, those Iraqis in the 
north (i.e. Kurds). As has already been mentioned, this was unacceptable to a people 
yearning for freedom, leaving but one viable option; continue the fight.  This they did in 
earnest after the failed revolution of 1975, both with the central government and amongst 
themselves (an all-too common activity addressed in my fieldwork).  David McDowall, 
in his seminal work on the Kurds, called this period (1975-1988) “The Road to 
Genocide,” expressly because the summary executions, forced resettlement and brazen 
Arabization of Kurdish towns and villages was not enough anymore.  The call had 
become more strident, the goal much more sinister; the Kurds must cease to exist. 
Some contend that to claim Iraqi power brokers were earnestly seeking the 
wholesale extinction of fifteen to twenty percent of their population is nothing short of 
hyperbole.  It is true there were those among the ranks of Ba’ath loyalists who cried for 
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reconciliation, for a cessation of the most brutal policies but, without question, their 
views did not carry the day. In fact, many of the most vocal did not live to see another 
day.  This tinge of retrospection notwithstanding, one has only to visit the town of 
Halabje to understand the bestial nature of Baghdad’s malevolence toward its enemies, 
genuine or perceived.  I was there in 2004 and walked the halls of its newly opened 
memorial, palms upraised to cradle a barely visible globe, signage leaving nothing to the 
imagination, “Baath’s Members are not Allowed to Enter.”  I saw the pictures of gas 
victims, littering the street or lying haphazardly in the bed of a truck, one upon the other 
like so many sacks of grain.  I heard the stories of explosions and sweet smells and 
desperate retreats.  And I went to cemeteries in the valley and on the mountainside which 
preserved remnants of Chemical Ali’s many, many victims.  This attack in March of 
1988, “the worst single violation of the 1925 Geneva Protocol on the use of chemical 
weapons” (McDowall 1996: 361) since 1935, was horrific in its scale (five thousand 
dead) and yet, amazingly, this was but the first in a series of eight major assaults against 
Kurds that spring and summer.  For many, the time had come to run. 
Thousands upon thousands poured into Iran and Turkey, some in such fearful 
haste that what could not be carried or walk by itself was left behind, including children.  
To one escapee, a Kurd from Duhok I met in 1995, these days were remembered as a 
singular woeful event, The Day of Tears (the title of his book of poetry).  In his own 
muted, lilting fashion, he recalled for a crowd gathered at a Nashville teahouse a scene of 
pathetic death, of a young child desperate to live.  Sadly, the tears of a caregiver were the 
only source of relief for quenching her overwhelming thirst; they would not be enough.  
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Those who did manage to run the gauntlet of mountain passes and hostile soldiers, all 
with a determined enemy at their heels, were housed in overcrowded, under-sourced 
government camps for two to three years or longer.  It was from these conditions and 
these people, specifically from camps in Turkey, that the third wave, the largest wave of 
Kurds made their way to Nashville following the first Gulf War (1991).  As with previous 
arrivals, it was impossible to locate reliable numbers but I do know this.  When our 
family arrived in August of 1995 to begin work among these refugees we were told there 
were fifteen hundred in the city. 
In contrast to the first wave, this group was largely rural, if not in location surely 
in worldview.  Most hailed from mountain villages in northeastern Kurdistan, 
dangerously close to the borders of unneighborly neighbors, Turkey and Iran. My friend 
S.K. was quick to point out their incredible limitations (i.e. lack of language skills, 
sponsors, etc.) which prompted him and others of the ’76 group to do all they could to 
help.  S.K. himself sponsored one hundred to one hundred fifty people, going house to 
house to assess needs, just two months after undergoing major surgery.  I did ask him 
directly about expectations as well, wondering if there might be some sense of 
entitlement felt by the refugees due to America’s involvement in the recent war and the 
aid (late as it was) given to those in the camps.  This was an important question, as well, 
because it was a very real issue with the fourth wave, many of whom were “told” that 
every need would be met by the United States which, when translated, meant jobs, 
houses, cars and the like.  S.K. did not give a direct answer one way or the other.  He only 
said “they needed help badly” (S.K. in discussion with the author, September 2013), a 
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sobering truth which propelled him and others to action.  Interestingly, many of those 
“others” who extended a hand to this largely Muslim group were members of the 
Nashville Christian community, a fact not lost on these people with such long memories. 
Lastly came the fourth wave, traveling a very different route but, in other respects, 
very similar to those which had come before.  Following Saddam Hussein’s loss to 
America and its allies in the first Gulf War, a no-fly zone was established along the 36th 
Parallel in order to prevent a repeat of previous atrocities, when the sound of flying 
machines meant troubles would soon fall from the sky.  This protection awarded the 
Kurds a prize which, heretofore, had been incredibly elusive and for which many of their 
compatriots, both military and civilian, had given their lives in a frantic search to find: 
freedom.  It was a hard fought victory, and bittersweet at that, because this buffer zone 
came only after many thousands had died, responding to a call from U.S. and European 
leaders to rid themselves of “their” president (the inference being that they would not be 
left to their own devices).  “Saddam rushed his best troops, the Republican Guards, 
northwards, supported by aircraft, heavy weapons and tanks.  The rebels were ill-
equipped to confront such technology” (McDowall 1996: 372).  It’s not difficult to 
interpret that euphemism. 
Horribly late as it was, the no-fly zone did have at least one redeeming quality; it 
allowed for the creation of an autonomous region, in which the Kurds could and, in fact, 
did govern their own affairs, with only a tangential link to powers in Baghdad.  It seemed 
to be a beautiful arrangement, monthly oil revenues from the central government, totaling 
many millions and a virtual carte blanche to spend at will.  But there were two problems; 
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Saddam still sat on his throne and Kurdish leaders still made war with each other.  As has 
already been mentioned, the two major political parties in Kurdistan at the time, the 
Kurdistan Democratic Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, met in a bloody civil 
war over a three-year period (1994-1996) to determine, above all, who would control the 
lucrative trade routes from Kurdish territories into Turkey and Iran.  Jonathan Randal 
points out that Saddam Hussein was poised to exploit the situation and regain “some of 
the prestige he had lost following the 1991 Gulf War” (Bird 2005: 151). 
!
If the Americans, their Western allies, the Kurds, and the 
opposition were beset by such soul-searching anguish, Saddam 
Hussein was not...When he finally decided to move in the hours 
before dawn on Saturday, August 31 [1996], he struck with 
characteristic decisiveness.  In a textbook demonstration of 
overwhelming force, Saddam Hussein deployed 300 artillery 
pieces, more than 350 tanks, and between 30,000 and 40,000 
troops, mostly Republican guards (Randal 1997: 300).   
      
This barrage was directed at the Kurdish capital, Arbil, and its plethora of opposition 
figures, both small and great.  Thousands were eliminated and “the emptiness of the 
carefully constructed fiction that the Western powers were protecting Iraq’s 3.5 million 
Kurds” (Randal 1997: 301) was now broadcast to the world.  Though the U.S., acting in 
its own interests, did nothing to intervene militarily it did move quickly to extract those it 
felt to be most at risk, including many Kurds who were in the employ of American 
organizations. 
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Some six thousand were airlifted to the island of Guam for processing, prior to 
their arrival in the U.S. proper.  It was said that “the decision to move the Kurds to Guam 
[enabled] them to be considered for what is called ‘parole’ into the U.S. without 
preliminary decisions on visas and refugee status that would be necessary if they were 
processed overseas” (“U.S. Begins Flying Kurdish Refugees”).  Most would be on the 
island for two to three months, receiving medical care and cultural training before 
transitioning to life on the mainland, most notably in Virginia and Tennessee.  I first met 
members of this group when they began arriving in Nashville in March of 1997, part of a 
house to house canvassing/welcoming by our non-profit organization.  They were needy, 
as all refugees are, and yet this group was distinctive, quite unlike that which had come 
earlier in the decade.  There were guards and drivers among them, to be sure, but there 
were also an inordinate number of engineers, doctors and teachers.  In this respect, they 
mirrored the very first wave, better prepared (at least externally) to face the hardships to 
come; the deep sense of loss, the loneliness and the sorrow amidst a land of plenty and 
peace, buoyed by all they brought to the table (i.e. education, experience, international 
exposure).  
Each wave of Kurds washing up on the shores of this country have brought with 
them experiences that are, at once, both commonplace and extraordinary, peculiar to them 
and shared by all.  Each one was driven out by deprivation, whether it be of food, water, 
land, love or hope or all of the above.  But because they came at different times and from 
different locations, it was impossible for there to be absolute unanimity in the short-term 
entry or the long-term abiding.  What that means for this present study is that all the 
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Kurds of Nashville have partaken of or rejected American culture in vastly varying 
degrees and, even more pertinent, so have their children.  Not long before this writing, I 
had a conversation with one of the “Guam Kurds,” as they are known.  The goal was to 
confirm the number of evacuees brought to the island that fall of 1996 but what I got was 
something much deeper, much more profound.  I was perplexed by the present-day 
passion of Arbil residents for the Kurdistan Democratic Party, knowing it was a mere 
seventeen years ago that their leader, Masoud Barzani, aided the Iraqi dictator in his 
vengeful and violent retaking of the city.  Why then would they be so quick to shout his 
name, wear his color and push his (party’s) number?   
My friend’s answer made perfect sense.  In a boom economy, as Kurdistan in 
general and Arbil specifically are experiencing in 2013, all is forgotten, especially by 
those who have known so little personal suffering (i.e., the young).  The present becomes 
a pied piper, of sorts, leading to who knows where or to who cares but clearly, away from 
history’s pain.  As a teacher in a private school in Arbil, I have seen it with my own eyes, 
Kurdish students mesmerized by the very same things which enrapture their American 
counterparts: toys and treasure.  The chapter to follow, which concerns my fieldwork in 
Nashville, considers whether the lilting tune removing young Kurds from their past is as 
strong in the diaspora as it is in the homeland. 
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3 Hearing from the Peanut Gallery 
!!
Love stories abound, in most cultures if not all.  Traditional boundaries 
concerning the publicly permissible vary, to be sure, but the romantic narrative remains 
ubiquitous.  One from Persian lore immediately comes to mind, the story of Shirin and 
Farhad  (“Shirin and Farhad”).  Actually there is more than one name attached to this 
narrative (Shirin and Khosrow) for, as folklorist Carl von Sydow reminded us, there are 
often many localized versions of the same primary tale.  That is certainly true of this one, 
as characters and plot reflect the sensibilities of host cultures that are at once disparate 
and undeniably connected; Kurdish, Persian, and Afghan.  Those variations, 
notwithstanding, there is a generic story which emerges. 
A beautiful princess was to be married to a man of royal blood, Khosrow.  Her 
name was Shirin.  She dutifully accepted her betrothal until news reached her of another 
suitor, one whose love drove him to reject food in favor of music, playing his flute in 
praise of his beloved.  A meeting was arranged and she too was smitten.  But how could 
their love ever deepen, their courtship ever progress when she was a princess and he but a 
common stonecutter? The king had an idea, though its intent was purely criminal; cut a 
canal forty miles through the mountains by hand and then he could have her hand!  
Farhad set to work, determined to win his prize regardless of the cost.  It took years but 
steady progress was made. 
The king was now desperate to forestall what would surely be a blight on his 
kingdom if Farhad were to succeed, an epic breakdown of age-old barriers separating 
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noble from ignoble.  In consultation with his advisors, the king devised a ruse, one so 
odious it merits little attention and yet, apart from it, the story remains incomplete.  An 
old woman was sent to tell the tireless dreamer, Farhad, that the princess was dead.  
Completely broken, he dispatched himself with the very shovel he had hoped would win 
her.  By some means, perhaps the messenger of doom herself, Shirin received the news of 
Farhad’s death and ran to the mountains, a place she often visited to admire his progress.  
She found her lover’s lifeless body where it fell and her response was quick and 
calculated. She took the bloody shovel and, as Farhad had done, inflicted a mortal wound 
on herself.  The king’s wish was now realized; Farhad was dead.  But, then again, so was 
the wish of Shirin and Farhad; they were at last and eternally together. 
I share this familiar plot (i.e. Romeo and Juliet) for one very pointed reason.  It 
mirrors the extremes I found in my fieldwork among Kurdish youth in Nashville.  Great 
loss and great gain and deep passions were par for the course.  Jealousy and intrigue and 
unwise counsel abounded.  And in the final analysis, there were no happy endings, at 
least not fully.  I suppose, then, what I found is what I should have expected to find; these 
“kids” walk about in human flesh, with all its fantastical and foible-ridden elements in 
tow.  In the pages to follow, I do my best to let them speak for themselves concerning 
what the exceptional and the quotidian have brought/will bring them.   
To begin, a brief composite of my interviewees will be given (i.e. gender, age, 
country of origin, means of emigration, etc.).  I will try to be as specific as possible 
within the parameters informally set by the Kurdish culture within which I operated.  
What that means on a practical level is that first names only will appear (with the 
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permission of my interviewees), except for the lone adult as noted.  Neither total 
anonymity nor full disclosure are ideal in this context; a happy medium seems to be.  
Next, I will consider the collection method itself, the means by which I gathered the 
Kurdish youth perspective and the context in which we met for interviews.  In retrospect, 
I am not sure if it was orthodox or ideal but, again, it was that which was culturally 
acceptable and also particularly helpful to me within the time frame allotted.  Lastly, I 
will look at themes.   
Chapters Four to Six of this thesis will involve the filtering of my findings 
through the grids of emigration/immigration, gender, and identity.  These are, of course, 
thematic in nature.  In this chapter, however, a discussion of themes will be cursory and, 
perhaps, outside the bounds of larger swaths of thought dealt with in those later chapters.  
That is to say, there were many things which came to light in my interviews which were 
more or less idiosyncratic, peculiar to a specific interviewee (i.e. response to parental 
authority).  Those will not be discussed.  Even those that are will be more fully developed 
perhaps in later chapters. 
!
Interviewees 
Let me now introduce my interviewees, in order of date interviewed.  The first 
was Kian, a 21-year old male from Iranian Kurdistan.  His small family came to the U.S. 
in 1996-1997 after transiting through Turkey, coming first to Phoenix, Arizona.  He is a 
college student who works occasionally in his father’s business. He travels to Kurdistan 
every two years, though only to the Iraqi side, due to his age.  If he were to go to Iran, he 
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would be pressed into military service, something he is unwilling to do.  The second was 
Dashneh, an 18-year old female from Iraqi Kurdistan who came to the States in 1995, 
settling first in northern Georgia.  She comes from a large family that has been very 
successful in the U.S.  She is a practicing Muslim but does not wear the hijab (head 
covering).  She has been back to Kurdistan on more than one occasion though she cannot 
imagine living there long-term.  The third was Majeed, a 22-year old male from Iraqi 
Kurdistan who came to Nashville in 1993 with his large family.  Previously, they had 
spent years in a Turkish refugee camp.  At the time of our interview, he was working in 
his family’s restaurant.   He is now operating his own business and is married. 
The fourth interviewee, Dilman, was a 26-year old female from Iraqi Kurdistan, 
the only married person with whom I spoke.  She was a dental hygiene student whose 
large family also spent time in the refugee camps, arriving in the U.S. in 1992.  Their first 
home was Boise, Idaho.  She, like Dashneh, was a proud, practicing Muslim who chose 
not to cover.  The fifth was a 22-year old female from Syrian Kurdistan, the only Syrian 
Kurd I had met since coming to Nashville that actually lived in the city.  Some had come 
to visit but never stayed.  Klavish’s family was different, and in more ways than one.  Her 
father was also one of the first Kurds to come to Nashville in the 1970s, after spending a 
few years in Miami, Florida.  Klavish was a recent college graduate bound for work in a 
Metro Nashville classroom and her small family was led now by her widowed mother.  
Klavish is in constant contact with family in Kurdistan, visiting when she can.  
The sixth and seventh interviewees were Klavish’s 15-year old sister and her 
mother who was in her late 30’s.  This was a group interview that involved Klavish as 
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well and took place immediately following the one-on-one interview with her.  Her sister, 
Dilan, was a student-athlete in the local high school. Her mother, Youza, had come to 
Nashville as a teenage bride and had struggled over the course of the next twenty years to 
fully embrace American culture, a struggle which would have real-world effects on her 
children, especially her daughters.  The next interviewees, the eighth and ninth, also 
participated together.  They were cousins Kajin, a 25-year old female, and Shermin, a 26-
year old female.  Both left Iraqi Kurdistan as young children to spend years in a Turkish 
refugee camp before arriving in Nashville in 1991.  They had adapted well to American 
culture but still felt a strong, abiding connection with their Kurdish heritage.  It should be 
noted as well that these young women belong to one of the largest Kurdish clans in 
Nashville, numbering in the many hundreds at least.      
The tenth interviewee was Kavar, an 18-year old male from Iraqi Kurdistan.  He 
was a special part of this research, for it was his puzzling comments concerning 
Kurdistan which prompted it in the first place.  Interestingly, his manner of speaking 
during the interview itself seemed more tempered than those initial remarks.  He and his 
family left Iraqi Kurdistan in 1996 and went to Guam, then later made their way to 
Nashville.  He has been back “home” (his word) three times to visit extended family but 
is unsure if living there is in his future.  The eleventh and final interviewee was Lava, a 
soft-spoken 18-year old female from Iraqi Kurdistan.  She too had spent time on Guam 
and had come directly to Nashville after arriving in the U.S.  A recent high school 
graduate, she planned to go to pharmacy school, stay unmarried and live a quiet life in the 
U.S.  Like several of the other women, she mentioned that she is a practicing Muslim.  
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Unlike them, however, this is a very new part of her life which has only recently come to 




Having never done research of this depth previously, I was perhaps a bit 
overzealous in my initial goals.  It could have been linked to the previously mentioned 
surveys I had done among Kurds in Metro Nashville schools, in which nearly two 
hundred participated.  “Surely,” I thought, “I can gather 15-20 of them, add others who 
were in or just out of college and be on my way.  I mean, really, how much trouble could 
that be?”  I found out it was surprisingly difficult, though I am not sure that it was more 
so for me than for any other researcher.  Farmers or firemen, symphony musicians or 
stay-at-home moms present as many challenges to the fieldworker as do the Millennial 
Kurds I was pursuing.  That thought came in hindsight, however, and was not much 
encouragement in those frustrating months of calling, texting and emailing. 
My first list of potential interviewees was comprised of youth from families I had 
come to know through my work in the community, those who had come in the third and 
fourth waves (1991-1997).  Most of those kids I had little or no intimate knowledge of 
because my contact had been with their parents.  That is to say, if I knew them at all it 
was only when they were small children, climbing on the sofa or watching a cartoon as I 
sat with Mom and Dad to assess family needs.  There were several others, though, who fit 
the criteria even though they were now young adults and I had never met them. What was 
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that criteria?  They must be of Kurdish heritage, between the ages of 15-25, male or 
female from any part of Kurdistan represented in Nashville (meaning from Turkey, Iraq, 
Iran or Syria) and living in Nashville.  The reader might correctly note that two of my 
interviewees were 26-years old, outside of my established parameters.  I made an 
allowance for that, again, because of the amazing difficulty in getting these young Kurds 
to sit down for an extended period of time to talk.  Other than those two, however, 
everyone fit the criteria well and, in fact, provided a full cross-section of gender, ages, 
family size, route of emigration, educational interests, etc. which yielded wonderful 
commonalities and conflicts in the stories they told. 
One surprising development was the number of females willing to be interviewed.  
My initial thought was to get as close to a 50/50 split between the sexes, but many of the 
young men I approached were overwhelmed with school and/or employment 
responsibilities.  That’s not to say the women were unencumbered; most of them 
shouldered the same load.  It’s just that they seemed less averse to adding something to 
their already busy schedules, especially if it involved educating the American public 
about their people.  And in the end, it was a lifesaver for me.  From January to April of 
2013, I found only three people to interview (Kian, Dashneh and Majeed).  A college-age 
woman I had approached earlier, who by her own admission was too shy to be recorded, 
passed on the name of a friend through Facebook. That was #4, Dilman, who brought the 
count even, two males and two females.   
Then an American friend of mine contacted Kajin, who was only a girl when my 
friend and her husband became cultural brokers for Kajin’s family after their arrival in 
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Nashville twenty-two years ago.  In the lengthy, complex process which followed they 
became more than that; they became fast and lifelong friends.  In fact, at the wedding of 
my friend’s daughter last summer, there was only one Kurdish family in attendance, 
Kajin’s. That bond, in conjunction with a love for her people, propelled Kajin to find 
others to speak with me and by the end of July my interviews were complete (except for 
one in September with S.K., a 1970s adult arrival).  All but one of those summer 
interviewees were female.  The obvious benefit was a different perspective on the issue at 
hand (i.e. identity), the relational health of the community and the blatant inequities 
experienced by these young women in our day and on our soil.  The narratives of the 
latter were a totally wonderful surprise and will be explored in detail in Chapter 5.  For 
now, let it be known that this is a subject of great discussion within the walls of the 
Kurdish home but not many places besides. 
With each interview, from January to July of 2013, there were two constant 
components, one which had to be endured and the other modified to make the experience 
all it could be.  The first was the physical setting.  Due to scheduling issues and cultural 
constraints, all but three of my interviews took place in public areas (i.e. restaurants and 
shops) where the battle to obtain a quality recording was constantly waged.  Customer 
chatter, clinking glasses, emergency vehicles and even the wind vied for every available 
second of recording time.  The resultant recordings are, therefore, less than ideal but, 
when taken with the companion transcripts, still provide a solid collection of research 
material.   
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Let me say a word about the attendant cultural issues which were superimposed 
on every potential interview.  Better yet, let Klavish, the 22-year old female who met me 
outside a Starbucks in full view of the walking/driving public: 
!
It’s a shame to talk to this person or like what if like I’m sitting 
here talking to you [Steve] and my Mom’s like, what if somebody 
Kurdish walks by?  They’re not gonna know you’re interviewing 
him or you’re interviewing with him or he’s interviewing you and 
asking questions about your culture.  They’re gonna think  
something else. !
That was exactly the situation I worked to avoid and the reason why every female I 
interviewed was recorded either in a public place or in their home surrounded by family 
members, particularly fathers.  My aim was to create a resource for the community, not a 
scandal, and that necessitated ample caution.  Two of my female interviewees even 
provided their own cover by bringing along friends or family to the public venues.  
Again, the discussion in Chapter 5 will help to explain this seeming excess. 
Secondly, the most basic methodological component of all was always at hand, 
the questions.  How would I elicit the narratives I so desperately wanted?  What questions 
would prompt a positive or, at least, active response?  And in what order should they be 
given?  How deeply should I probe into private, perhaps painful matters?  How could I 
engender a sense of trust?  Was it possible to divest my interviewees of community 
answers to gain their own? Could I do more than gather information and offer hope to 
what appeared to be an ungrounded group?  All of these questions and perhaps more were 
condensed and codified into what you see below, the main portion of what became, for 
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me, a standard thesis interview form (thought it must be said that these were merely 
starting points for a healthy conversation).  The complete form can be found in the 
appendix.   
!
• Give me a little background on your family in Kurdistan and how they came here !
• How has your life/your parents’ lives been here? When did you understand your family 
was different? How did you deal with that? !
• Tell me about your schools. Were they good/bad? Mixed/not? How have they affected 
your image as a Kurdish-American? !
• What would you say is your relationship to Kurdistan? Do you think/read about it/visit 
it? Why/why not? Do you read, write and speak Kurdish? Why/why not? !
• How do you express yourself as a Kurd? Why? What locations/settings? How do your 
friends express themselves? Are there some ways that are right and others wrong? 
Why? !
• In what ways have those expressions helped or hurt the understanding of non-Kurds 
about your culture? !
• How do you think the community is viewed by non-Kurds in Nashville?  !
• Are there things that the older generation has done to create problems for the 
community? !
• Do you see things changing? How? If not, why not? How can the youth contribute? !
• If someone who’s not Kurdish were to come to you and say, “Tell me about your 
culture/people in 5 minutes, what would you say? In other words, what are the most 
important things they should know about Kurds? !
I must say that this system came only after much trial and error and, even now, could 
undoubtedly be improved.  That said, the most telling information could be had from 
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answering those questions, ones which revolved around three larger questions lying at the 
doorstep of their stripped-down selves: 
!
1. Who do you think you are? 
2. How did you become who you are? 
3. Who helped you become who you are? 
!
It is very hard for most of us to think in these terms, in abstracts.  Conversely, it is 
much easier to think concretely/materially.  So, for instance, I could ask an interviewee, 
“Do you talk to family and friends in Kurdistan?”  The black and white presents only two 
possible answers, yes or no.  The follow-up question(s), “Why?” or “Why not?”, 
present(s) endless possibilities which, when answered, brighten the room from which 
most of these young people operate.  In other words, when the immaterial is addressed by 
the interviewee we are allowed into a space which is many times hidden and many times 
unexplainable even by the person themselves.  Here is an example.   
I asked every one of my interviewees this question, a very folkloric question, 
“How do you express yourself as a Kurd?”  Many times that would be met with a blank 
stare, perhaps because they did not understand what “express” meant in that context or 
perhaps because they had never given much thought to the issue previously.  I do not 
know. But regardless of what prompted their response, I would always greet the 
interviewee’s uncertainty with an explanatory question, “Do you go to Kurdish events?”  
As with the question above concerning family connections in Kurdistan, the answer to 
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this question requires a simple yes/no answer.  The follow-up, on the other hand, is the 
great revealer, as evidenced in Dashneh’s conversation with me, shown below. 
!
s So you said you go to festivals, like? !
d Like basically those Kurdish parties and stuff like that where they all... !
s Yeah what do they have in Nashville...as far as a lot of Kurds getting together? !
d They have like, I don’t really know how to explain them. It’s... !
s Newroz is one of them, right? !
d Yeah but for me, I just go and hang out and try to have some fun and see   
 what’s  going on. !
s I mean, do you see it as getting together with Kurds or getting together with  
 friends and family? !
d I see it more as friends and family. !
s Ok. What about other people, like your friends, your other Kurdish friends, do  
 they go to those things too? !
d Yes they do actually. !
s And do you think that they do them for the same reason as you? !
d Probably. !
s Yeah. So it’s not as much about being Kurdish as just being together with   
 people  that you enjoy spending time with.  
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!
d Yes, enjoy spending time with and people that actually understand you, you  
 know?  !
Her answers tell me that, though she is active in the Kurdish community, it is not 
necessarily because it is expressly Kurdish.  Yes, she is Kurdish but she is also a woman, 
a Muslim, a student, an American, a daughter, a sister, etc., and every one of those hats 
hangs on her identity hook.  The questions asked were critical in allowing that to become 
evident, perhaps even for the very first time. 
I turn now to what I referred to earlier as themes.  It is an attempt, of sorts, to 
make sense of the mountains of rich material that an experienced folklorist (i.e. not me) 
could mine from interviewing eleven people, as I did.  They were chosen for this present 
discussion primarily because they were prominent across many of the interviews.  
Beyond that, there is just not enough space to deal with all those which showed 
themselves.  There were questions I offered which, on the surface, appear totally inane 
(“When did you realize your family was different?”)  Others were never asked directly 
(i.e. “What dialect of Kurdish do you speak?”) but deduced from other answers. Both 
silly questions and silent questions were critical in more fully understanding who these 
young Kurds are.   
The format for this discussion will be as follows; the theme, the question from the 
interview form, the answers from the transcripts and a quasi synthesis of both question 
and answer, highlighting the relevance of lessons learned to the issue of identity.  Please 
remember, though, we are only dipping toes in the water at this point; the cannonball off 
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the high board will take place in Chapter 6.  One other thing as well; there is a significant 
amount of bleed-over between questions and answers, meaning there might not 
necessarily be a one-to-one corollary between a single question and a single answer.  
They are beautifully intertwined, reflecting the person they concern. 
!
Theme: Acculturation Models 
Question:  Give me a little background on your family in Kurdistan and how they  
  came here. 
Answers:  
!
Kian (male, aged 21) 
!
s ...do you think that because your Mom and Dad chose to go through the hard  
 times and chose to go to a place where the language was different, the culture  
 was different that that helped you in the process even at Brentwood [a high  
 school in a wealthy part of Nashville]? !
k Yes it did, I mean, of course, you’re gonna show a lot of appreciation toward  
 your  parents for doing a lot of things for you, trying to bring, make you come  
 up into, you know, give you a better future. But yet just their understanding  
 and their appreciation for me to have a better future, made me more sociable  
 and made me realize, you know, I have to get through this, you know, this   
 isn’t something that’s up to me but it’s something I have to go through for me  
 to have a better future, so why not do it? !
Klavish (female, aged 22) 
!
k I just graduated in May. !
s Where? What school? !
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k TSU. Yeah so I got a job at Caldwell Enhanced Option in Nashville.  !
s So you know Dr. Gundi I guess, huh? !
k Oh yeah, I love him. See like he’s a perfect example of someone that came to  
 the States, he came the same time as my dad. Him and my dad were really  
 close. And my dad said he chose the option to go to school and get educated  
 where my dad  didn’t choose that. He chose the option to become a mechanic.  
 But he did something good and a lot of people like from the TSU community  
 know him and know that he is a Kurdish professor. Even the Kurdish   
 community, like we all know that we have a Kurdish professor. That’s   
 something good that he did for our culture and recognize, like we all   
 recognize him and what he did.  !
s Yeah, he’s helped me with this thesis too.  !
k Oh yeah, see like he he’s out there and I feel like it’s all through education,  
 you have to get educated and do something with your life.  !
Kavar (male, aged 18) !
s Ok. And what did your dad and/or your mom do when they got here? !
k Well, neither of them knew any English whatsoever, nothing. Just kind of   
 came in blind-eyed, not knowing anything. My dad first started off as, as a  
 cook for some restaurant flipping burgers and my mom she just stayed at   
 home most of the time. And when, after we moved, you know, towards south  
 Nashville where there were more Kurds my mom got a job at a bakery,   
 making bread and my dad started working off at some warehouses. And then  
 my mom decided to take some classes in school and so, you know, that kind  
 of really helped her out. And my dad just watching tv and stuff, he learned  
 some English. That was good and that’s when I started off school. But yeah,  
 my mom slowly worked her way up, you know, with school and stuff and, you  
 know, now she has her Bachelor’s degree. She’s going for a Master’s. She   
 works for the Department of State, Department of Finance and Administration  
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 for the state and my dad owns his own grocery store. So you know  it’s   
 definitely, you know, impressive seeing how far they’ve come. !
Synthesis:  !
Each of my interviewees came to this country as a young child, most likely with 
very few preconceived notions of what to expect.  They needed mentors, models to 
emulate, settled or settling ones who could walk them down a path to healthy, balanced 
enculturation.  Most often they were found in parents, teachers, older siblings, 
community leaders or some combination of the same.  Sometimes these models did their 
work unawares, simply doing their best to work hard and provide well, as in the case of 
Kian or Kavar’s parents. Sadly, there were others who moved blithely along, unawares or 
uncaring that they would be followed (i.e., gang members or parents/grandparents who 
stood at arm’s length from anything unfamiliar).  Regardless, the children grew and 
learned, “properly” or not, the way to represent themselves and their dual cultures and did 
it in ways that reflected the individuals they are.      
!
Theme: Environment 
Question:  Tell me about your schools.  Were they good/bad? Mixed/not? How  
  have they affected your image as a Kurdish-American? 
Answers: 
!
Lava (female, aged 18) 
!
s I don’t know if this applies to you anymore because you talked about how  
 Americanized you were from an early age but was there ever a time 
 in elementary school or past that where you felt like you were different than  
 the... !
l Kurds? !
s Other kids? No not Kurds. 
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!
l Kurds just other kids? No cause I always fit in. I don’t know, just like I said I  
 was really Americanized early, like you can even ask my Mom. I don’t know. !
s Do you feel like your friends accepted you as just a friend or as their Kurdish  
 friend? !
l As a friend. !
s Ok. !
l Yeah. !
s And you felt the same way about them. !
l Right. !
s Ok. !
l But they did, like every time they came over our houses, our house they   
 always used to learn, well try to learn to speak the language. You know, they  
 would try my culture but it was really nothing, you know a big deal I mean. !
s So did you encourage that or? !
l I mean I did, yeah. My mom always used to cook for them so it was pretty  
 fun. 
   
s Yeah that works. [laughter] So overall in your school experience spending 
       most of your time with non-Kurds... !
l Right. !
s      Would you say that that was good? !
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l If it was good? I mean, it really didn’t bother me. I really didn’t care if it was  
 good or bad.  It was just, I was surprised how all the Kurds was always   
 together and how I wasn’t. It was just...not awkward. I don’t know how you  
 would explain it exactly. !
Majeed (male, aged 22) !
s That’s great. What schools did you go to growing up? !
m I was, in elementary I went to Whitsitt. Elementary I was in Whitsitt. That was  
 probably right back here. We used to live in the ghetto, nah (laughing). And  
 then, and then it was actually very good. We went from, from the ghetto we  
 went to Brentwood.  !
s Really? !
m And I was going to, I don’t know if you know Edmondson Elementary? I was  
 going to Edmondson Elementary. And then I went one year, it was about a half  
 a year to Brentwood Middle. And then from Brentwood Middle, we moved  
 back. I  guess they missed the community so we moved back. And then I was  
 going to Croft. And then from Croft to Overton High School. And then I’m  
 here now talking to you. !
s Were those schools mixed culturally, language-wise? !
m See, I loved Brentwood. I loved Brentwood. You learn because everybody’s,  
 just you know, everybody’s rich and they know so much more than the, let’s  
 say, the kids in Davidson County know. They know so much more. !
s About what? !
m About everything, you know? They’re just, they’re very well educated, you  
 know, very well educated. And then you come here and the people are a little  
 more, like they’re a little more behind, little more behind. But the people, the  
 kids there I’ve learned a lot, like learned how to be respectful. That’s from the  
 kids and you know that’s the main thing, that’s from the parents, you know.  
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 But that’s, that was from Brentwood, to be honest with you, you know. Cause  
 they’re very, they’re respectful, it’s not like they’re not respectful. I’ve   
 learned, I’ve learned a lot growing up in Brentwood. !
s So that was a good experience for you then? !
m Very good experience, yeah. I would love to still be in Brentwood. !
Shermin (female, aged 26) !
s So, I was thinking ... about your comment about Hillsboro being diverse, not  
 very many Kurds at all whereas at Antioch... !
k Antioch there was a lot. !
s Was that a good thing for you, you think? !
sh Personally it made me, you know, find out new things, new like new   
 ethnicities and all, new people, new, it wasn’t just I was in my comfort zone  
 anymore. I actually expanded. I got to meet new people that, as ... said, we’d  
 never meet ever before. I had, we had this group called Oasis Center and it  
 was all of, it was all of the, the foreigners that was at the school. It’s like it  
 was kind of like our comfort zone like... !
s Like a club? !
sh It was like yeah, it was called Oasis Club and it was our way of getting to   
 know each other and feeling comfortable with each other, like not being like  
 the other one. We had Mexicans, we had Chinese, we had Ethiopians, we had  
 like all of these countries and it was just so fascinating to meet others, these  
 other people and learn about their cultures. And they’re kind of like just like  
 us, coming to  America and just learning the language, learning the whole   
 culture shock and. So, it was really, I say it was very fascinating. For me,   
 honestly, it was pretty good not to have too many Kurdish people. I mean, I  
 had my cousin, I had my sister and all so I was fine with that. And it was just,  
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 I would never trade that again cause I got to meet some of the coolest people,  
 some of the nicest people ever so. !!
Synthesis: !
There were obvious differences in the experiences of each of these young people 
in their new home.  Some came with the protective cover of family, even extended 
family, a refuge on the most challenging of days.  Shermin mentioned her time in a nearly 
Kurd-less high school; what she didn’t say was that her clan in Nashville is hundreds 
strong.  Contrast that with the lives of Kian or Lava, who navigated third-culture waters 
with only immediate family for support.  Dilman spoke of another environmental factor 
with which she personally struggled, arrival date.  This was a really interesting twist on 
the expected norm, which would pit, so to speak, the early arrivals against the later (the 
old “we know more than you” mindset).  She said that those who came to Nashville in 
1997 actually looked down on those who had come just six years previous, in fact did 
their best to keep some distance away.  Why?  Those from ’91 had become the 
Americanized (i.e. less Kurdish), “the outsiders” (personal interview with the author), 
those who posed a threat to a pure community they brought with them. 
Lastly was the issue of geography.  This has no reference to Kurdistan proper, its 
cities or villages but, rather, to a spot on a U.S. map to which these young Kurds could 
point and say, “This is where we were and this is where we are.”  Among my 
interviewees alone there were four states (Arizona, Florida, Idaho, Georgia) which served 
as first homes in the U.S.; the rest obviously came to Nashville directly.  What that means 
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for those four families is twofold; they received exposure to cultures both foreign and 
domestic others may not have and they made a conscious decision to move to Nashville.  
Both are significant factors in how these young people see themselves and the world 
around them.  A second geographical element is, in which Nashville neighborhoods did 
these families choose to live?  South Nashville, particularly along the Nolensville Road 
corridor, is a blue-collar, international zone with a high concentration of Kurdish homes, 
businesses, places of worship, etc.  In fact, it would be safe to say, most Nashville Kurds 
live within a five mile radius of this area.  Many others live outside of it, to be sure, in 
areas of greater affluence or greater distance (i.e., Charlotte Avenue, Brentwood, Smyrna, 
etc.) but usually for a very discrete and unflattering reason; they want to be away from 
the din of constant community chatter.   Some of those with whom I spoke decry such an 
escape; others relish it and truly believe it has made them not only a better person but, 
indeed, a better Kurd. 
!
Theme: Cultural Affection 
Questions: What would you say is your relationship to Kurdistan? How do you  
  express yourself as a Kurd? Why? 
Answers: !
Klavish (female, aged 22) !
k I think I have a strong relationship to Kurdistan...I have no problem with   
 expressing myself and my identity and being Kurdish. !
Kavar (male, aged 18) !
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k ...I, since I was born there you know just consider myself Kurdish.  I don’t  
 really say that I’m Kurdish-American...like me for example I have a big   
 Kurdish flag that I hang on the back windshield of my car. !
Majeed (male, aged 22) !
m I love Kurdistan...yeah I might actually like Kurdistan a little more than   
 America. !
Shermin (female, aged 26) !
sh ...I accept who I am, I love being Kurdish...I personally love Kurdish music  
 and all that stuff, I’m like.  And for me I’m all about music, Kurdish music,  
 American music, everything.  But for me how I express myself everyday is  
 through music. !
Dilman (female, aged 26) !
d Sure, I mean I, I love Nashville, I wouldn’t trade it for the world. I’ve been  
 back home, I went back home in 2008, back to Kurdistan for a family visit.  
 But I honestly wouldn’t trade Nashville for any other place in the world. It’s  
 become home to me... Yes so, you know, I’m not as like the Kurdish-spirited  
 person. I love my culture and I love my country. I just don’t feel like I have a  
 lot of opportunity. But when it comes to things like this (i.e. an interview) to  
 express myself in any  way that I can, I’m more than happy to do it. I would  
 rather ask, be asked a  million questions than for somebody to just sit there  
 and assume something about my culture or about my country. !
Kian (male, aged 21) !
k I love Kurdistan with every inch of my body...I have Kurdistan tattooed on my  
 chest right now. !
Dashneh (female, aged 18) !
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d I am a true Kurd but I think I’m kind of distant...a lot of people tend to look  
 away from it.  As for me, I try to stay close to it.  Like I try to follow and   
 know more about it...I ask my Dad a lot of questions...I go to the festivals...I  
 read a book. !
Dilan (female, aged 15) !
s So...how do you feel about being a Kurd in America? !
d I like it but I don’t cause, I like it cause Kurdish weddings and we all get   
 together, it’s fun. But then I don’t like it cause you, it’s hard seeing your   
 friends go out and stuff and you just sit at home cause you can’t go cause your  
 mom won’t let you. That’s not fun. !
Lava (female, aged 18) !
s Now what would you say your relationship is to Kurdistan? !
l My relationship there? Honestly when I went back I hated it...I don’t know, it  
 just, it wasn’t me. It was, everything was just different. I have more freedom  
 here...But there it’s just crazy...it sucked...I don’t really express myself as a  
 Kurd.  I express myself as a Muslim, not a Kurd...I really never did, it was  
 just.  I don’t know, I really didn’t care.  I’ll just put it like that. !
Synthesis: !
This mind-bending assortment of conflictions is glaring, is it not?  I love but I 
don’t, I’m close but I’m not, I’m this but I’m that.  It has got to be exhausting and I 
applaud each of these young people for not imploding in the process.  Of course, even the 
comments that were shared only tell half the story.  One might profess his/her deep 
affection for the land and culture of their birth but never go to a Kurdish event because 
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they do not like to “party.”  Someone else might lay claim to being a proud Kurd yet 
maintain little contact with family in the homeland, make little effort to promote Kurdish 
culture among their American neighbors or, surprisingly, give tacit approval to what most 
claim is a gross misrepresentation of their community (i.e., the Kurdish Pride gang).  In 
the end, however, it did not matter how deeply passionate my interviewees were for 
kurdayeti (Kurdishness).  It was what Dilman said it was, inescapable. 
!
...you shouldn’t look back on your culture because it’s gonna be 
who you are for the rest of your life whether you wanna represent 
it or not. It’s in your blood, it’s in your eyes, you’re not gonna you 
know run away from it. You can run but it’ll still be there, it’ll still 
be there regardless. !!
In the preface to his fine book on folk narrative in a Northern Ireland community, 
Ray Cashman makes a plain-faced yet striking statement regarding fieldwork.  “Folklore 
need not be a matter of life or death or even politically charged for it to be worthy of 
study” (Cashman 2008, x).  Folklorists the world over understand exactly what is meant; 
the expansiveness of that which can be observed, analyzed and publicized is endless.  It 
can be but “need not be” sobering material to merit our attention.  What is telling in 
Cashman’s words, in my opinion, is that he knew that many of the oral traditions he 
chose to study “continue to be politically inflected” (Cashman 2008, ix), continue to 
touch matters of great import.  My study is no different.   
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I wrote a song many years ago voicing the depth of my inability to truly 
understand the stories I was hearing from Kurdish friends, of “forced” marches in horrid 
conditions and fears and tears and deprivation and death.   
  
      Then there’s me, privileged member of middle-class society   
      The sum of my sufferings, the total of tears 
      Like a blip on the timeline compared to their years 
      So how can I ever avail to scale this velvet-clad wall  
      And speak to the pain of this people at all (author 1995)? !
It is a hard question but one which, due to the constant refrain of these exodus narratives, 
can be and has been answered to a great extent.  Problems are addressed when problems 
are known, when voices are heard. My fieldwork, I believe, made room for the silent, 
those who to some degree did share a past and present with those who carried them to 
safety, who comforted them in misery. Yet, perhaps to a much larger degree, they shared 
little if any common ground experientially or philosophically.  Parents and children may 
have walked along parallel tracks but they were still separate tracks.  This fieldwork was 
aimed at exploring that “uncommon” ground. 
Without question, there are points of reference (i.e., themes) beyond the three 
discussed (Acculturation Models, Environment and Cultural Affection) which surfaced in 
those 2013 interviews.  Some of them will be dealt with at length in the chapters to 
follow, in which a more focused folkloric lens will be directed toward the subject at hand.  
Others, perhaps, were mere sub-headings of the three groupings above. For example, 
environmental issues concerned more than the effect of schools and homes or even the 
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greater (adult) community on the young person.  There was also the issue of peer 
influence and, specifically, how active those peers were in soliciting youth involvement 
for ethnic promotion in Nashville and beyond.  Virtually none of the young people with 
whom I spoke were involved at all in these kinds of activities and precisely, it seemed, 
because none of their friends were.  In short, then, the depths of inquiry available in this 
brief look at the lives of just eleven people are staggering.     
It is also beautiful.  Shirin and Farhad did fall on the mountainside, from all 
appearances failing to realize the dream of a life together.  Even prior to that violent end, 
they suffered greatly, separated by station and by time.  But there was always hope and 
there was afterwards the flower, one a companion in life and the other a guest in death.  
You see, one version of this love story mentions that as the blood dripped from those 
crushing head wounds, the guli sur began to sprout.  These red flowers, still common in 
the mountains of Iranian Kurdistan where this story took place, represent the beauty of 
this unlikely relationship.  Though never joined in life, they were joined nonetheless.  
This, too, is illustrious of my time among these young Kurds.  They have suffered greatly, 
either by extension or by experience, in both past and present and yet retain an amazing 
element of grace and resplendence far beyond their years.  I feel privileged to have 
caught even the smallest amount of it here, for them and their children, ones whose lives 
will unquestionably stand apart from those who stood apart.  We will see whether that 
marks progress or not.   
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4 Both Sides of the Same Coin !!!
In the first chapter of J.R.R. Tolkien’s classic, The Hobbit, the protagonist finds 
himself in quite the quandary.  The unexpected and nearly unruly crowd that invaded his 
home, from cupboards to cushions, was disturbance enough; but what really troubled him 
was something much deeper.  It was as if their arrival had awoken in him an ancient 
affection for things he had long pondered but never seriously pursued or even wholly 
desired, indeed not a prize to be won by someone of his ilk.  And so it was, in this vexing 
state of competing loyalties, he sat on the periphery, listening to his guests give voice to 
their dreams. 
!
[And] as they sang the hobbit felt the love of beautiful things made 
by hands and by cunning and by magic moving through him, a 
fierce and a jealous love, the desire of the hearts of dwarves. Then 
something Tookish woke up inside him, and he wished to go and 
see the great mountains, and hear the pine-trees and the waterfalls, 
and explore the caves, and wear a sword instead of a walking-stick. 
He looked out of the window.  The stars were out in a dark sky 
above the trees.  He thought of the jewels of the dwarves shining in 
dark caverns. Suddenly in the wood beyond The Water a flame 
leapt up, probably somebody lighting a wood-fire, and he thought 
of plundering dragons settling on his quiet Hill and kindling it all 
to flames. He shuddered; and very quickly he was plain Mr. 
Baggins of Bag-End, Under-Hill, again (Tolkien 1937: 16). !!
He was torn between where/what he was and where/what he could be, if only he could 
part with that which he knew most intimately; family, friends and home.  There would be 
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a painful leaving and, perhaps, an even more painful arrival before the goal could be 
realized.  For Bilbo Baggins, that meant adventure, a far more colorful existence than his 
lazy smoke rings or lovely gardens could hope to afford.   
Kurds escaping Iraq in the last quarter of the twentieth century, on the other hand, 
longed for something else, something intrinsically primal; they wanted to survive.  While 
it is true that virtually all of them spent months, if not years, at transit points (i.e., refugee 
camps) along the way, allowing more time to conjure up what they had been told of the 
American Dream (i.e., life’s perks at little to no expense), the future of these refugees 
stretched only as far as the next day or so during that initial exodus.  The present was 
virtually all that was proffered.  In time, life in America would be similarly jarring.      
This chapter concerns both ends of that process, the leaving and the arriving, the 
emigration and immigration.  It will be discussed here, however, only to the degree it is 
deemed relevant by my interviewees.  That is, their comments will drive this analysis, as 
is proper (in my opinion) of any ethnography.  The broader political incubus which 
pushed the masses out was dealt with at length in Chapter 2 and will not be repeated here.  
I will, instead, examine the significance of parental emigration narratives (or lack thereof) 
and U.S. schools in the formation of Kurdish youth identity in Nashville.  Additionally, I 
will compare the way(s) young Kurds in Nashville do/do not match stock portraits of 
third-culture youth in our day and what, if anything, that says about their proclivity for 
monoculturalism. 
An additional note involving terminology is helpful at this point as well.  As noted 
above, the focus of my study in this chapter will be “emigration” and “immigration”, 
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sequential elements of the refugee process.  I found Anya Peterson Royce’s etymology 
lesson particularly interesting with regard to this subject, as she spoke of the seismic shift 
in nineteenth-century immigration. 
!
A further point made by [Marcus Lee] Hanse is that the term 
“immigrant” came into usage only in 1817. The process of 
immigration had gone on in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, but the individuals involved were called “emigrants.” 
They migrated out of something. By 1817, they were migrating 
into something--nations (Royce 1982: 108).  !
Her point is unequivocal; “...the context and process of immigration is a prime 
contributor to ethnicity” (Royce 1982: 108), that is the formation of ethnic identity.  If it 
is possible at all to understand the fidelity of a people to itself, one should begin where 
they began, traveling the path as it were with them.   Additionally, the fifty million 
Europeans who left for new lands between 1815 and 1914 were not, in Royce’s opinion, 
running from privation as much as running to promise, hurled ever forward by stunning 
technological advances.  Evidently, twentieth-century Kurds were not the first to grapple 
with this exhausting duality (i.e., ‘from-to’).   
Regardless of the play given to peer influence in the construction of youth 
identity, it is an undeniable reality that a much larger part is played by the parent(s) (and 
in the case of young Kurds, older siblings and extended family).  The authors of Learning 
a New Land: Immigrant Studies in American Society would agree.  In their extensive 
study of immigrant families, they found convincing evidence that “children who had 
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migrated with their families intact had significantly fewer depressive symptoms than 
those who were living in other types of family arrangements...Put another way, children 
who were separated from their parents were more likely to report depressive symptoms 
than children who were not separated from their parents during migration” (Suarez-
Orozco, Suarez-Orozco and Todorova 2008: 62).  While it is true this statement mentions 
nothing of identity per se, depression is, in part, a mental state linked to poor self image/
identity.  Immigrant parents, according to this study, are an effective counteragent.  My 
own interviewees recognized this and shared the following with me. 
!
Kian (male, aged 21) !
s Do you think that, and this may be too, a strange way to ask it but do you   
 think that because your mom and dad chose to go through the hard times and  
 chose to go a place where the language was different, the culture was different  
 that that helped you in the process even at Brentwood? !
k Yes it did, I mean, of course, you’re gonna show a lot of appreciation toward  
 your  parents for doing a lot of things for you, trying to bring, make you come  
 up into, you know, give you a better future. But yet just their understanding  
 and their appreciation for me to have a better future, made me more sociable  
 and made me realize, you know, I have to get through this, you know, this   
 isn’t something that’s up to me but it’s something I have to go through for me  
 to have a better future, so why not do it? !
Majeed (male, aged 22) !
m Yeah, they’re always about that, you know, get into the culture, learn as much  
 as you can, go to school, you know be something. We came here for a reason,  
 you know. We didn’t, you know, because a lot of people coming here they   
 took chances. That’s why a lot of my other family stayed back home. A lot of  
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 people  didn’t know what it’s gonna be like, you know they, a lot of people  
 didn’t know what cars were or TV’s or anything. So they’re just taking a big  
 chance but all they knew was, we’re getting away from this hellhole. Boy, it  
 was a hellhole at that moment.  !
s Yeah so your parents took a risk. !
m They took the risk, yeah. That’s why you see, like, all the parents, you know,  
 they kill their children to be something. !
Dilan (female, aged 15) !
d Exactly, you don’t know. But if your daughter’s a good girl you shouldn’t   
 have to worry if they’re being bad or not...right? If your daughter’s a good girl  
 you shouldn’t have to worry. If she was out with a bad person, she’s still a   
 good girl. If she’s good, she’s not gonna do something bad. !!
Much more will be heard from Dilan in the next chapter but, as a prelude, these 
comments reflect her ongoing, utter frustration with a mother that “wants to lock me 
up” (personal interview with author).  This standoff has ramifications for her Kurdish 
identity, to be sure, but as her comments reveal, also for that which is perhaps deeper; am 
I a good person or a bad person?  Dilan’s belief about that was carved, in large part, by 
her mother. 
In 2007-2008, I conducted surveys in three Nashville public schools (Glencliff 
High, Overton High and Croft Middle) with high populations of Kurds, in order to gather 
information on identity/assimilation issues and to gauge interest in a Kurdish teen center.  
The third question in the survey, however, dealt with parents. It read, “If we were to ask 
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your parent(s) about life as a Kurd in America, how would they rate their own experience 
in the following areas?”  The answer graphic is below. 
!
!
The responses obviously varied from student to student but, clearly, they felt their 
parents did not fare as well in assimilating as they themselves.  Many of those parents 
chose not to employ the strategy of “accommodation without assimilation” (Suarez-
Orozco 1989: 92), which would allow them maintenance of “their own cultural code for 
behavior” yet give them the ability “to learn the language and to acquire the behaviors 
and symbols as required for success in the host society” (Suarez-Orozco 1989: 92).  
Perhaps this was an expected choice for those who, in many ways, remained traumatized 
by hardscrabble living.   
One of the analytical benefits gained from such revelations, however, is that both 
sides of parental enculturation come into view.  The parent’s struggles with language and 
job skills acquisition, family stability and extant and often inflammatory homeland 
very bad         bad         neither         good         very good 
Job/making money  !    !   !    !    !
Family life     !    !   !    !    !
Following your religion  !    !   !    !    !
Peace and safety  !    !   !    !    !
Comfort with American culture  !    !   !    !    !
Friendship with American 
people
 !    !   !    !    !
Friendship with people from 
other countries (not Kurdish)
 !    !   !    !    !
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concerns are, more often than not, obvious in the way they manifest themselves with 
respect to that father/mother’s self-awareness.  They tend to either further retreat into the 
known or take more confident steps toward the unknown. How else could one account for 
the large number of adult Kurds who cannot converse in English after twenty years in 
Nashville or, conversely, those like the mother of Kavar, who is now working on her 
Master’s degree?  But what of the effects on the young person? Is there a direct cause-
effect correlation between how the parents adapt and how their children adapt?  My 
discussion of acculturation models in the previous chapter would suggest so.   An 
interesting picture of life for Sudanese in Minnesota would as well, though from a 
slightly different angle.  Jon Holtzman noted that there are “relatively few teenagers in 
Minnesota compared to the overall Nuer (Sudanese) population” (Holtzman 2000: 99), 
due in large part to the age of those coming to the U.S. from refugee camps in Kenya.  
Most were, as of his writing, young men.   
The majority of those teenagers that did come were alike in two respects; they 
were male and they were parentless.  While they often attended school and worked jobs 
concurrently (an admirable feat to be sure), there was a growing dilemma; “in the 
absence of adults to control this behavior,” Holtzman observes, “it is not uncommon for 
drinking problems to develop among Nuer youth in Minnesota” (Holtzman 2000: 100).  
The deficiency is this instance was not distracted parental supervision (as in the case with 
a number of young Nashville Kurds) but, rather, none at all.  It could be said, and 
properly so, that similar problems could have arisen even under the watchful eye of Nuer 
parents but Holtzman’s study seems to suggest otherwise, as would the testimonies of my 
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own interviewees.  On a side note, I will say that none of those young Kurds, though 
arriving at different junctures and guided by parents at varying degrees of assimilation, 
carried much in the way of (enculturation) baggage.  That is, they seemed not to be at 
odds with either culture to any great degree, a characteristic which will come into greater 
perspective in the final chapter.  I suppose this learned ability might be one reason they 
would be willing to talk identity with me in the first place. 
What of the other side however, the emigration, the exit?  Are the stories children 
learn of how and why they left the homeland more than simply instructive and 
compelling or are they empowering as well?  Do they aid in the transition from one 
culture to another or at least, as I contend, from one culture to a shadowy place beyond 
the first yet not fully to the second?  Surprisingly, I had no thought of this issue at all as I 
began fieldwork.  In fact, there is not a single question concerning it on the form I used 
with my interviewees.  But after hearing the unbroken recitation of Kian’s family history, 
this nascent idea began to form, driven by my own confusion over story.  If this young 
man was only a child when his family left Iran, how could he now know so many details 
about their experience?  How could he, as it were, see and smell and feel each graphic 
element from that time?  Clearly, there was only one answer; he was told.  Was that true 
for others as well?   
!
Kian (male, aged 21) 
k But back then my parents just said don’t worry about it, just say Iran. But as I  
 grew older I finally really knew, I traced back my roots. I really found out   
 more about where I came from, more about my race, ethnicity, about our   
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 country’s history, of what it was, what it became and it really showed the light  
 on a lot of things. !
s How did you find that stuff out? I mean did you do research, did you talk to  
 your dad? !
k No but I can’t ask my teachers at school, they don’t, most of them don’t know  
 about it. I was surprised a few did, but they couldn’t give me the details I   
 needed. My parents, they gave me information but I mean, of course, self   
 research is always the best research so I just researched it myself. I went on  
 the internet, I  checked out books, I really found out exactly what happened  
 and how everything came to be.  !
s Is that something that you did even as a child or as you were getting older? !
k It was as I was getting older. As a child it didn’t really, I was just at first, I   
 was, I always thought I was just from Iran, I was just an Iranian kid. But as I  
 grew older, I would say about middle school I really found out you know, it  
 was like, it was a weird process. In middle school I really found out who the  
 Kurdish people were and who I was and, you know, how our customs are so  
 different from other people. !
Dashneh (female, aged 18) 
s Yeah, so have your mom or dad ever explained to you, sort of in detail about  
 why you had to leave and actually how, the process of it all? !
d No, they never actually sat down with me and talked about it. I know it had to  
 do with like war and, you know, stuff like that.  !
Majeed (male, aged 22) 
s Now, are those stories about having to leave the village, living in the refugee  
 camps, going back and forth, that kind of thing, is that the kind of thing that  
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 your dad and your older brothers and sisters talked with you about as you   
 were growing up? !
m Yeah. !
Kavar (male, aged 18) 
s You said your dad was given the opportunity to leave... !
k Yeah. !
s Just sort of out of the blue. But have you been told more about that situation?  
 Did it have anything at all to do with, you know, Kurdish civil war and   
 Saddam coming back up into the Kurdish area or anything that you know of? !
k Yeah kind of, my dad, well my parents were kind of worried that, you know,  
 the stuff that happened in their, in their, you know, past would happen again  
 while they had me. So, I guess, just took it as an opportunity for me to, you  
 know, have a better life, I guess.  !
s So you were a couple of years old when you left? !
k Yeah. Actually, I was, I was barely two.  !
s Do you remember anything at all about... !
k Nothing.  !
s Leaving or Guam or anything.  !
k No, nothing, nothing at all. I mean, it’s kind of sad though. I wish I could   
 remember some things but... !
s Yeah. !
k I was so young.  
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!
s So basically the only thing you remember is America.  !
k Yeah.  !!
Lava (female, aged 18) 
s      Yeah, what’s the story? I mean, have they told you anything about why they  
        left that area? !
l      Not really.  From what I know was my dad worked with America and we   
 were brought here, through Guam to here. That’s really... !
s     Ok. Do you remember anything at all about Kurdistan?  !
l  Nothing, don’t remember nothing.  Last, I did go back summer as a trip and  
 didn’t really like it. 
   
s     Hmm. So as far as you know you went straight from Kurdistan to...  !
l Guam. !
s Guam? I mean there was, did you go to Turkey first, to Iran first? !
l      I believe we did, I just really never got into detail about asking my parents  about  
 all of that.  !
It is clear that some parents were more intentional in the transfer of cultural 
heritage than were others.  The same could be said for the young people themselves.  A 
few took the initiative to acquire knowledge independently, as Kian, Dashneh and Kajin, 
whether for a school project or simply to deepen connections to their ethnic heritage.  Yet 
even then, family elders and, more specifically, parents remained the primary source of 
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information for historical events (including their own escape), as well as the linchpin for 
cultural maintenance in the family. Psychologist Mary Pipher would take it one step 
further.  She would say that parents must be leaders in the march to biculturalism.  
“Whatever their current stresses and past traumas, refugee parents must still be 
parents” (Pipher 2002: 229). 
The work of Amy Shuman in Other People’s Stories: Entitlement Claims and the 
Critique of Empathy is important at this point, for it is illustrative of the way the parental 
narratives have made their mark on these young Kurds.  Hers is a study of what happens 
once stories are divorced from their original context, how and why and to whom they 
“travel.”  Two points, in particular, resonate with those stories learned by my 
interviewees of abandoned villages, tent cities and the like.  The first is ownership or 
“entitlement,” as Shuman calls it, that which concerns the question of who should tell a 
particular story.  That would seem to be a moot point with respect to my interviewees.  If 
Shuman is correct in her assertion that “entitlement concerns ownership of 
experiences” (Shuman 2005: 51) and these young Kurds were participants, albeit young 
ones, in the experiences described in parental narratives, then surely they have full 
authority to repeat what they have been told, even details beyond their immediate recall.   
The second is allegory, “a form of narrative that travels beyond its owners” and is, 
in fact, “intended to travel” (Shuman 2005: 71), “a narrative that is larger than the 
personal experiences recounted” (Shuman 2005: 74).  It is used as a collective or 
representative tool, as in the example given of a woman choosing to save a life or not.  
This Jewish woman’s “hypothetical” personal experience was intentionally forwarded to 
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be embraced by others, a macro story with a micro message, in this case that “Orthodox 
Judaism and feminism are not necessarily incompatible” (Shuman 2005: 72).  With 
respect to my interviewees, it seems as if the stories were told, either impulsively or at the 
behest of the child, as information and allegory.  I cite this one example from Kian for the 
latter.   
!
You’re gonna show a lot of appreciation toward your parents for 
doing a lot of things for you, trying to bring, make you come up 
into, you know, give you a better future. But yet just their 
understanding and their appreciation for me to have a better future, 
made me more sociable and made me realize, you know, I have to 
get through this. !
Their sacrifices and the stories they told of them helped to form the young man Kian 
would eventually become.  Their suffering was not their own; it was his as well and he 
saw it as representative of that which accompanied daily human existence.  As they had 
pushed through the deep valleys, so could he, passing along the stories as he went. 
These parental narratives were strong, helping to bolster children against forces 
able to rob the family of cohesiveness and care. But it need not be a one-man show, as it 
were.  The schools were there to help.  Mary Pipher introduces the idea this way. 
!
In southwestern Minnesota, there is a quarry for pipestone, the 
rock used by all the Plains Indians to make peace pipes and many 
other sacred objects...Pipestone quarry was a sacred site where all 
the tribes came together in peace.  While they were there, a truce 
existed; all the tribes mined side by side, then parted to fight on 
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other ground.  Pipestone is a good metaphor for schools.  Schools 
are the sacred ground of refugees, and education is their shared 
religion.  At school, the Croats and Serbs study together, as do the 
Iranians and Iraqis and the southern and northern Sudanese.  
Outside school, groups may feud, but inside school, they will be 
respectful so that they can all quarry the American educational 
system (Pipher 2002: 113). !
This statement (i.e., “inside school they will be respectful”) could be a bit hyperbolic if 
applied too broadly.  Nashville’s refugee groups have clashed in the public school system 
on many occasions.  That was the impetus for the formation of Kurdish Pride in the first 
place; protect our people and our culture from all aggressors.  Undoubtedly,  Pipher 
would acknowledge as much, having spent extensive time with diverse groups of 
newcomers to her community of Lincoln, Nebraska.  Her point, I think it fair to say, is 
that schools offer a promise of security and of solidarity that is rare to find at home.   
The “informants” of Marcelo Suarez-Orozco would agree.  For an entire year 
(1984-85), this anthropologist conducted fieldwork “among Central American 
immigrants in a major urban center in the western United States, concentrating on issues 
regarding schooling, work, and family life” (Suarez-Orozco 1989: 1).  What he learned 
was not unique to Latinos nor completely surprising when taken in context but of note 
nonetheless.  The schools and the teens within them were surrounded by the drugs, 
violence and otherwise degrading conditions which accompany life in the inner-city and, 
yet, many of them saw “schooling as the key to a better tomorrow” (Suarez-Orozco 1989: 
94) and were, in fact, “thirsty for an education” (Suarez-Orozco 1989: 95).  They 
exhibited such verve despite the aforementioned host-culture conditions and the jobs that 
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many were forced to take in support of the family, families who understood that “in the 
United States, schooling, knowledge, and individual effort were seen as the primary 
avenue to mobility” (Suarez-Orozco 1989: 99).   
It was different, in some respects, for my interviewees. They were children when 
they first came to the U.S. and, therefore, could not choose to attend/not attend school.  
Eager parents and state law were complicit in assuming that control.  Some of my 
interviewees were very vocal about how passionate their parents were concerning 
education for their children.  But they also said such passion was representative, that it 
was not only a family standard but, in fact, a community-wide standard.  Moreover, this 
was true even though many in that community had attended little, if any, school 
themselves while in Kurdistan.  Kurdish parents understood what the Latino parents 
above knew; if their children were to succeed, they must study.  But among whom?  For 
better or worse (a matter which will be discussed shortly), it would be among those 
whose lives converge and diverge in remarkable ways, as the comments of my 
interviewees reveal. 
!
Kian (male, aged 21) 
k When I came first to the States and we started out at elementary school. My  
 age, I was preferred to be in first grade but they go ahead and put me in   
 kindergarten. And after my reading and reading, writing was matched to the  
 other kids in my level they finally put me in the grade I needed to be. But up  
 until then if English is not your native tongue they put you in ESL classes.  
 And that’s what they typically do. !
s Is that what you were in? 
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!
k Yes, I was in those ESL classes. !
s With other nationalities? !
k Yeah, way other nationalities and other Kurdish people as well. !
s Do you remember some of the other nationalities? !
k Basically anything but white American. There was a couple of Mexicans, I  
 remember Arabic. I had a Somalian friend in my ESL classes. Again, this is a  
 very long time ago. I was very young in elementary. It was way back then   
 when we were first learning the words dog, cat, yeah. !
Dilman (female, aged 26) 
s The schools that you went to, can you tell me a little bit about them? !
d They were very, my elementary school was Franklin Elementary School.  !
s That, that was here. !
d No in Boise. !
s In Boise. !
d Mmhmm, in Boise. It was very diver..., it was not as diverse as Nashville but  
 they had Asians, they had a lot of American Indians that lived on reserves, that  
 they brought those children to those schools. It was by no means a very, I   
 guess,  upscale school. It was pretty middle class, you know, children that   
 were from middle class homes, you know, pretty much same as anybody else.  
 They were, it wasn’t poverty level classes either but it was pretty much middle  
 class. There were children from Russia, children from China, children from,  
 two of my best friends one was Russian and one was Chinese. 
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s And was it the same when you got to Nashville, as far as the diversity? !
d The diversity was much more in Nashville. There was not a lot of African   
 Americans in Boise at that time. Actually my first African American person I  
 saw I was like eight years old and I just I thought, wow this person is very  
 different. I didn’t think any, I just thought maybe they’re different like me. But  
 we didn’t really taste or see the glimpse of the diversity as much as when we  
 came to Nashville.  !
Lava (female, aged 18) 
s      Tell me a little bit about the schools that you went to. 
   
l      Here?   
     
s      Yeah. !
l     It was really, I don’t know I liked school. Elementary. I went to Lakeview.                                    
                     
s      Lakeview is that, what part of Nashville is that in?          
  
l      Davidson County, it’s Antioch. !
s      Antioch, ok. !
l      I liked it. I became (noise from her brother), the language wasn’t even that  
 hard for me to learn. It took about...              
       
s      It wasn’t hard? !
l      It was not at all. I took ELL for a week coming here cause I was in pre-K 
       also. I guess you could say I became Americanized early and 
       it’s really hard living here, you know. They’re still really, how do you 
       explain it? They’re still used to how they were raised and they don’t  
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       realize how different it is now, you know.  !
s     Why do you think it was easier for you? Are you saying easier 
       than other... 
   
l Yes. 
   
s ELL kids or other Kurds or?  !
l      I think it was, it was, it was just easy for myself, you know to get familiar   
 with, you know, students and, I don’t know, it was... 
   
s     Were there other Kurds in your, at Lakeview?  !
l There was not.  I was actually the only one.  Yeah.  And most of my friends  
 that I know all went to school together, you know all the Kurdish people went  
 to school, like Paragon Mills.  It was majority of Kurdish people. But mine  
 was really, we didn’t have no Kurdish people. !
s Yeah. So what kind of nationalities did you have in your class, do 
 you remember? 
  
l      It was mostly, you know, blacks, whites, Hispanics. That’s really it. !
s     Ok, no I mean in the ELL class? !
l      Oh, in ELL? !
s     Yeah. 
  
l      Hispanics. 
  
s     Ok. !
l      I was the only Kurdish and we also had Egyptians, a couple of Egyptians. 
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There were two closely intertwined questions I gave to each of my interviewees, 
the answers to which are reflected in the partial transcriptions above.  The first was, 
“When did you understand your family was different?” and the second, “Tell me about 
your schools. Were they good/bad? Mixed/not?”  I understood from years of work among 
refugees and from using Mary Pipher’s book as a text for a Cultural Diversity class I 
taught at Western Kentucky University that one of the great benefits of education in 
America is not on a whiteboard or a handout; it is in the faces and, by extension, the life 
experiences of students who do not sound, look, or live the same as one another (at 
home).  Kurds, you may remember, are not completely monocultural.  There are Arabs, 
Persians, and Turks aplenty around and beside them.  But in the burgeoning Kurdistan of 
the twenty-first century, there are also Americans, Australians, Europeans and numbers of 
Africans and other Asians.  Even then, almost to a person my interviewees acknowledged 
that Kurdistan is not America in its diversity and for that reason, among others, they are 
glad to be here.  Where did they first experience such an amazing array of differences?  It 
came at school. 
Some of the comments of my interviewee, Shermin, are worth sharing at this 
point.  Sociologist Irene Bloemraad teaches a class at U.C. Berkeley which “leads 
students to examine why people migrate, how immigrants incorporate into their new 
homes, and debate future forms of membership and citizenship in a globalizing 
world” (Bloemraad), much of which is dealt with here with respect to the Kurds of 
Nashville.  Her research reveals an interesting correlation between a specific sector of the 
school environment and the success of the immigrant student.  She found that those 
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students “with access to clubs at school-- an anti-discrimination club, La Raza club or 
even a French club-- find support and resources” (“Faces of Immigration Studies at Cal”), 
support and resources to serve and to survive, the very experience of Shermin in her own 
Nashville high school. 
!
Shermin (female, aged 26) 
s So, I was thinking...about your comment about Hillsboro being diverse, not very  
 many Kurds at all whereas at Antioch... !
k Antioch there was a lot. !
s Was that a good thing for you, you think? !
sh Personally it made me, you know, find out new things, new like new ethnicities  
 and all, new people, new, it wasn’t just I was in my comfort zone anymore. I  
 actually expanded. I got to meet new people that, as she said, we’d never meet  
 ever before. I had, we had this group called Oasis Center and it was all of, it was  
 all of the, the foreigners that was at the school. It’s like it was kind of like our  
 comfort zone like... !
s Like a club? !
sh It was like yeah, it was called Oasis Club and it was our way of getting to know  
 each other and feeling comfortable with each other, like not being like the other  
 one. We had Mexicans, we had Chinese, we had Ethiopians, we had like all of  
 these countries and it was just so fascinating to meet others, these other people  
 and learn about their cultures. And they’re kind of like just like us, coming to  
 America and just learning the language, learning the whole culture shock and. So,  
 it was really, I say it was very fascinating. For me, honestly, it was pretty good not 
 to have too many Kurdish people. I mean, I had my cousin, I had my sister and all 
 so I was fine with that. And it was just, I would never trade  that again cause I got  
 to meet some of the coolest people, some of the nicest people ever  so. 
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s How often did that club meet, do you remember? !
sh Every week I remember. It was for four years, from my freshman year to my  
 senior year.  !
s Was it voluntary? !
sh Well it was just a club, yeah you could volunteer and stuff if you wanted to but I,  
 first I was kind of like hesitant to get into it and stuff. Then I realized I would  
 have made a big mistake if I didn’t join in because it was probably, it taught me a  
 lot. It just taught you how to, I don’t know, be open with yourself and, you know,  
 if you were ever having problems at home you can come talk to the group. It was  
 just very chill but yet very open. It opened my eyes a lot just to learn about other  
 people and stuff. So I wouldn’t, I wouldn’t trade that club either. It was a   
 awesome club. !
In a sense, it seems quite paradoxical.  How could one become more grounded in their 
own culture when gaining a new appreciation for that of others, which is the exact 
experience of most of my interviewees?  I am not sure there is a fully satisfying answer 
but, as these young Kurds have learned through their time in the American educational 
system, it is probably not necessary to know.  Cultural cross-pollination produces beauty 
for everyone and this generation seems to understand that better than most.        
Nashville is a mix of many cultures, as these young Kurds have come to accept 
and appreciate.  But if we were to arrange them all, representative youth from each ethnic 
group in a police line-up sort of way, and judge them based on their likeness to the 
portrait of a typical third-culture “kid” (TCK), how would the Kurds fare?  The starting 
point must be definitional.  What is a third culture kid?   
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A Third Culture Kid (TCK) is a person who has spent a significant 
part of his or her developmental years outside the parents’ culture. 
The TCK builds relationships to all of the cultures, while not 
having full ownership in any. Although elements from each culture 
are assimilated into the TCK’s experience, the sense of belonging 
is in relationship to others of similar background (Pollock and Van 
Reken 1999: 19). !
The first sentence of that definition is fairly straightforward and objectively measurable.  
My interviewees have spent the vast majority of their lives, even including visits to 
Kurdistan, within the context of the American culture.  In that regard, then, they fit the 
definition perfectly.  The second sentence is more problematic, in the sense that judging 
“full ownership” is incredibly tricky.  All of the young Kurds with whom I spoke, except 
perhaps for Lava, speak the language fluently, consistently participate in family and 
community-wide events and maintain a connection with the homeland, if only 
tangentially.  But perhaps that’s the rub, the place where the TCK label can begin to be 
applied with some measure of confidence; connections with either home or host culture 
are tenuous.  Pollock and Van Reken are pronounced in their view that this is indeed a 
defining marker. “This is at the heart of the issues of rootlessness and restlessness...This 
lack of full ownership is what gives that sense of belonging ‘everywhere and nowhere’ at 
the same time” (Pollock and Van Reken 1999: 30). 
I would agree fully with the authors.  In fact, it is the basis of this thesis; young 
Kurds in Nashville do live a duality in which neither part is equally valued or shared at 
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all times.  I think back to some of the comments of Kavar, this new high-school graduate 
primed to conquer the world.  Things did not always look so bright. 
!
Kavar (male, aged 18) 
s Good. Well this is, this might not apply to you but, especially because you came  
 when you were two, but was there a time in elementary school maybe even pre-k  
 or yeah if you remember that, that you saw yourself as different from the other  
 students? I mean were you in with other kids who didn’t speak English as well or? !
k At that young of an age, I didn’t really see myself different but growing up, you  
 know going into middle school and stuff I was kind of a loner. You know, people  
 would ask me, oh where you from, you know I’d say Iraq and they’d kind of, you  
 know, get scared you  know with the idea of terrorists. And so I’d have to, you  
 know, sit there and explain to them, you know, oh it’s not like that at all and  
 where I’m from it’s completely different than, you know what’s, what’s portrayed  
 on tv and stuff.  !
s Ok. Well going, how was it in Hume-Fogg? Was it also... !
k Hume-Fogg? !
s You were the only one or very few? !
k It was just me and, there are actually two, two Kurds, they graduated from there  
 before  me and while I was there, one of my friends named Zana, it was me and  
 him there and so you know everybody knew us, me and him, as two Kurds there.  
 So that was good I guess. !
s Yeah. !
k In a way it felt good being the only one, you know, being different from   
 everybody else. !
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s Yeah. !
k  So.  !
s So would you say then that being in a school where you’re one of the only ones  
 from your ethnic background helped you or hurt you or, I mean, how would you  
 explain how that affected you?  !
k I’d, I’d say that it’s definitely helped me become who I am cause it’s taught me to  
 accept, you know, who I am as a person, where I’m from and, you know, to not  
 try to fit in with everybody else and to, you know, definitely be proud of being a  
 Kurd even though there’s ups and downs of it. !
s Right did you, did you struggle early on with just saying I wish I was like   
 everybody else, I get tired of explaining this to people? !
k Yeah, oftentimes I’d just be like why can’t I, why couldn’t I’d just been, you  
 know, you know an American just born here, a white person you know? But you  
 can’t really control who you are. It just kind of, you know, falls together. !!
This will be dealt with in much greater depth in chapter 6 but it is obvious from the 
conversation above (as well as those with other interviewees) there was a painful and 
powerful struggle between two cultures vying for preeminence in the lives of these young 
people.  At school it was American, at home Kurdish.  At mosque it was Kurdish, on the 
basketball court it was American.  Or was it? 
I was reminded of this question during a meal at a local favorite of mine, The 
House of Kabob.  While eating my gyro sandwich and drinking a tall glass of sweet tea 
(in itself a poignant picture), I overheard a young man in the booth behind me talking on 
the phone.  What was fascinating was his effortless movement between Kurdish and 
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English during his conversation, ostensibly with another Kurd.  I could not help myself 
and asked if he, and others like him, always used both languages in a single conversation.  
He laughed and acknowledged that they do, which prompted this question in my own 
mind;  if such a middle ground exists linguistically for these young Kurds, would it not 
be illogical to assume it would be otherwise culturally?  
One last piece of Pollock and Van Reken’s definition of TCKs, the most 
fascinating and most telling in my opinion, is this: “...the sense of belonging is in 
relationship to others of similar background” (Pollock and Van Reken 1999: 19).  In their 
experience, “others of similar background” does not refer to home or host cultures.  
Through many years of hosting large gatherings of TCKs, they had heard a common 
refrain, that regardless of where each child had come from or where they had gone there 
was an unequivocal and innate understanding of, appreciation for and gravitation toward 
those who were like them.  They were, surprisingly, a culture unto themselves.   
That means they shared the benefits of TCK life, of which there are many.  
Among them, is the propensity to be more adaptable, accepting and appreciative in more 
situations than others.  Conversely, they endure similar, sometimes paralyzing, struggles 
as a result of their uprooting(s).  They can be overly harsh toward those unlike them (non-
TCKs) or later in life, become entrenched even when movement may be beneficial, solely 
to keep potential pain at arm’s length.  Other third-culture kids understand this dilemma, 
as my son-in-law told me recently.  His American missionary parents moved to Vienna, 
Austria, when he was three and he returned to the U.S. when he was eighteen.  During his 
fifteen years in Vienna he became, for all intents and purposes, Austrian.  
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I asked him about the idea of third-culture status, whether it was valid and, more 
pertinent to the present discussion, if there really was something to this deep kinship 
between such disparate ethnic youth falling under the TCK umbrella.  His answers?  Yes 
and yes.  At both his international school (populated by a few Austrians and many more 
children of expatriate businessmen, soldiers, and diplomats) and at large gatherings of 
missionary kids from across Europe,  my son-in-law lived what Pollock and Van Reken 
found to be true, that “their (TCKs) commonalities of feelings and experiences far 
outweigh the differences” (Pollock and Van Reken 1999: 34).  Though I never asked my 
interviewees directly with whom they most identify, there was a clue lurking in the 
background of Shermin’s comments.    
!
We had Mexicans, we had Chinese, we had Ethiopians, we had like 
all of these countries and it was just so fascinating to meet others, 
these other people and learn about their cultures. And they’re kind 
of like just like us, coming to America and just learning the 
language, learning the whole culture shock and. So, it was really, I 
say it was very fascinating.  !!
Mexicans, Chinese and Ethiopians were “kind of like just like us.”  That is quite a 
statement coming from a young woman of her background.  We all now know her people 
raced out of a region of horrible overlords, ones who not only railed against their cultural 
differences but attempted to forever erase them.  Perhaps the years of relative calm in the 
U.S. had tempered what could easily have become permanent and consuming hatred of 
anything non-Kurdish.  “I love being Kurdish” (personal interview with author), Shermin 
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freely shared and, yet, she was also actively “fascinated” with other people and other 
cultures, a very common trait of my interviewees.  Mary Pipher writes extensively in The 
Middle of Everywhere of her close relationship with a family of Kurds in Lincoln.  This 
single mother and five older daughters became to her a second family and, inadvertently, 
great teachers of great truths about courage and hope and love.  In what she calls the 
postscript to her discussion of their relationship, Pipher says this of the second to 
youngest, Meena: “she continues to find life tasty” (Pipher 2002: 55), a nod to Meena’s 
oft-used word.  My sense is the same could be said of the young Kurds I came to know.  
Through their outgoing and incoming, from culture to culture, they have all taken what 
they deem best from each and created an imperfect but unique third, one that is 
yes...tasty. 
!
       
!
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5 “Girls Have No Freedom” !!
Folkloristics is, at its core, a human endeavor.  Robert Georges and Michael Owen 
Jones said as much in the title of their 1980 work, People Studying People: The Human 
Element in Fieldwork.  To be fair, their approach was not holistic, meaning it was not 
intended to be definitional or to reduce the rainbow (i.e., the discipline) to a single hue 
(i.e., a comprehensive description).  Even the context of that which they did present (i.e. 
fieldwork) included other cultural workers besides folklorists.  So I am, in a sense, 
superimposing my meaning on their title but for good reason; it is foundational.  The 
thesis of Georges and Jones is profoundly simple and simply profound; “fieldworker and 
subject are first and foremost human beings” (Georges and Jones 1980: 3).  One can 
never forget, they say, there is a person on either side of the recording device.  They 
illustrate this beautifully from the beginning of their book. 
The story is of Frank Hamilton Cushing, an anthropologist well known for his 
ethnological work among the Zuni Indians of New Mexico.  He was observing a ritual 
dance in the pueblo, taking notes and sketching what he saw from his well-positioned 
perch; priests and blood and stone knives and flowing beards. What happened next was 
terrifying for Cushing but wonderfully instructive for Georges and Jones.  In a single 
instant, the fieldworker was placed at the center of the Zuni drama, targeted for murder as 
a loathsome Navajo.  It was only through quick and fortuitous action on his part that he 
was spared and allowed to continue his work. The authors of People Studying People use 
his fuller story to illustrate the complexities of humans studying each other in such a 
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setting, or any for that matter.  They employ the words “accidental,” “unplanned,” 
“chance,” and “happenstance” without reserve (Georges and Jones 1980: 7, 9-10).  Their 
point is that entry into and movement within the fieldwork experience is fraught with that 
which is unexpected, a surprise. 
!
Moreover, the unpleasant surprises and shattered expectations, the 
warm welcomes and hostile receptions, the hopes aroused and 
promises broken, the mementos treasured and nightmares relived, 
the insights gained and the assumptions called into question can 
neither be quantified nor articulated succinctly (Georges and Jones 
1980: 152).     !!
Though the specter of death is rare in the fieldwork experience, including my 
own, I certainly ran into a fair share of circumstantial oddities, things unaccounted for in 
a notebook or on a laptop prior to recorded interviews.  Issues with troublesome venues 
and ever-shifting schedules have already been mentioned.  In this chapter, however, I will 
discuss a somewhat pleasant surprise, at least for me as an ethnographer; the issue of 
gender disparity.  This issue certainly was not pleasant for those who introduced me to it.  
For some of them it could be described as mildly irritating, a reality that, while 
unpleasant, was accepted as part and parcel of Kurdish life.  For others, it was galling and 
the vitriol came swift and strong.  I will look at what my interviewees say about this 
disparity in the Nashville Kurdish community, including their own families, and how they 
say it.  Are they direct in voicing concerns or more passive, even to the point of silence?  
What does their voice say about their true feelings or even the severity of the situation?  I 
will then discuss cause and effect, specifically with respect to my female interviewees.  
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Does the distinctive opposition some display toward the injustices stem from personal 
experience or does their failure to follow the strictures of community standards bring on 
the suffering? 
Two further points must be made before I begin in earnest.  The first is the use of 
the word “pleasant” in referring to the kind of surprise that came to me.  It is not meant in 
the traditional sense, as in something that brings one pleasure (i.e. a warm spring day 
after a long, cold winter).  It does not please me to see these young Kurdish women 
suffer, simply because they are young Kurdish women who hail from, what some would 
label, a hyper-patriarchy.  Rather, it falls under the category of “very good-to-know 
information,” much like my cancer diagnosis in 1999.  In both situations, the discovery 
was jarring but the lack of knowledge could portend something even worse.  Providing a 
platform for these women to fill that void was extraordinary.   
Secondly though, the surprise was only partially unexpected due to my prior 
experience in the Kurdish community and prior fieldwork with Sadiye, a woman from 
southeastern Turkey.  I had first and second-hand knowledge of girls running away from 
home because they had somehow dishonored the family (i.e., dating, a pregnancy, etc.), 
but I had never gotten close enough to see beyond the effect and consider the cause, as 
these women saw it.  My interviewee, Klavish, will be one of the most vocal to address 
that scenario in this chapter.  Additionally, in the fall of 2012 I interviewed Sadiye, a 
middle-aged Kurd, for a Women’s Folklife class at Western Kentucky University.  She 
was a woman who wrestled with these very issues, though she was older and from a 
different part of Kurdistan than my more recent interviewees.  She too made the struggle 
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multi-sensory and reconfirmed the notion that not all was well for young Kurdish women 
living in the homeland or in Nashville.    
So how did this “surprise” present itself?  As has already been detailed, my 
fieldwork began slowly, with only four interviews in the first five months.  The issue of 
gender inequality did not come up in any of them, either organically or through my 
prompting (of which there was none).  This would, I assume, be somewhat perplexing to 
Joan Radner and Susan Lanser, who state unequivocally that men and women “usually 
exist in a relationship not simply of difference but of dominance” (my italics, Radner 
1993: 2).  Therefore, if I am interviewing women I should expect and, perhaps, even seek 
out the divergent experiences of those in subjugation.  Yet to be perfectly honest, it never 
crossed my mind...until Klavish. On that bright, breezy day we met to talk, I had my 
questions in hand and began where I always had; gathering preliminary historical data 
(i.e., country of origin, size of family, route of emigration, etc.).        
In looking back through the transcript, I saw at least three separate instances in 
which Klavish, this 22-year old woman, made reference to the issue of gender, either 
offhand or otherwise, and I marched blithely along without even a nod in her direction.  
From the transcript below, it is clear I am in earnest search of folklore though not much 
else. 
!
s Are there some ways that young Kurds in Nashville express themselves that is  
 good? !
k What do you mean? !
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s Well cause you talked about freedom and, you know, growing up in Bellevue... !
k Girls have no freedom. !
s Even as a Kurd you, you have more freedom than somebody who grew up, grew  
 up in Antioch or.  Some people express it by going to the parties.  This guy that I  
 talked to that went to Brentwood he’s got Kurdistan tattooed across his chest. !!
I was trying to elicit her perspective as a Kurd; again and again she returned to her place 
as a woman in a man’s world, a world that happened to be Kurdish.  “Girls have no 
freedom,” she stated in a clear, matter-of-fact monotone and, yet, it would be quite a few 
minutes later before the ringing of that statement would get my attention.  Radner and 
Lanser speak of this dilemma in an indirect sort of way, emphasizing the fact that women, 
as the subjected, have learned that in order to survive they must be attuned to the world of 
men (Radner 1993: 2).  As my personal example illustrates, the converse is not always 
true.  
It did get my attention, however.  I was intrigued by such a strong statement from 
a Kurdish woman and knew that it was worthy of further attention.  So I probed. 
!
s Can you talk a minute about what you brought up at the beginning, about   
 women’s issues? !
k Woman’s issues, what, what do (you) want me to...? !
s That girls have no freedom.  !
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k Oh, girls don’t. Everything’s different for like guys and girls. We talk about this,  
 this is a huge debate in my house all the time. Boys are different from girls no  
 matter what and that won’t change. Like that’s something that I don’t believe will  
 change unless like, I have children with someone that’s not Kurdish and he might  
 agree to some things. But I know if I marry somebody Kurdish like he’s not  
 accepting, ok women and men are the same. There’s gonna always be a   
 difference.  !
s And right now you’re talking about, for example, if you had a brother he could go 
 out wherever he wanted to, whenever he wanted to and... !
k My brother gets to go where he wants, do what he wants and date who he wants.  
 No problem. !
s And your mother doesn’t say anything to him? !
k No one says anything. Yeah, he went to prom. He brought his girlfriend to the  
 house.  Nothing said. It’s just don’t do it in front of your sisters. He has an   
 Instagram with their pictures on it. Now if that was me even being seen talking to  
 a guy, like oh my gosh, that’s a huge deal. Or like me staying out late or my mom  
 not knowing where I’m at every second, that’s a huge deal.  !
s And is that, you think, just for reputation purposes or do you think she’s   
 concerned about your safety? And I ask that question because I’m a father of three 
 girls and I struggled with that too and I’m not Kurdish.  !
k I feel like every parent does struggle with that and they’re worried about their  
 child’s safety but, I mean, going to a basketball game, come on now that’s not a  
 huge deal. I’m, nothing’s gonna happen I mean especially bad at school. Those  
 are things that I wasn’t allowed to do to where my brother it’s fine. Or going to a  
 senior/junior egg fight, going to a prom, that’s not a huge deal.  !
s What if you went to a prom with a Kurd?  !
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k It still was a huge deal to my mom. Like I, what dress would I wear? At that time  
 she really, like, controlled me and like what I wore and what I did. Well now that  
 I’m a little older and I can actually support myself and she knows that I can  
 support myself without her and I have the right to leave my house if I wanted to,  
 she kind of backs up and she’s like, ok well just stay here for our reputation.  
 Don’t do anything bad, like don’t bring our family name down. I promise I’ll give 
 you a little more freedom kind of. But it’s still, like  my brother still gets to do  
 what he wants to.  !!
At this point and beyond in the interview, Klavish was direct; the freedom disparity 
between male and female Kurds in Nashville was real. Previously, her message was less 
distinct but still audible amidst my push to find answers to other questions.  I would ask, 
for example, what effect her time in a school and community with few Kurds had on her 
identity and she would respond with “I have no problems with guys texting me, calling 
me or going out with them” or “I personally don’t believe I have to be with somebody 
Kurdish” or, even more enigmatic, “I feel like to be accepted in the Kurdish community 
you have to have just that Kurdish mentality” (personal interview with author).   
This dance, of sorts, in which we were involved reminded me of Henry Glassie’s 
brief discussion of identity.  In what he calls “a positive response” (Glassie 1994: 238) to 
Elliot Oring’s placing of identity at the core of the folklore enterprise, Glassie speaks of 
his time among Turkish artisans.  He found that, though the word (identity) and its 
attendant implications were not common parlance in that world, the artisans’ work 
reflected it nonetheless. 
!
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Their interest in soulfulness and discipline could be made into an 
expression of personal identity, their interest in service and utility 
could be communal identity, their interest in sacred meanings 
could be religious identity, and most easily, their historical 
references could be statements of national identity (Glassie 1994: 
239) !
What that says to me, both with respect to those Glassie observed and those I observed, is 
that identity is complex (a subject which will be discussed in depth in Chapter Six).  This 
is no revelation to be sure, at least to those more thoughtful among us than myself, but 
Klavish did help me see it more clearly than I had heretofore.  I was searching for 
Kurdish identity, which she did indeed possess, but failed to account for the stratified 
nature of it.  In a discussion of ethnic genre systems, Amy Shuman highlights this very 
thought; “the idea of homogenous (ethnic) groups is as invented as are the generic 
categories themselves” (Shuman 1993: 73).  There was no prototypical Kurd to be had, 
only variation and depth and wonderful complexity. 
The knowledge gained from Klavish set the stage for the rest of my interviews, 
ensuring that gender would be on the docket.  Here is what others said about it. 
!
Lava (female, aged 18) !
s Well I wanted to ask you about this which came at an interview with another girl  
 several weeks ago and it has to do with being a girl in a Muslim culture, which  
 you know a lot of Kurds aren’t very religious, a lot of ‘em are but regardless they  
 come from that culture in Kurdistan. Do you feel like your life, even in your own  
 family and then also in the greater community, is different because you’re a girl  
 than if you were a guy? !
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l Yes, I do.  With the Kurdish, I think Kurdish people have more, well they have  
 their eyes more on the girls than the boys. I feel like they really don’t care about  
 the boys as much as they do for the girls. When you go to parties, you know, all  
 the other Kurdish parents are really looking at the girl, and how they are acting  
 towards everybody else.  At school, Kurdish boys have girlfriends, you know  
 parents even know about that. They really don’t care, but you know if a Kurdish  
 girl has, you know, a boyfriend it becomes a big problem. Even in the family  
 itself, boys always have more freedom. That’s what I feel like. !
s Is that something that you have a problem with, especially... !
l No not really because I’m always to myself. I really don’t you know. No. !
s So you’re ok with less freedom and more eyes on you and stuff like that? !
l Yeah, I mean I really don’t do nothing bad, so it really doesn’t bother me. But 
 my parents being strict, you know that kind of bothers me. Like they’ll let my  
 brothers go out more than I do. My brothers do more than I do. That’s really all.  
 That’s the only thing that really... !
Shermin (female, aged 26) !
s In the conversation I had last night with...she talked a good bit about the   
 differences between the way that the girls and guys in these families are treated.  
 Do you see that too? !
sh Yeah well for me, I mean I think for all of us, for our parents especially for my  
 mom and dad’s so, they’re very overprotective of their daughters just because you 
 know it’s a whole new. Even though they’ve been here so long and all it’s still  
 a whole new world for them too, like for the guys they can take care of   
 themselves if it comes to ever being an issues and stuff that’s best. For girls they  
 feel like they’re delicate and tender so they have to kind of protect them more. So  
 there’s a lot of things I can say, the guys have more freedom to do as far as us  
 ladies, not saying that we don’t have freedom cause we do but it’s just as far as  
 they kind of give us a little more eye, like give us a little more... !
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k They do protect more. !
sh Yeah. !
k They do protect more.  !
sh They’re very overprotective with their daughters.  !
k They’re very, with the daughters. I’m, I’ve asked my mom the same question  
 millions of times as to, not just our family, I’m not talking about my family in  
 general I’m just saying overall. Like let’s say if a Kurdish guy marries somebody  
 outside of the race, it’s perfectly fine with him, everybody accepts it. But if a  
 Kurdish female marries outside the race nope, that’s not acceptable. And I always  
 told her if you gonna treat one one way, treat the same, the other sex the exact  
 same way. There should be no different. She always told me that she agrees but  
 there’s nothing she could do cause it’s just tradition, it’s culture, it’s just been  
 how, how it is. 
     
Kavar (male, aged 18) !
s One other thing...and this came up when I was talking with one of the girls who’s  
 very strong on women’s issues. Do you see a difference in the way the families  
 here deal with  their sons and the way they deal with their daughters, especially in  
 the freedom that they  give them to connect with American culture? !
k Yeah definitely. I see guys tend to have more freedom as the girls.  !
s To, to do what? !
k Whatever it is, anything cause... !
s Like you have a sister, right?  !
k Yeah, right. I always see guys out more than girls, like Kurdish girls. I always see  
 all the  guys out more than them cause I guess they need, you know, to be   
 watched you know. I don’t know how to explain it exactly but you know.  
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!
s Do you think that’s a cultural thing or... !
k Yeah more of a cultural thing. !
s A religious thing? !
k More of a cultural thing. I’m trying to figure out how to say, how to say what I’ve  
 got in my head. (long pause) !
s Does it have something to do with the honor of the family, the the name of the  
 family and how will that will change or be affected by something the girl might  
 do? !
k (long pause) Ah, this is a hard one.  !
s Like, like for example. You know it was probably 2007, 2008 when those guys in  
 the KPG got arrested, you know, for trying to kill that park ranger down in  
 Bellevue. I can imagine that those families were pretty shamed by what their boys 
 did.  !
k Yeah. !
s But would that be the same kind of shame as some of these girls who run off with  
 a black guy, run off with an Arab, get pregnant, things like that?  !
k Yeah exactly. !
s Are they equal or is the girl thing worse? !
k Whatever a guy can do a girl can do just as bad. It just brings, it would, it would  
 bring down the name of the family, like you said you know. Throughout, cause  
 like you know  whatever, gossip you know it’d go around pretty quickly and the  
 family would be ashamed of themselves and you know they wouldn’t, I mean  
 they can’t control what their  kids do but the kids just gotta, you know, show  
 some respect for them and realize what they’re really doing. 
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I like the word picture Shermin gives of the present situation for young Kurdish women 
in Nashville (‘a little more eye’), precisely because it is revealing of her unique 
perspective.  Elaine Lawless said of her own record of abused women in Women 
Escaping Violence: Empowerment through Narrative that “the key...is, of course, to 
remain attuned to the words and phrases, language, and nuance of women’s stories, as 
they relate them in their own voices”  (Lawless 2001: 59).  So what is Shermin saying by 
the use of her metaphor?  The oversight of her family and, by extension, the greater 
Kurdish community is not excessive. Lava said the same thing; “it really doesn’t bother 
me.” 
But it did bother Klavish and, even more so, her high school-age sister, Dilan.  As 
Klavish and I were wrapping up our conversation at the coffee shop, she recommended 
that I talk with her often oppositional mother (“me and my Mom butt heads all the time,” 
personal interview with author).  My initial fieldwork plan included time with as many 
parents of my interviewees as possible but, as of Klavish’s invitation, it had not 
happened.  I jumped at this opportunity and giddily followed her back to the family 
home.  After a brief introduction, Klavish, her mother and sister and I sat down around a 
large table in a dimly-lit room, the sound of boys and video games in the near distance.  I 
quickly dismissed any irritation over these potential distractions because this was what I 
had hoped for all along; a gathering of multigenerational voices. My 2007-2008 survey 
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among Kurdish students in Nashville had offered the two side by side, in mono as it were.  
This time it would be in stereo. 
The conversation began unrecorded because I felt it wise to start slowly, to allay 
any fears Klavish’s mother, Youza, might have over motives or disclosure.  But once the 
green light was given and the recorder on, she was quick to voice her concerns. 
!
The...big problem with the Kurdish community here...(is)... we 
don’t accept our daughters stay after twelve and my daughter...
(isn’t)... allow(ed) to bring a boyfriend home...or get pregnant. We 
don’t accept that... That’s hard for parents because we...(grew)...up 
that way. !
Indeed, this seemed to be her mantra throughout our time together; daughters must be 
controlled.  In the interest of full disclosure, Youza did make it plain there were no double 
standards in her household, that expectations for her daughters and sons were identical.  
Moreover, she was a single mother raising five children (three daughters) in a culture 
that, in many ways, terrified her, so much so that she had been desperate to return to 
Kurdistan since 1995.  That being said, those two daughters across the table from me that 
evening were not amused (though there was considerable laughter during the interview) 
or especially understanding of their mother’s plight.  They wanted freedom because, as 
Klavish said herself, “What’s the point of coming here [America] for freedom if you 
don’t come here for freedom, if you don’t give freedom to your children...” (personal 
interview with author)? 
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This dichotomous narrative is normal in a parent/child relationship.  Several times 
during the interview, I attempted to extend compassion to this befuddled mother by 
acknowledging my own struggles as a parent and, especially, of girls.  It is agonizingly 
difficult at times, I told her, balancing the need to release and the desire to protect.  
Youza’s story reflected this classic struggle but also a confidence in the approach she and 
her husband took to leading the family; “We don’t lock them up and we don’t give them 
full freedom...” (personal interview with author).  It must be said here that Youza’s 
deceased husband was, by his daughter’s own admission, “very Americanized” and 
tended, therefore, to take a somewhat softer stance toward gender issues in the Kurdish 
community, especially with those of his own household.  The mother, as is often the case, 
became the standard bearer for the traditional (per my personal observations and 
conversations unrelated to this study).  
Carolyn Ware makes a related point in her book Cajun Women and Mardi Gras: 
Reading the Rules Backward.  She is discussing the astounding ways that women in rural 
Louisiana have transformed and been transformed by Mardi Gras.  “The country Mardi 
Gras,” she says, “...is a vivid display of women’s creativity and adaptability”  (Ware 
2007: 21).  Whereas in years past, they served exclusively in support roles for mens’ runs 
(i.e. cooking, sewing and receiving maskers), many were now equal partners in the 
fullness of the Mardi Gras experience.  Ware herself recognizes this newfound freedom as 
a microcosm of sea changes taking place in gender roles/attitudes more broadly; some of 
her interviewees are not so sure.   But, as she notes, even the ambivalent ones “see 
themselves and their options differently than their parents” (Ware 2007: 184).      
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The same is true for Youza’s daughters.  They want more because there is more, at 
least in America.  Their mother, on the other hand, is tight-fisted with her Kurdish 
upbringing, projecting onto daughters living in a very different culture.  But I was 
curious.  Was she always like this?  Was there ever a time when Youza too yearned for 
something more?  I had to know. 
!
s ...I guess what I’m asking is did you ever think about when you were thirteen,  
 fourteen, fifteen that you would like more freedom?  !
y Anyway, over there is different. We don’t go anybody like they wanna go to the  
 games, they wanna go to the movie, we don’t have kind of this stuff. !
r There’s no movies. !
k There are no movies, there are no games.  !
y  No movie over there, no game over there. If we are inside the house working with 
 my mom and clean up something and then we sit down together, have a dinner,  
 lunch.  And then afternoon, this time we all go sit down in the yard, that’s it. We  
 don’t go to friend’s house, friend doesn’t come over, only family like my aunt, my 
 uncle or family coming over we go to their house, that’s it.  !
s So you didn’t think about anything else because there was nothing else to think  
 about?  !
k No, nothing. !
Her comments hint at satisfaction or, at least, acceptance of her simple life in Syria.  
Sadiye mentioned the same thing concerning the women of her southeastern Turkish 
town, women whose station had always been determined by the men in their lives.  Their 
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plight had actually worsened following a visit by a feminist group seeking to affirm the 
rights these women had never realistically expected. In their case, the adage was true, as 
Sadiye elucidated.  “When you don’t know anything you are happy” (personal interview 
with author).  Again the parallels to those Carolyn Ware observed is telling.   
!
When I asked Agnes Miller, who grew up in the 1920s and 1930s, 
if she and the other girls felt excluded from the daytime run, she 
said, “Well, in a way we did, because it’d be like all the boys had 
the fun. But it wasn’t a custom that we did run” (Ware 2007, 45). !
Active participation in the runs was not customary or traditional for them, not the 
way their world turned.  This appeal to the past is what Youza and many other mothers in 
the Nashville Kurdish community repeated so often and taught so diligently, even if they 
understood they were at odds with the prevailing culture (i.e., American) and even if they 
themselves were drawn to that culture.  Kajin’s mother is a classic example.  Kajin 
explains. 
!
She always told me that she agrees [that there should be no 
difference between the way the sexes are treated] but there’s 
nothing she could do cause it’s tradition, it’s culture, it’s just been 
how, how it is.  !
Her mother’s sensibilities were informed by a desire to see change but much more so by 
an acknowledgement that it would, most likely, never come.  The older female Mardi 
Gras, like Agnes Miller, “may have wished to run Mardi Gras” (Ware 2007: 185) but 
most never did.  They inwardly yearned for something more but, for most of them, it was 
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never to be.  Yet here is the wonder, exactly the place where Youza and the older Mardi 
Gras pull on the same rope.  Regardless of the way things ought to be, they still regarded 
their primary work with respect to younger generations as “cultural transmission” (Ware 
2007: 172), carving out a place for the old within the new. 
Interestingly, this was true even for those female Mardi Gras who assumed 
historically male roles.  “Women who run Mardi Gras view their own performances as a 
form of cultural continuity, not change” (Ware 2007: 172).  Carolyn Ware tells us, in fact, 
that the ladies’ runs “served as bridges, keeping the custom alive during a period of 
general disinterest” (Ware 2007: 14) among the men, a period spanning nearly four 
decades (mid-1940’s-1970’s).  Young and old alike then, whether leading or supporting, 
considered their choices concerning Mardi Gras to be culturally proper, not a “break from 
tradition but...a continuation, or perhaps an evolution, of deeply felt custom” (Ware 2007: 
185).   
One might question the connection between these two groups of women, Cajun 
and Kurdish, at this point.  The former work to nurture a performance tradition which has 
helped to expand the role of women in that culture, irregardless of their active 
involvement in that expansion (i.e., participating in runs, female or coed).  Conversely, 
the older Kurdish women are promoting the traditional view of women in their culture 
which, in real time, has led their daughters to tremendously dangerous precipices.  Dilan, 
the fifteen-year old high school student, is illustrative of just that.  Here she poses a mock 
conversation with her mother. 
!
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Yeah, I tell my mom, do you want us to be honest with you, tell 
you who we’re going with or we can easily skip school? I’m, I’m 
not even kidding like, would you want me to be honest, Mom I’m 
gonna go with these people, I’m gonna go hang out with this girls 
or skip school with those girls? Like, I’d rather be honest, I don’t 
like lying, I want you to know who I’m with and stuff but if you 
can’t accept it then what else am I gonna do? I have to lie to you. 
That’s just how it is. That’s how I feel. 
  
So with such disparate outcomes, how can there be any commonality between the 
aforementioned groups?  It is in this; even the young among the Kurdish women of 
Nashville, straining for something beyond, nurture ties to what is behind, their history 
and culture and land.  Yes, they speak with different voices (Klavish’s venom, Kajin’s 
temperance, Dilman’s silence), yet all three maintain strong ties to long-held ethnic 
markers (i.e., events, clothing, food, language, etc.).  In other words, like the progressive 
female Mardi Gras runners, these women push the envelope through their speech or non-
speech, helping the lot of Kurdish women to “evolve,” if ever so slowly.  
A word about silence.  There were two women, Dilman and Dashneh, who said 
nothing at all about gender (coincidentally, the two I interviewed prior to my revelation 
from Klavish).  While it could be proffered that they were simply being dutiful in 
answering the questions asked (none of which concerned gender), there remained a 
measure of curiosity on my part as to why gender was not even touched upon by these 
women.  I understand, as I have wrestled with the issue of Kurdishness, that femininity is 
not the sum total of their existence, not the singular category under which all others fall.  
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Still, patriarchy forces the issue, sometimes stridently.  So what did their silence mean, if 
anything?  And were they, in fact, truly silent?  Helen Cordero might be of help. 
Cordero was a Cochiti pottery maker in New Mexico, not unlike many other 
women in her pueblo.  What set her apart, however, were her storyteller dolls, a 
transfiguration of a “centuries-old ceramic tradition” (Babcock 1993: 226) which “shaped 
the clay of the Southwest into representative human and animal forms,” (Babcock 1993: 
226) most notably perhaps, women holding children or baskets.  All were related, 
scholars say, to fertility.  Cordero’s modifications were two; “she made the primary figure 
male rather than female and she placed more than a realistic number of children on 
him” (Babcock 1993: 229).  The inspiration was her story-telling grandfather, a beloved 
and well-respected leader of the pueblo.  She cast him in clay, mouth open, surrounded by 
his adoring grandchildren, a visible reminder of his life and her memory.  But Cordero’s 
work was not merely nostalgic, it was revolutionary.  Barbara Babcock said this of its 
significance.  “In this case, the struggle between the powerless (women) and the powerful 
(men) has been displaced quite literally onto the surface of things” (Babcock 1993: 239). 
Was Helen Cordero silent?  She did not vocalize her opposition to the status quo, 
to the exclusion of women from telling the deep stories, the “master fictions” (Babcock 
1993: 234) of pueblo life.  But she did find a way to speak without a sound, for “in a 
world in which discourse is controlled by men, (Helen’s) ideas or models of the world...
(found) expression in forms other than direct speech” (Babcock 1993: 236).  So too did 
my female interviewees, Dashneh and Dilman.  I had asked Dashneh about her coming of 
age with respect to cultural otherness. When did she learn of her distinctiveness, the ways 
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she was set apart from others her age? Did it come in elementary school, middle school 
or beyond?  Here is her answer. 
!
d I mean, I really don’t see myself any different. !
s You don’t, ok. !
d Yeah, I see myself like any other teen, any other kid, just some more boundaries, I 
 guess you could say. !
s Yeah then how do you feel about the extra boundaries? !
d I feel, I don’t mind it, actually. !
s Ok. !
d I mean, I understand it’s for protection and I understand it’s culture, which you  
 always want to stay to your culture. Makes you who you are. !!
Her tone and non-verbal cues convinced me that Dashneh was sincere in her settledness.  
She recognized the unique constraints of her culture, to be sure, but she also knew them 
to be indivisible from all other parts of it.  For her, not to date was the same as not to eat 
pork, the same as not to reject the counsel of older brothers.  Her Western hair, clothes 
and speech might have belied her adherence to traditional Eastern ways but it was 
uniquely her; no diatribes were necessary. 
Dilman, older and married, joined Helen Cordero in a different, though similarly, 
indirect way.  Her means of bettering the fortunes of her people and, by extension, the 
women of her people was through education.  Nearly all of my interviewees mentioned 
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the aggressiveness with which most parents in the Kurdish community pushed their 
children to learn and, it appears, to good effect.  Six of the seven young female Kurds I 
interviewed had either graduated from college, were presently attending or had plans to 
attend.  Dilman herself was in training as a dental hygienist.  In answer to my question 
concerning the perception of Nashville Kurds by non-Kurds in the city, especially in light 
of fairly recent gang activity, she brought education to the forefront. 
!
I think Kurds have come a very long way. We have a lot of Kurdish 
people that have been in the media and in the news for the good 
that they’ve done not the bad that they’ve done. You know, Kurds 
that are completing college and getting these degrees and making 
good money and doing good for themselves and, you know, they 
see that as you know that’s not all they’re about is this gang stuff 
and, you know, defending each other and what not. There are 
educated people out there. There’s people that are into arts and 
into, you know, liberal arts and politics and, you know, computers 
and health and things like that. You know, when you go to the 
doctor and you see a Kurdish nurse or see a Kurdish hygienist, it 
brings the Kurdish community a lot more pride than it would to see 
somebody on the news, five o’clock news, oh he’s going to jail for 
killing a cop. So I think it’s gotten a lot better but with that, 
because of education, because people have progressed a lot more 
than they did ten years ago. !
Forward movement, individually and corporately, was possible through higher learning, 
according to Dilman.  It could change the fortunes of her community of women and she 
would passionately encourage it. 
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In the end, there was only an appearance of silence on the part of both of these 
women, Dashneh and Dilman.  They spoke in “forms other than direct speech” (Radner 
1993: 236) to counter the prevailing notion of an inferior gender.  Helen Cordero’s 
“silent” demonstration eventually led to opposition by the all-male tribal council.  I have 
not heard of a similar stand among leaders of the Kurdish community, though it is 
unlikely that among the many hundreds of families in the city there are not some who 
individually resist change.  My most vocal interviewee, Klavish, believes gender 
inequality to be a wholesale and eternal belief among her people.  “Boys are different 
than girls no matter what and that won’t change.  Like that’s something that I don’t 
believe will change...There’s gonna always be a difference” (personal interview with the 
author).    
Lastly, I want to address the issue of causality.  Perhaps it is a bit presumptuous of 
me to expect outsider understanding of insider motivations, to know the why to the what, 
but I think it is worth a brief exploration.  Klavish introduced the idea in her comments 
about young female Kurds leaving the family home.  Remember, her mother Youza had 
opened the recording with a big picture view of how the Nashville Kurdish community 
deals with its daughters (“we don’t accept our daughters stay after twelve and my 
daughter... (isn’t) allow(ed) to bring a boyfriend home...or get pregnant,” personal 
interview with the author).  The unfortunate, though not wholly unexpected, result for 
some families was rupture, as Youza’s comments reveal. 
!
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It’s hard, like I have a lot (of) friend(s)...because they don’t give... 
freedom to(their)kids they run away, sixteen, fifteen...I know one, 
twenty-three. They just go and they never come back because they 
need...freedom. 
  
I knew these kinds of things had gone on for years but to hear it from a mother was 
heartbreaking.  My initial response was concern.  Was there no one in the Kurdish 
community to help?  A mother’s support group?  The local mosque? One of the active 
political parties? “No one,” she said.  And then came this interchange between us, 
including her daughter Klavish. 
!
y No that’s, that’s the hard part. I don’t know for me like I’m the mother that’s is  
 hard for me if I lose my daughter or my son like... !
s And how would you define losing?  !
y Like if they went get married to American people or if she run away or she bring  
 me a baby home or this is a...  [laughter] !
k Is that running away? You don’t accept it, manne? [Kurdish for ‘right’?] !
y How about Kurdish people they don’t accept... !
k Yeah, I’m saying the Kurdish community won’t accept that person. The girl  
 doesn’t run away, you guys don’t want the girl. !
y Yeah, if she left, if she leave...  !
k She isn’t running away. !
y Her family for somebody... 
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k Sometimes she tells her family like this is who I’m gonna be with if you guys like 
 him, right? And the family says get out of our house.  !
y Yeah. !
k So the girl doesn’t run away, correction.  !
y No, no some of ‘em they go and they don’t know... !
k Some of them run away, like nobody knows what happens to them. But some of  
 them tell their family, like this is what I’m gonna do and the family, the girl runs  
 away cause the family’s not gonna accept it anyways.  !
According to Klavish, more often than not the offending female does not leave the home 
on her own initiative, even out of a consuming shame (the central force at work in these 
situations) expected by the community; she is forced out.  This is cause and effect in 
vivid color.  What I am interested in, however, is something beyond this initial separation 
or, perhaps, outside of it.  Again, Klavish is my principal point of reference.    
Her personal situation was unique among my interviewees.  While others were 
also female or educated or could lay claim to Kurdistan as a birthplace, Klavish was the 
only one who had been married and was no longer; she was a divorcee.  Her mother 
expressed continued confusion and sadness over the breakup (“we never be happy,” 
personal interview with the author), whereas Klavish herself was more than glad to be rid 
of her abusive and deceptively traditional husband.  This was shame on a grand scale; the 
daughter of a well-respected community leader, a large public wedding and an abrupt end 
to a six month-long marriage.  And as I thought about this tragedy, a question came to 
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mind; did Klavish’s refusal to fulfill cultural expectations arise from the strictures of her 
upbringing or was she “wired” to push the boundaries and so the boundaries were further 
constricted?  In layman’s terms, did the rules make her rebel or did her contentious 
character instead create those rules?  
My assertion is that it is a bit of both and that third-culture status, not Kurdishness 
or Americanness, is to blame.  In a chapter on the benefits and challenges of TCK (third-
culture kid) life, David Pollock and Ruth Van Reken discuss a common binary for this 
population, expanded worldview versus confused loyalties.  Because of all they have 
experienced and with whom, TCK’s have a much greater field of vision, culturally-
speaking, than do those having never left home.  That is an immense benefit in a world of 
rapid and overarching globalization.  The downside of that however, according to the 
authors, is a sometimes terrible confusion over loyalties and, specifically, to whom they 
belong.  “More difficult than the questions of political or patriotic loyalties, however, are 
the value dissonances that occur in the cross-cultural experience” (Pollock and Van 
Reken 2001: 82-83).  In this case, the operative question would be, are the affections of 
my female interviewees directed more toward Kurdish values of group solidarity and 
honor or American values of individual freedom and expression?  Without question, 
every one of them can be found at differing points along a complex, dynamic continuum, 
pressed in on both sides by rarely complementary world views.  
And so we are brought full circle, to the idea expressed by Georges and Jones in 
the beginning of this chapter.  Field subjects for the folklorist are, above all, human 
beings which cannot or, at least, should not be subjected to sterile generalizations 
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concerning what they do and who they are.  My female interviewees would, to a person, 
most likely acknowledge a glaring differential in quality and degree of freedom offered to 
them in comparison with brothers, male cousins and male friends, though they all share a 
common cultural background.  Yet, the responses to those inequities are as varied as the 
stories of their lives.  The final chapter, a more comprehensive study of identity among 
these young Kurds, will do much to expose those idiosyncrasies and, perhaps even offer 
hope that what they have lost has been outpaced by what they have gained.
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6 No Two Just Alike !!!
Psychologist Mary Pipher begins at a very curious place.  It is a poem about old 
men and field mice, strange food and familiar names, so many things that are, at first 
glance, puzzle pieces from different boxes.  I used it as a more-than-serviceable template 
for my class of undergraduate students at Western Kentucky University, who needed a 
voice which I could hear. What is ultimately strange about its use is that it says nothing 
about the many and varied newcomers she deals with in the rest of her fascinating work, 
The Middle of Everywhere: The World’s Refugees Come to Our Town.  It is, in fact, all 
about her (i.e. loved people, places, food, fond memories) and begins in appropriate 
fashion... 
!
I am from Avis and Frank, Agnes and Fred, Glessie May and 
Mark... 
I am from oatmeal eaters, gizzard eaters, haggis and raccoon 
eaters... 
I’m from no-dancing Methodists, but cards were okay except on 
Sunday, and from tent-meeting Holy Rollers... 
I’m from Schwinn girl’s bike, 1950 Mercury two-door, and West 
Side Story... 
My own sweet dance unfolding against a cast of women in aprons 
and barefoot men in overalls (Pipher 2002, 3-4).   !!
She and those from such disparate places as Vietnam, Kurdistan, and Mexico are 
presented in such contradistinction precisely to showcase globalism’s long reach, even 
into the cornfields of Nebraska (the setting for her discoveries).  But this unlikely pairing 
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also brings to the fore a sobering by-product of our ever-connected world, identity 
confusion.  Pipher comments on this. 
!
A track is not the shape of a foot; it is the shape of a foot in the 
ground. Identity can only occur in a context, that is, in a social 
environment. Refugees, displaced and disoriented by their rapidly 
changing world, have shaky identities... Who are we when we 
don’t have a hometown, when we don’t know our neighbors...? 
Who are we when we don’t know the history of our land or the 
names of common plants and birds in our area? Or when our 
stories come from television sets instead of grandparents or village 
storytellers (Pipher 2002, 22)? !
In hindsight, it would have been a telling exercise to have my Kurdish interviewees write 
an “I Am” poem, to put down on paper the life markers which stood above all others.  
What might they have shared?  “I am...a victim.”  “I am...a college graduate,” “...a proud 
Kurd,” “...a lost soul.”  They are now far removed from the gross uncertainties of those 
first days in the U.S. (not really refugees anymore) and, yet, I would argue that every one, 
by their own admission, still walks on ever-shifting ground.  In fact, that is the thesis of 
this research: young Kurds in Nashville live a duality in which neither part, American or 
Kurdish, is equally valued or shared at all times.  With that as a backdrop, this final 
chapter will consider identity specifically and within the context of three questions posed 
by many in the social sciences concerning it: by whom is it assigned, in what way(s) is it 
used and how is it made known? 
As a discipline, folklore is replete with historical and contemporary examples of a 
sometimes rapt attention to identity.  I thought it fascinating to follow the discussion of 
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prominent folklorists Elliot Oring, Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, and Henry Glassie in 
this regard.  In the pages of the Journal of American Folklore, they staked their claims as 
to whether identity was, as Oring conjectured, “that dark matter standing at the center of 
our enterprise” and “what integrates our diverse interests into some sort of 
comprehensible configuration” (Oring 1994b: 225).  Oring cites as proof the work of 
Johann Gottfried von Herder, the brothers Grimm, William Thoms, E.B. Tylor, Julius 
Krohn, and others in the pantheon of folklore’s antecedents.  Moreover, he contends, that 
even the late twentieth-century movement away from the artifactual, as reflected in the 
work of Dan Ben-Amos, Richard Bauman, Roger Abrahams, Henry Glassie, and Barbara 
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett reflects such sensibilities.  Glassie, in his response, respectfully 
amends Oring’s thesis, suggesting that “identity” might well be the new “tradition” of 
folkloric vocabulary and inquiry (Glassie 1994: 240), tradition being, in the estimation of 
many, a social construct. What does that portend for identity?   
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett is not as conciliatory.  She dismisses Oring’s argument on 
both historical and political grounds.  Identity, as a rubric under which all historically-
labeled folkloric endeavors (i.e. ethos, values, self-conception, etc.) fall, fails to account 
for the “differences” and discontinuities those very labels (which Oring offers as proof) 
provide.  They are, in fact, “evidence to the contrary” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1994: 235).  
More profoundly, Kirshenblatt-Gimblett is deeply concerned with the effect such 
“preoccupation” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1994: 234) will have on the work of folklorists 
and their subjects, believing “the potential end point is a fully realized racialism that 
transmutes into racism” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1994: 236), a nod to Romantic 
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Nationalists and present-day freedom fighters alike.  Such inordinacy, as some prefer to 
call it, will be discussed at length in the pages to follow. 
Though none of the three agree fully on identity being the locus of folkloric 
activity, Oring, Glassie, and Kirshenblatt-Gimblett do acknowledge identity’s place in the 
field.  Questions of consuming theory and community engagement notwithstanding, there 
is a consensus that identity is, at the very least, one label which could accurately be 
attached to that which folklorists have done and continue to do.  I find comfort then to 
step into that stream myself, though I could just as easily have stayed on the bank (to 
“paraphrase” Oring), focusing on Kurdish products (i.e., material culture, performances, 
etc.), rather than Kurdish essence.  Even the narratives I did gather could have been 
analyzed strictly on the basis of adherence to “industry standards” (i.e., teller, audience, 
context, etc.) but my desire was to understand, if only primordially, what those stories 
revealed of that singular individual and, by extension, the community of which they were 
a part.  Those revelations, in my mind, clearly bespoke identity. 
This begs the obvious question of where this understanding of self originated for 
these young Kurds?  One should be aware there are concepts regarding identity which 
transcend the individual, “that sense of space-time connection with states, thoughts, and 
actions from the past” (Oring 1994b: 212).  Elliot Oring himself mentions two; personal 
and collective (Oring 1994b: 212).  My study was primarily concerned with particulars 
(i.e. identity of individual Kurdish youth) but as Mary Pipher notes, identity never occurs 
in a vacuum; it occurs in “a social environment” (Pipher 2002: 22).  Moreover, as Roger 
Abrahams reminds us, “”identity has been used more to refer to groups than 
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individuals” (Abrahams 2003: 205).  It is impossible, therefore, to fully divorce my 
interviewees from their (ethnic) group, even for purposes of discussion.  Each is one, to 
be sure, but each is also one of many.   
Now we return to the question of origins.  From where or, more precisely, from 
whom do identities come?  Who “assigns” them?  For example, how did Germans come 
to accept these “assumedly intrinsic ” (Coggeshall 1986: 191) qualities of cleanliness and 
thrift in contrast to the “slovenliness” and “penuriousness” of others (Coggeshall 1986: 
191)?  What/who marked the Kurds as hospitable and courageous and the “other” as 
something not so?  Logically, there are only three possible answers; from within or 
without or a combination of the two.  Our discussion will focus on the first two.  In terms 
of assignment, then, these lines of cultural demarcation between persons/groups were 
clearly created by that person/group or conferred by another.  In other words, that identity 
was self-assigned or other-assigned.  
Scholars gather on both sides of the divide.  Historically, according to Elliot 
Oring, identity labels (in his case, “savage”) were part and parcel of the relationship 
between civilized and “uncivilized,” foisted upon the latter by the former (Oring 1994b: 
216).  The savage, it seemed, had no measure of self-consciousness and, therefore, 
required enlightenment by the likes of Herder and the Grimms.  Others agree, noting that 
“individual and group identities are contingent on the construction of the power relations 
that characterize liberal representative democracy” (Abrahams 2003: 208).  Identities can 
be likened to histories in this respect; both are determined by the powers that be.  Barbara 
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett is deeply concerned by such disparities and poses this rhetorical 
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question in response; “in whose interest is it to fix identity?” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 
1994: 237). 
There are others, however, who adhere to self-assignment, self-ascription.  
Anthropologist Fredrik Barth is one.  In a fascinating study of local v. ethnic/group 
identity, Ellen Badone takes note of boundaries (a subject to which I will return) and their 
part in identity formation in rural Brittany.  Intermarriage and economics played primary 
roles in the relocation of residents from one side of Monts d’Arree to the other, a 
boundary separating rival, often contentious, populations.  Some who made such a 
journey did so “in toto,” effectively disavowing all former allegiances.  This, according to 
Badone, “underscores the validity of Barth’s assertion that identity is a matter of self-
ascription” (Badone 1987: 181).  The point is that identities, as money, can seemingly be 
disposed, exchanged and acquired at will, according to the predilection of the individual/
group. 
I think of the many thousands in southern California who are quite possibly ethnic 
Kurds (from Iran) and yet are invisible to the greater Kurdish-American community and 
their friends.  Why?  They have thrown their lot in with Iran, refusing to identify as 
Kurds.  My interviewee Kian, himself a Kurd from Iran, knew this as a real-world 
dilemma. 
!
I know some Kurdish people that don’t wanna stick around with 
some of the Kurdish people, that don’t wanna be known as Kurds, 
that don’t wanna have nothing to do with us, don’t wanna be a 
loner, a person without a country, go call yourself an Arab or a 
Persian just because you wanna stay away. 
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The Kurds of which Kian speaks also made a choice as to who they would be or, more 
accurately, portray themselves to be.  This is consistent with a definition of identity 
tendered by Roger Abrahams, highlighting identity’s malleability and touching on its 
functionality.  “Identity...seems to mean the sum of the self-classifications taken by an 
individual who recognizes alternatives” (italics mine, Abrahams 2003: 209).  There are 
choices to be made and the “proper” one often hinges on which group offers the least risk 
and the greatest potential profit, culturally or otherwise.  Regardless of former fealties, 
some scholars claim, many will choose to be called by a different name, covering 
themselves in the cloak of another. 
My first foray into the realm of identity assignment came with this question of my 
interviewees. “When did you realize you were different than other kids in school?”  My 
presupposition was that the realization of “otherness” did come and that it was, at the 
very least, most pronounced in times with other students.  I think at this point Barbara 
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett would be pleased with me.  Her cogent counterargument to Oring 
mentioned above is entitled “On Difference” expressly because she believes that 
folklorists (and perhaps others, I suppose) should “consider taking difference as the point 
of departure” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1994: 235) rather than identity.  Though both are 
“linked” and “mutually constitutive” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1994: 235) she prefers the 
term less susceptible to nefarious use.  I used it simply to avoid undue confusion; 
replacing “when did you realize you were different?” with “what was your identity 
growing up?” seemed to be a less-than-productive approach with teens/twenty-
somethings.  The responses I did receive “on difference,” however, mirrored the unique 
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experiences of my interviewees.  Some could pinpoint their epiphany precisely, others 
not.  A number recoiled at the mere inference of distinction, while others simply took it at 
face value.  John Coggeshall noticed this very thing among German Americans in 
Illinois.  “Sometimes, group identity is obvious to all observers...At other times, (it) may 
be initially unrecognized by insiders...From their own perspective, they speak in a normal 
fashion and celebrate holidays like everyone else.  Outsiders, though, interpret the same 
speech pattern as a dialect and the same holiday traditions as ethnic” (Coggeshall 1986: 
177).  Here is what my interviewees said about difference.  
!
Dashneh (female, aged 18) !
d I would say middle school. !
s Middle school. !
d Yes. You would realize that the things they do you can’t do. You know what I  
 mean?  Like, for example, the culture hits you more, your parents explain it more.  
 Dating not allowed which you understand, you know? I think one thing would be  
 (searches for words), well actually that’s it. Yeah, that’s pretty much it. !
s So but, I mean, how did you... !
d Take it in? !
s Come to that realization, I mean, that you were not like other kids? !
d I mean, I really don’t see myself any different. !
Dilman (female, aged 26) !
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d I mean I, I did notice that in, you know, kindergarten and first grade, especially  
 adapting to the culture and the language...You think, you know, am I in a different 
 world, is this the same place as I was this morning, you know why, why I am I   
 learning these two things, why are these people not understanding  each other?  
 So, you know, even at a young age you do realize that you’re different just  
 because of the language. You know, you know you’re, you know you don’t look  
 like them or you don’t act like them or maybe you don’t speak like them, so you  
 know you’re a little bit different. !
Majeed (male, aged 22) !
m I knew from the get go...I knew that from the beginning. !
Lava (female, aged 18) !
l I always fit in. !
Klavish (female, aged 22) !
s So when you were growing up, like four or five, you know into elementary school 
 did you see yourself as different from the other kids in the school? !
k No never. !
Kavar (male, aged 18) !
k At that young of an age, I didn’t really see myself different but growing up, you  
 know going into middle school and stuff I was kind of a loner. You know, people  
 would ask me, oh where you from, you know I’d say Iraq and they’d kind of, you  
 know, get scared you know with the idea of terrorists. And so I’d have to, you  
 know, sit there and explain to them, you know, oh it’s not like that at all and  
 where I’m from it’s completely different than, you know what’s, what’s portrayed  
 on tv and stuff.  !!
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I return to the subject of boundaries.  It is appropriate here because of its implicit 
nuance.  A boundary is, by definition, that which marks an end, a fixed limit, a physical 
barrier, of sorts.  Consequently, it often separates.  For folklorists, anthropologists and 
others interested in cultural “otherness,” however, boundaries are much less places of 
containment and much more points of contact.  As such, they are rich offerings for 
migration, kinship and identity studies.  Ellen Badone makes this point with reference to 
rural Bretons.  “Local identity is...accentuated in boundary situations” (Badone 1987: 
167), be they topographical, social or both.  The same could be said of Germans in 
Illinois (Coggeshall),  Ukrainians in Canada (Klymasz), Dersimis in Germany (Akcinar), 
Gypsies in the U.S. (Silverman), or Kurds in Nashville.  Though not all of my 
interviewees acknowledged difference as a factor in their young lives, they all admitted to 
consistent, beneficial contact with non-Kurds of many stripes.  Such variety was a 
distinguishing factor for Kurdish immigrants, as it was for the Hungarians Linda Dégh 
studied in northern Indiana.  Both were unaccustomed to “mutual interaction with not one 
or several but a greater number of alien cultures” (Dégh 1966: 554) in the homeland.  But 
in their new homes, both moved among those “alien cultures” to their profit. Dégh paints 
it this way. 
!
Their intricate relationship (immigrants to non-immigrants) could 
be compared to that of stars in the sky, whose movements are 
determined not only by their own impetus, but also by the pull and 
push of countless other stars, whose colors are determined not only 
by their own composition, but also by the radiation of others 
(Dégh 1966: 555).  
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The colors of which Dégh speaks are, in my estimation, code for identity.  Clearly then, 
her experience would indicate that both camps (of scholars) are correct.  Identity is, 
indeed, a creation of the individual/group herself/itself.  But in like fashion, it is also a 
result of the “push and pull” of those with whom they have come in contact.  
In looking beyond the premise that identity can be self-ascribed, I come to the 
second of our questions; how is it used? what purpose(s) does it serve?  On a continuum 
of good to bad (in itself an exercise in virtual relativity), there is first the “simple” 
showcase.  This is that to which Robert Klymasz refers in his study of Ukrainian folklore.  
His view is that in the process of enculturation (the three stages of “resistance..., 
breakdown..., and reconstitution,” Klymasz 1973: 134), Ukrainian immigrants in western 
Canada had undergone incredible change, in this striking respect; their expressions of 
identity (i.e. music, jokes, rituals) had become captive to a singular goal.  That goal was 
self-revelation. 
!
These new folkloric manifestations depart from the traditional Old 
Country complex not only by virtue of their highly acculturated 
form, style, context, and content, but perhaps even more 
fundamentally, by replacing the old multifunctional diversity that 
characterized the old complex with a single basic function devoted 
almost exclusively to the expression and transmission of ethnic 
distinctiveness (italics mine, Klymasz 1973: 138). !
My sense is that the young Kurds with whom I spoke had a similar motivation.  Kian’s 
tattoo, Lava’s KURDISTAN keychain, Kajin’s food and Dilman’s dress (mentioned in the 
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pages to follow), serve as points of reference to the land and culture of their forebears or, 
to borrow the words of Klymasz, markers of “ethnic distinctiveness.”  There was no 
attempt to shame or coerce or control; that was the lot of those misrepresenting the 
culture, the ones unable to properly express Kurdayeti (i.e. the Kurdish Pride gang), 
according to my interviewees. 
There was, however, further movement along that continuum for many.  They 
used identity not only to showcase but also to educate.  Dilman’s words come 
immediately to mind. 
!
I love my culture and I love my country. I just don’t feel like I have 
a lot of opportunity. But when it comes to things like this to 
express myself in any way that I can, I’m more than happy to do it. 
I would rather ask, be asked a million questions than for somebody 
to just sit there and assume something about my culture or about 
my country.  
    !
She did not see herself as a community activist, pushing as it were the wares of her 
people on unsuspecting or resistant others.  But she could be prepared for those rare 
moments of openness, when non-Kurds did seek to buy what she had to sell.  Our 
interview was proof she was prepared, to tell of the richness of her culture and the 
strength of her people amidst “tremendous, tremendous amounts of pain” (personal 
interview with author).  Many of my other interviewees shared similar stories of 
enlightenment with co-workers or fellow students.   
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Kavar’s words were different.  He wanted to educate, as well, though not merely 
to transfer information; he used identity as a corrective measure. “Oh it’s not like that at 
all,” he’d say.  “Where I’m from it’s completely different than, you know what’s, what’s 
portrayed on tv and stuff” (personal interview with author).  For those children from Iraq 
(Kurd or otherwise), life in the United States post-Gulf War was an exhausting series of 
explanations and defensive posturing.  Interestingly, the same was true for Swedish 
Americans following the cessation of World War I.  Steven Schnell tells of “a spasm of 
rabid patriotism” (Schnell 2003: 13) which drove opposition to any and all immigrant 
communities across the country.  The response was a retreat on the part of Swedish 
Americans during the 1920’s, an “erosion of Swedish language and culture” (Schnell 
2003: 13), including in the town of Schnell’s focus, Lindsborg, Kansas.  Third-generation 
Swedes stepped in to stem the tide and right the wrongs, feeling “the Swedish 
contributions to American history had been unjustly overlooked” (Schnell 2003: 18).  
They too used identity to correct.   
A third purpose for identity is illustrated well in the study of American Gypsies by 
Carol Silverman.  It is profit and it offers a fascinating paradox.  “In the past, some 
observers of Gypsy culture have naively labeled gazhe (non-Gypsy) culture as ‘the 
enemy’” (Silverman 1988, 267) but they had misinterpreted the evidence.  “The 
surrounding culture is not a threat to Gypsy culture but a rich, ever-changing storehouse 
from which Gypsies draw and adapt, and with which they interpret and 
create” (Silverman 1988: 267).  Surprisingly, they were not subsumed by the majority 
culture but were, in fact, strengthened by it to excel.  At first, I dismissed this idea vis-a-
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vis the young Kurds I had come to know because of the economic factor involved.  When 
had they personally profited from the steady creep of an alien culture?  The wider 
Kurdish community was, in this respect, Gypsy-like, tailoring their myriad restaurants 
and car lots to American tastes and funneling, at least, a portion of the profits to family 
members and business ventures in Kurdistan.  But, inasmuch as I knew, my interviewees 
had no part in this common practice. 
Then I began to think more abstractly.  Disregarding dollar bills and Lincoln 
pennies, in what way(s) were these young Kurds benefitting from their place in American 
society?  I propose two.  The first is personal and can be summed up in the words of my 
interviewee Kavar.  
!
At times I wonder how my life would be if I never came here, you 
know if I were, if I just grew up in Kurdistan...cause the things that 
I’ve been able to do here I don’t know if I’d been able, would’ve 
been able to do back home. !
In thinking of our discussion as a whole, “the things” to which Kavar makes reference are 
largely educational.  He had excelled in one of Nashville’s premier high schools and had 
been accepted to university, a path that, in his estimation, might have been closed to him 
in Kurdistan.  In concrete terms, that is wholly incorrect.  There are two large universities 
(including an American university) in his birthplace (Suleymania) at which he could have 
studied. He knows that, so there must have been more than books and beakers on his 
mind the day we sat down together.  I contend there was a consideration of and an 
appreciation for the aggregate American experience.  As did all of my interviewees, 
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Kavar talked of his struggles and successes in navigating pluralistic waters.  Interaction 
with the nations had made him the man he was; it was highly doubtful if Kurdistan could 
offer as much. 
Secondly, these young Kurds profited communally.  Anthropologist Diane King, 
well-versed in all things Kurdish, explains it this way. 
!
By the late 1990’s the phenomenon of the returned migrant 
receiving guests had become part of everyday life in Iraqi 
Kurdistan. The pattern of visiting in which local people were 
already engaged provided an ideal structure for returnees and non-
migrants to engage in discussions out of which emerged the 
diasporic imaginary--a conceptualization by people in the 
homeland of their own experience and possibilities vis-a-vis those 
of migrants, a new sense that the community of Iraqi Kurds was 
not confined to a single place, new moral formulations, fashions 
and a host of other new ideas wrought through contact with 
diasporan Kurds (King 2008: 212). !
My interviewees had participated in the construction of this “diasporic imaginary” every 
time they returned to Kurdistan.  King tells of a dramatic shift over a simple staple of 
Kurdish life, sugar.  With knowledge gained from returning migrants, locals no longer 
assumed Western guests preferred sugar with their tea; they learned to ask.  During my 
time teaching fifth-grade students in the capital of Iraqi Kurdistan, Hawler/Arbil, another 
aspect of this diasporic imaginary was addressed, classroom etiquette.  On a fairly 
consistent basis, despite my just-as-consistent correction, students would raise their hands 
in the middle of class to ask permission.  Why? They wanted to take their trash to the can 
near the door.  It was maddening, though I did view it as plodding progress; previously 
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they would not even ask.  The point is that visitors from the West, be they expatriates or 
returning nationals, contribute to the formation of Kurdish identity in the homeland by 
simply being present, pollinating the “old” culture with the new. In the process, 
participating Kurds cemented ties to the singular community worldwide.  That is profit 
indeed in the pockets of my young Kurdish friends.  
Now at last to, what some would label, the destructive end of our identity-use 
continuum.  It is to this, it seems, Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett and Roger Abrahams 
direct their ire or, at least, their strong distrust.  Kirshenblatt-Gimblett again asks “in 
whose interest is it to fix identity?”  Her answer would be those who wish to divide and 
conquer.  This was exactly what the greater Dersimi community resisted in Berlin in the 
early 1990s, as they established a homeland association.  Dersimis share ethnic, religious 
and/or geographic ties with three other groups in the city (Kurds, Zazas and Turks), all of 
whom have much to gain by a public pledge of Dersimi loyalty.  The Kurds or, more 
specifically according to Mustafa Akcinar, “Kurdish Nationalists” (Akcinar 2010: 74), 
were the most aggressive in applying pressure to this once-ambivalent group, claiming 
the Dersimis as their own so as to increase political clout with their host culture, 
Germany.  This kind of identity hostage-taking persists among the Kurds, especially with 
peripheral groups such as the Zazas in Turkey and the Lurs in Iran.  And, yet, there is an 
even greater evil of which Roger Abrahams speaks. 
!
To the extent that identity has been given over to the discourse on 
race or ethnicity, it has produced much discomfort. Given the 
cataclysmic developments of world events and the use of racial or 
ethnic identity as reasons for massive displacements and military 
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engagements, ethnicity and the process of purification and 
cleansing have once again raised the specter of genocide.  
(Abrahams 2003: 202) !
My interviewee, Majeed, had an interesting commentary on this use of identity.  
He was responding to my question on how to affect change in the Kurdish community, to 
help its members coalesce around commonalities and work for the good of all. There 
were no promising prospects for success, he said, except for the consensus push for a 
united Kurdistan, to be carved from territories now claimed by enemies.  He laid out the 
rationale. 
  
Cause we’re not, you know we’re not Persian, we’re not Arabic, 
we’re Kurdish. So that’s the main goal and we don’t, we don’t like 
being called Persian, Turk or Arabic, you know. So and just like 
the Arabic doesn’t like being called a Kurd or Turk but. Because 
we’ve been through so much harsh with them, you know? !!
His point is well-taken and the headwater of every argument in defense of nationhood; 
Kurds maintain an identity that is distinct from those who might share elements of a 
linguistic, cultural or historical nature with them.  But here is Majeed’s commentary 
pertaining to identity as control, identity as weapon.  “We might be backstabbers too but 
ultimately I think they’re [Iran, Iraq, Turkey] the first backstabbers” (personal interview 
with the author).   
The Kurds were experienced in and vocal about the treacheries of “the first 
backstabbers.”  Indeed, their history had traveled well beyond Abrahams’ “specter of 
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genocide” (italics mine, Abrahams 2003: 202).  Majeed acknowledged, however, that the 
Kurds themselves were complicit in the perpetration of similar crimes, using their 
underdog status to exact payment of all sorts (a fine example of dolorism as Abrahams 
sees it, Abrahams 2003: 215).  That was quite an admission, a mature one in my opinion, 
from a young Kurd who had little to gain by giving it, from one who proclaimed on more 
than one occasion, “I love Kurdistan” (personal interview with the author).  But he was 
right and I was glad to hear it. 
A third question looms unanswered.  How is Kurdish identity evident in the lives 
of the young Kurds I interviewed?  Or to put it in folkloric terms, how is it expressed?  I 
asked this question directly of each one; here are their answers in brief.   
!
Kian (male, aged 21)   
I have Kurdistan tattooed on my chest...I attend Kurdish youth festivals. 
Dashneh (female, aged 18)  
I go to the festivals. 
Majeed (male, aged 22)  !
This is the thing, like...the kids now and the people now it’s like they forgot about 
Kurdistan...as far as like going to Nevruz...it’s been probably three or four years I haven’t 
been...I don’t care too much for it. !
Dilman (female, aged 26)  !
I express myself with my language...go to...the parks, the picnics, the weddings...Our 
clothes are very beautiful. Any chance I get to where ‘em I will. !
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Klavish (female, aged 22)  !
I have no problem with expressing myself and my identity and being Kurdish...go to 
Nevruzes...go to parties...and weddings...(and wear) Kurdish clothes. !
Dilan (female, aged 15)   !
I like...Kurdish weddings...it’s fun. !
Shermin (female, aged 26) !
I express myself everyday...through music. !
Kajin  (female, aged 25) !
Food. I take food to work and I like expose it to the people. !
Kavar (male, aged 18)  !
When I’m around my American friends I don’t really, you know, try to express myself as 
a Kurd...But when I’m around my Kurdish friends...we’re all...proud of being 
that...during Newroz...I have a big Kurdish flag that I hand on the back windshield of my 
car. !
Lava  (female, aged 18) !
I don’t really express myself as a Kurd. I express myself as a Muslim. Oh I have, like 
Kurdistan key chains. !
There is undeniable variety in the responses to my question of expression.  One is 
proactive, another passive, and still another completely absent.  One appeals to the eye, 
another to the ear, and still another to the tongue.  It is all illustrative of that which Henry 
Glassie observed over the course of many years, through many lands.  In his article on 
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tradition in Eight Words for the Study of Expressive Culture, Glassie shares six brief 
stories of very different people; a ballad singer from North Carolina, an Irish 
instrumentalist, a Swedish potter, a calligraphist from Turkey, an Indian sculptor and even 
his own grandmother, the quintessential storyteller.   
The context is a discussion of performance and how scholars have, in recent 
years, distilled their analysis to consideration of 1) the lines of transmission and 2) the 
performer/audience relationship.  Glassie’s concern was not for the scholar or the 
fieldworker at this point, however; it was for the one observed, recorded, and studied, the 
performer herself/himself.   
!
The performer is positioned at a complex nexus of responsibility. 
Taking command in the events out of which the future will rise, 
performers must, at once, keep faith with the past, with their 
deceased teachers, and with the present, the mumbling members of 
the audience who seek engagement now and might act later upon 
what they learn. Then, as the ‘variability’ component of the 
phenomenal definition (transmission) and the ‘artistic’ component 
of the communicational definition (audience) suggest, performers 
must keep faith with themselves (Glassie 2003: 184-185). !
Complex is the correct word for the state of the thoughtful artist, whatever the “art.”  
Either he or she is entirely self-absorbed or he or she must manage the concerns of all 
parties involved, as Glassie has so eloquently laid out.  One might at this point, however, 
question the comparison, especially because the present discussion concerns tradition 
rather than identity.  I would counter by enumerating a few of the commonalities.  They 
are both ideas which resonate with and trouble many.  They are both ideas which have led 
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to unintended objectification.  They are both ideas which could, some contend, be 
nothing more than simple facades, the creation of outsiders (or insiders) erected for their 
own purposes and catering to their own tastes. 
There is another shared feature, however, which is predominant in my mind as I 
consider Glassie’s stories.  It is, for lack of a better term, individuality.  This is not a 
reference to the peculiar make-up of the group Glassie chose to expose.  I can imagine 
they were of varying ages, family dynamics, etc.  Clearly, they hailed from many ethnic 
backgrounds and, therefore, spoke different languages and walked in step with different 
cultural cues.  Glassie’s point, I believe, is that each of those unique individuals managed 
that “complex nexus of responsibility” (Glassie 2003: 184) differently.  There were those 
who learned their craft from masters and knew they were to “bequeath a robust art to the 
future” (Glassie 2003: 187).  Others were most content to perform for no one but 
themselves.  Some looked around, using their skills in service to their neighbors, while 
others maintained a backward glance at those who had informed and inspired their initial 
entry into the craft.  There was no consensus and no uniformity, though all commanded 
Glassie’s attention for the very same reason. 
The analogy, at this point, should be unmistakable.  As Glassie’s group goes, so 
goes mine.  I mentioned in Chapter 3 that, in some sense, I was not surprised by my 
discoveries among young Kurds.  What I found is what I should have expected to find; 
these ‘kids’ walk about in human flesh, with all its fantastical and foible-ridden elements 
in tow.  What that means is that each of my interviewees, youngest to oldest, married or 
not, large family, small family, and so on, handled their own “complex nexus of 
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responsibility” as they were willing and able to do.  Dilman was not Lava and Majeed 
was not Klavish; they were, to point out the obvious, themselves.  I’m reminded of 
Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett’s description of the ideological destination at which 
Jewish klezmer musicians had arrived.  To them, “Jewish was a theme. It was resolutely 
not an ‘identity’ or ‘heritage’” (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett 1998: 66).  There were others who 
followed tradition and excoriated those who did not.  Nonetheless, those Kirshenblatt-
Gimblett studied continued in their anarchical, innovative ways.  They too were 
individuals. 
I close with consideration of my thesis; young Kurds in Nashville live a duality in 
which neither part, American or Kurdish, is equally valued or shared at all times.  My 
expectations were, perhaps, a little jaded.  I remember a time when a local Kurdish friend 
came to my office, accompanied by his Kurdish friend from Germany.  Because I spoke 
both languages to some degree, I thought it would be fun to juggle them both 
simultaneously, in the same conversation.  The result was a jumbled mess.  That is 
exactly what I expected to find through my fieldwork; conflicted, almost tortured souls 
who had little bearing and whose lives made little sense, tossed around by competing 
allegiances and incessant demands.  In effect, I was looking for things I had seen on more 
than once occasion in their parents’ generation.   
     But before I comment further, I thought it best to allow these young Kurds an 
opportunity to speak one final time.  This is what is important to them, how they view 
themselves in the context of their world, their identity. 
!
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Kian (male, aged 21) !
It’s more important where you’re from than where you’re at...your ethnicity has a strong, 
very important aspect in your life and you should really try to engage in really trying to 
find out where you’re from and more about who you are. !
Dashneh (female, aged 18) !
I am a true Kurd but I think I’m kind of distant. !
Majeed (male, aged 22) !
You have to be open-minded to everything. Everybody should hang around with different 
people, you know. Ultimately I would just say I’m Kurdish. !
Dilman (female, aged 26) !
Although I’m American, I still am Kurdish and my roots are still with me. I don’t want it 
to disintegrate just because I live here and I’m adapted to this culture. It shouldn’t have to 
be like that. !
Dilan (female, aged 15) !
Everything’s a secret. I’d rather be honest, I don’t like lying, I want you to know who I’m 
with and stuff but if you can’t accept it then what else am I gonna do? I have to lie to you. 
That’s just how it is. That’s how I feel. !
Kajin (female, aged 25) !
We are part of the community whether you guys like it or not and we’re willing to help in 
any way that we can. Change...one person a day, one person a year is good too. !
Kavar (male, aged 18) !
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I just consider myself Kurdish. It’s definitely something different you know, something 
you don’t hear about often and it’s something to be proud of, you know. I always have a 
story to share. !
Lava (female, aged 18) !
I always fit in. Like I said I was really Americanized early. I really don’t care if I’m 
Arabic, Kurdish, blah, blah, blah. !
Klavish (female, aged 22) !
I had no problems fitting in with anyone. I feel like I live a double life. !
A double life; that was my pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, affirmation of my initial 
“hunch” (i.e., thesis).  Even for those not as vocal about the daily balancing act, there was 
an undeniable, quantifiable “duality” of attention directed toward home and everywhere 
else.  Due to striking differences in language and culture, it was inevitable.  But to my 
utter surprise, my interviewees navigated the rough seas very, very well, though never in 
exactly the same manner.   
Joan Radner said this of narrative. 
!
Tellers can go all over the world learning other people’s stories and 
they can tell them well; but the story they need to tell (to 
themselves at least, if not the public) is the only one they have: 
their own. That is the base from which we really learn to 
understand the languages/lives of other creatures; the way we save 
our lives from the strangers who would consume us for their own 
purposes (Radner 1993: 303). !!
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Kurdish culture is rich with laudable elements; hospitality, courage and a deep respect for 
elders among them.  I have no desire to erase these from the national consciousness, even 
for the sake of caution. But I would, in step with Radner’s sentiment, hope that by telling 
their stories these amazing young people will be enabled to resist, with grace, the 
attempts of charlatans and ruffians alike, those seeking to turn back the hands of time 
through their cunning.  And in reflection, I am left with gratitude, knowing that these 
stories, in all their Shakespearean glory, have now come to be part of something much 




7 Deeper, Wider !!!
This study has been a lesson in many things, among them constancy and elasticity 
in the fieldwork process.  As mentioned more than once in these chapters, this breadth of 
inquiry was new to me, as was the parade of characters informing it.  Constant movement 
on my part was absolutely critical to the success of this project; indeed the legion of other 
moving parts (i.e., schedules, venues, cultural mores, etc.) demanded it.  That aside, there 
was something else which lifted its head gleefully above the rest, much like a child on her 
father’s shoulders at a late November street fair.  It was perspective and I introduce it 
with two stories from the past.  
The first took place in August of 1971.  Who knows, it might have been a hundred 
and twenty degrees, a normal summer day for Phoenix.  A new school year at Ocotillo 
Elementary was on the horizon and it was time to get away one last time, hopefully to a 
place a little cooler.  So we loaded the car and headed north, my mom and dad in the front 
seat, my sisters in the back and me, most likely, on the floor.  Do not be fooled by 
appearances.  This was not punishment, it was heaven.  The constant drone of racing 
asphalt and the wonderful mixture of warm metal and cold air made a road trip so much 
more than bearable.  And, in a way, it helped calm me prior to our arrival at that great 
unknown, the Grand Canyon.  I remember very little of that first sighting except for 
companion feelings of absolute smallness and complete terror.  There was no fence back 
then to protect me from being swallowed whole so I clung tightly to my mom and 
survived. 
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Fast forward thirty years, September 2001.  My wife and I were in the forests of 
northern California for our twentieth wedding anniversary, divorced from telephone and 
television for a few days of self-imposed silence.  It was only by chance that during a 
walk to get an iron at the campground office I heard rumblings of a plane crash in New 
York.  As we all know, that singular event would shake the global village, including our 
little spot in it.  We were to fly out the next day from San Francisco to reunite with our 
five children, from whom we had been separated nine days by that time.  Barricades and 
beleaguering news met us at the airport.  No flights out for the foreseeable future meant 
we would have to travel the nearly twenty-five hundred miles back to Atlanta by car.   
We drove hard, not knowing what those chaotic incidents in key places portended 
for our family or, frankly, for anyone else’s.  But on our way through Arizona, we decided 
to make one last anniversary memory.  It was a little off the beaten path for us but it 
would, most likely, never be this close again.  We would stop at the Grand Canyon.  The 
requisite fee paid, we made our way to the edge of that majestic monument to raw beauty.  
We spoke softly of our years together, the memorable celebration of it along the 
California coastline and the likely uncertainties which lay ahead.  Then we were gone, a 
mere thirty minutes having ticked off the clock. The place did have strong magic but, at 
that moment, more critical matters pushed through to break its spell. 
I suppose those two journeys speak in many voices of many things.  But, it is 
perspective which is clarion to me.  As a child, that canyon was gargantuan, much too 
large to process even in the simplest of terms.  As an adult, on the other hand, it was 
surprisingly diminutive, reduced by time and terror to a local sideshow rather than the 
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international attraction it was.  The topography had changed very little in the intervening 
time period, to be sure, but my life had done nothing but change, in dramatic and 
marvelous ways.  What once struck fear now was in its rightful place amidst the 
commonplace and catastrophic of grown-up life.  My perspective had evolved, had 
matured.  I believe the same could be said for my foray into the realm of Kurdish identity, 
beginning to end. 
Take, for example, the discussion in Chapter 4 of the role of schools in the 
assimilation process of refugee children, including those I interviewed.  My personal 
history as a white person in the South was predicated upon the institutionalized idea that 
separation was, if not ideal, at least the working norm.  Our schools were then expectedly 
devoid of color.  Until the Marine Corps forced me to room with an African-American 
man from Houston and a Puerto-Rican man from New York, I was nearly completely 
mono-cultural.  Kurdish children arriving in Nashville in the third and fourth waves 
(1990s) were similarly handicapped and yet, by sheer compression (of ethnicities), were 
introduced immediately and incessantly to the multicultural face of their new world, a 
face my interviewee Shermin unabashedly described as “fascinating.”  Her co-
interviewees voiced similar sentiments.   
Then there was the issue of third-culture affinity.  This was the idea that TCKs 
(Third-Culture Kids) tend to gravitate toward those like themselves, those who have been 
similarly transplanted from culture to culture.  As with most of the respondents to the 
2007-2008 school surveys, most of my interviewees made mention of non-Kurdish 
friends (a response I expected long before the first contact).  Pollock and Van Reken had 
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provided sufficient analytical and anecdotal data to prime that pump, so to speak, to 
create in me an awareness that such a phenomena was valid.  Yet even now, after many 
months of parsing words and probing tones, there remains a large, lingering question; 
where and when are these disparate yet attracted teens ever together?   
I can recall seeing only a handful of non-Kurdish teens/twenty-somethings at 
Kurdish cultural events (i.e., weddings, New Year’s, religious observances, etc.) over the 
last nineteen years, unless that event was sponsored by a non-Kurdish group whose goal 
was cultural diversity and whose program was multi-ethnic.  So where is the intersection?  
It must be in the classrooms and extracurricular activities of local schools.  Dilan’s soccer 
team, Shermin’s clubmates and everyone’s classmates it seems provided most, if not all, 
of the cultural interface opportunities, at least as far as my fieldwork revealed.  Further 
and more targeted questioning might have revealed additional ones.  There is also the 
distinct possibility that Nashville is unique in this respect. Other sizable communities of 
Kurds across the country, in cities such as Atlanta, Dallas and Washington, D.C. whose 
population sprawl mitigates attempts to duplicate Nashville’s extreme ethnic 
concentration (befitting the title, “Little Kurdistan”), would seem to possess more 
potential for accidental and/or intentional cultural exchanges which benefit all.  My hope 
is that future generations of Kurds in this city would follow suit.  
Gender was also a key component in the readjustment of my perspective, a fact 
not lost on the attentive reader.  I was quite candid about the lack of preparedness for 
addressing such a rich issue prior to commencing fieldwork but just as candid about my 
aggressive pursuit of it once “the light came on.”  There were undeniable inequities faced 
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by my female interviewees and, in fact, the preponderance of Kurdish females in 
Nashville.  Everyone acknowledged as much.  In a quirky way, such common knowledge 
reminded me of a present-day commercial campaign for a large insurance company, 
always involving two fairly self-absorbed people.  One notes the savings available with 
Company X and the other responds glibly, “Everybody knows that.”  “Well,” says the 
first, “Did you know Old McDonald was a very bad speller/Pinocchio was a bad 
motivational speaker/an auctioneer makes a really bad checkout clerk?”  The humor only 
served to reinforce the entrenched knowledge of absolute economic benefit.  My point is 
that gender inequities in Nashville’s Kurdish community are similarly assumed.  They are 
what they are because they are what they have been. 
Yet here is where a perspective shift has taken place for me.  While the issue of 
gender inequality is known by all, it is no longer left in the shadows.  It is brought into 
the cross-generational conversations of the Kurdish community.  Remember these 
statements by Shermin and Klavish? 
!
Shermin (female, aged 26) 
I’ve asked my mom the same question millions of times as to, not 
just our family, I’m not talking about my family in general I’m just 
saying overall. Like let’s say if a Kurdish guy marries somebody 
outside of the race, it’s perfectly fine with him, everybody accepts 
it. But if a Kurdish female marries outside the race nope, that’s not 
acceptable. And I always told her if you gonna treat one one way, 
treat the same, the other sex the exact same way. There should be 
no different. She always told me that she agrees but there’s nothing 
she could do cause it’s just tradition, it’s culture, it’s just been how, 
how it is. 
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!
Klavish (female, aged 22) !
Everything’s different for like guys and girls. We talk about this, 
this is a huge debate in my house all the time. Boys are different 
from girls no matter what and that won’t change. Like that’s 
something that I don’t believe will change unless like, I have 
children with someone that’s not Kurdish and he might agree to 
some things. But I know if I marry somebody Kurdish like he’s not 
accepting, ok women and men are the same. There’s gonna always 
be a difference.  !!
I had assumed a code of silence enforced by two unlikely partners; patriarchy and 
mothers.  Both would, according to this line of thinking, work to maintain the status quo 
and squelch any plans for its demise.  But my interviewees’ revelations revealed 
otherwise.  I can only assume that similar discussions are taking place across the length 
and breadth of Little Kurdistan, though anecdotal evidence would suggest that resultant 
changes of substance are rare.  As Klavish noted, many of the worst female offenders are, 
in the end, pushed out of the family.  Will such extreme measures serve to give greater 
voice to the opposition or further silence them?  Will mercy ever be extended to these 
young women by those they have shamed, families courageous enough to violate ancient 
principles straining against it?  Klavish’s father seemed to be a rare exception in this 
respect, welcoming his daughter back from a dark divorce.  Could another father, less 
Americanized, do the same? 
One other aspect of gender gave me pause.  It relates to the discussion of female 
Mardi Gras by Carolyn Ware (Ware 2007).  I noted in Chapter 5 that both those 
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mentioned by Ware and those in Nashville of Kurdish descent, young and old, nurture 
ties to what is behind, their history and culture and land.  In fact, whether intentionally or 
not, they pass on those traditions to present and future generations by their personal 
embrace.  My question is this; will these young women, themselves victims of gender 
discrimination, pass on more than the brightest accoutrements of culture?  Will they also 
perpetuate the patriarchal construct which led them to their disadvantaged state?  If not, 
what is the remedy apart from rejecting the entirety of their beloved culture?  Klavish 
mentioned that, from her vantage point, she saw no possibility for finding that happy 
medium with a Kurdish husband beside her, Americanized or not.  Could the same be true 
for a larger swath of young Kurdish women in Nashville?  Is a new day dawning for 
cultural exchanges between Kurds and non-Kurds which includes even marriage 
partners?    
Chapter 6 dealt with identity, the overarching theme of this entire work.  Exactly 
who were these young Kurds?  Such a question prompted the discussion of self- versus 
other- ascription, the idea that identity is assigned rather than innate and can be ascribed 
either by an insider (i.e., the individual/group themselves) or an outsider (i.e., one 
different than the individual/group) and to different ends.  With respect to my 
interviewees,  it would seem to be a combination of the two.  Both birth and host cultures 
reinforced the notion that these young Kurds were different than the “native” American 
(i.e., one born in the U.S.), at least initially.  Yet our interviews also revealed a sometimes 
pronounced arrival at an identity juncture, of sorts, a place with a clear sightline to each 
culture to which they belonged and, accordingly, a range of options from which to 
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choose.  Will I be fully Kurdish? fully American? neither? both?  Interestingly, there were 
some who refused to admit such a revelation.  From the earliest days in the U.S., 
according to their claim, they were at home.  It is true I have no evidence to the contrary, 
but I would question such an assertion on mere mathematical grounds.  Is it possible that 
among the many thousands of interactions with non-Kurds in childhood and adolescence 
there was not a single moment of wonder?  Could there really never have been a sense of 
otherness?  Is it possible that it is, instead, an issue of timing, that my “most-
Americanized” interviewees simply arrived at that juncture of choice much sooner than 
those, for example, mentioned by Kian (who rejected Kurdish identity in favor of Arab or 
Persian)? 
Comparative study might be useful in answering such a question and others.  For 
example, would assimilation narratives of young Vietnamese or Guatemalans in 
Nashville reflect that of the Kurds?  Considering usage, would some use identity to 
present, others educate, and still others to control as I have outlined concerning my 
interviewees?  Would there be those more at home with American culture and others 
more ardent to embrace and even propagate the first culture, perhaps at the expense of 
“healthy” movement into the second?  It would also be helpful to gain the perspective of 
younger interviewees.  Every Wednesday afternoon our local non-profit agency offers 
after-school literacy tutoring for elementary-age Kurds.  I often wonder as I watch them 
interact with our volunteers where their loyalties most lie with respect to culture and 
ethnicity.  It is safe to assume it is in a different place than that of their parents.  Could 
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there be a similar confidence, however, in saying that it lies in a place different than even 
their older siblings?  It would be fascinating to find out. 
The expressions of identity outlined by my interviewees reflected much of what 
every other element of identity did.  That was uniqueness, idiosyncrasy,  individuality and 
included not only the expression itself (i.e. body art, dress, food) but where and when and 
why and with whom it was displayed.  Kavar explicitly stated that his presentation of 
Kurdishness, at least that which was most conspicuous, came only when surrounded by 
other Kurds whereas the ever-congenial Kajin took advantage of every opportunity to 
“evangelize” the non-Kurd.  I remember a similar divergence among war veterans in 
Allen County, Kentucky, during fieldwork there in 2011.  My interviewees had been 
questioned many times about their experiences in World War II and Korea and yet were 
not averse to sitting down with me to do the same.  Their brothers in arms, I learned, were 
not as amenable.  Perhaps the memories were too painful or too distant to recall with any 
accuracy or pathos but, regardless, these men were unwilling to be marked again as a 
veteran of war.   
I accept that with regard to the eleven people I came to know.  Each brought to the 
table a story unlike any other and some were simply more willing to tell it, in part or in 
whole, than were others.  Ray Cashman’s contention is that his interviewees from 
Northern Ireland were able, through storytelling, to  “define who they have been, who 
they are, and who they can be” (Cashman 2008: 255).  The young Kurds with whom I 
spoke were similarly disposed. 
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There is, however, a sad tone to be struck in considering the last of Cashman’s 
trilogy (i.e., “who they can be”).  I would like to maintain some semblance of hope for 
this community in which I am so deeply invested but my interviewees will not allow it, at 
least not fully.  Consider these two questions posed to each of them. 
!
1. Are there things that the older generation has done to create problems for the 
community? 
2. Do you see things changing? How? If not, why not? How can the youth contribute? !
My thought was to elicit their knowledge and perspective on community action, past, 
present and future.  Were their parents, grandparents, aunts and uncles responsible for 
creating the often hostile environment through which they moved day to day?  How has 
the present generation responded, if at all?  What is the plan moving forward?  Naturally 
answers varied and, yet, there seemed to be a black thread which ran through many of 
them; nothing will change.  Here is a sampling. 
!
Majeed (male, aged 22) 
  
m I know the community is falling apart. !
Dashneh (female, aged 18) !
s So, why do you think that there aren’t positive changes being made? !
d I think cause there might not be, like, a lot of people that talk about that. !
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Klavish (female, aged 22) !
s I mean is the younger generation different?  !
k I feel like it’s the same. !
s Oh so they don’t do a better job of relating with...? !
k I feel like over time they might, they’re being more friendly and out there but I  
 feel like they’re, those people that are out there and outgoing are viewed   
 differently. They’re viewed as being too Americanized. !
Lava (female, aged 18) !
s So really the young people are what’s sort of driving the change? !
l I feel like, that’s what I feel like. !
s Is that something that you think that they’re doing sort of accidentally or they’re,  
 they’re thinking we’ve got to change this? !
l No it’s kind of like accidentally. They’re really not, I don’t think nobody like  
 really thinks about that. !!
No one thinks about that, no one talks about that, no one wants to run the risk of being 
“too” Americanized and, thus, less Kurdish.  At least, that is the way my young friends 
view the present situation.  Such sentiment does seem to be endemic to this community 
and not even my interviewees, though acutely aware of the problem, have a proper and 
potent solution. 
I cannot, however, conclude with gloom.  So I return to the one with whom I 
began, Kavar.  He was one that had, by virtue of the schools he attended, gained greater 
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exposure to non-Kurdish populations.  His mother had also developed similar friendships 
through work and leisure activities.  Kavar’s enculturation base, therefore, was much 
more solid than that of other Kurds his age, those subsumed by kurdayeti (Kurdishness).  
He parleyed those perks into a true worldview, nurturing respect and connection with all, 
including Kurds unlike himself.  Again, my questioning had alluded to the deep divisions 
so prevalent and so pernicious in his Nashville community.  True, he said, but not in my 
generation.  “Since we’ve all grown up together in today’s world, I don’t see that as much 
at all, little to no(ne).”   
Until this point, I was pleased with what I heard though not entirely surprised.  
Younger generations always have new ideas and often work to implement them.  Kavar’s 
circle of Kurdish friends had moved beyond the petty particulars of clan and tribe, accent 
and birthplace to the place of greatest import; their shared ethnic background.  But, 
wonderfully, the hands of these young people were not locked in an outward-only 
trajectory, toward each other.  They also reached backward to previous generations.  I had 
asked Kavar how he and his peers could help to remove the wall-building tools from their 
parents’ hands, a topic of occasional conversation even in his balanced home.  His answer 
was matter-of-fact, laced with sarcasm and lined with contempt. It was also offered as an 
honest and hopeful challenge to a group which had suffered long but often modeled 
poorly.  I would tell them, he said, “Why can’t y’all be like us, my generation?”  Why 
not? Why not indeed.   
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Appendix B: Map of Nashville, Tennessee !!
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Appendix C: Thesis Interview Worksheet !!!!!
Thesis Interview! ! ! ! ! ! ! ________________!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Date!!!
! ! ! ! ! ______________________________________!
! ! ! ! ! Location!!
! ! ! !!!
___________________________________________________________!
Name!!!
_______________! ! ! Release form! Yes! No! ! ! !
DOB!!!!
• Give me a little background on your family in Kurdistan and how they came here!!
• How has your life/your parent’s lives been here? When did you understand your family 
was different? How did you deal with that?!!
• Tell me about your schools. Were they good/bad? Mixed/not? How have they affected 
your image as a Kurdish-American?!!
• What would you say is your relationship to Kurdistan? Do you think/read about it/visit 
it? Why/why not? Do you read, write and speak Kurdish? Why/why not?!!
• How do you express yourself as a Kurd? Why? What locations/settings? How do your 
friends express themselves? Are there some ways that are right and others wrong? 
Why?!!
• In what ways have those expressions helped or hurt the understanding of non-Kurds 
about your culture?!!
• How do you think the community is viewed by non-Kurds in Nashville? !!
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• Are there things that the older generation has done to create problems for the 
community?!!
• Do you see things changing? How? If not, why not? How can the youth contribute?!!
• If someone who’s not Kurdish were to come to you and say, “Tell me about your 
culture/people in 5 minutes, what would you say? In other words, what are the most 
important things they should know about Kurds?!! !
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